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Chapter 1 – Introduction 
Chapter 1 
Introduction 
 
1.1. Preface 
Since the revolutionary invention of light bulbs by Thomas Edison in 1880s, electric lighting 
has been established as a standard technology. Today, the lighting market is dominated by 
fluorescent lamps and incandescent light bulbs because of their long-term stability and low 
manufacturing costs. The luminance efficiency of incandescent light bulbs is about 13 to 20 
lm/W i.e., more than 90 % of the energy is wasted as heat. Fluorescent lamps have a higher 
efficiency of 50 to 100 lm/W, however, they require inert gas and mercury in a vacuum glass 
tube. Further derivative applications of traditional lighting, such as high-intensity discharge 
lamps and halogen lamps, have been heavily investigated. However, since these 
technologies are relatively mature and new scientific breakthroughs are not expected, new 
and environmentally friendly technologies are desirable.  
 
Solid state lighting is a new environmentally friendly light source with potentially high 
efficiency. So far, light emitting diodes (LEDs) and organic LEDs (OLEDs) have been 
presented as candidates for SSL. SSL is based on semiconductor properties: a photon 
created by carrier recombination of holes and electrons in p-n junction device. A novel 
crystal growth technique for gallium nitride materials has enabled the fabrication of LEDs 
with wavelength range from purple to UV. White lighting sources have then been realised by 
mixing LEDs different colours or with down conversion materials using lower energy 
phosphors. Recently, white light LEDs are commercialised as flash lights, lighting, and back 
lights for liquid crystal displays (LCDs) with various display sizes, ranging from mobile phone 
screens (a few inches) to personal computer monitors (more than 20 inches). The 
luminance efficiency of white light LED devices has already exceeded incandescent light 
bulbs. External power conversion efficiencies exceeding 50% have been reported for red 
LEDs. However, LEDs are point sources and their total luminous flux is relatively small, 
therefore, a large number of diodes are needed for practical lighting applications. This raises 
serious problems in heat dissipation. Moreover, cost efficiency and colour rendering index 
(CRI) remain challenging. 
 
Another promising lighting source which has advanced within the past two decades and has 
a high expectation for further improvements is the organic light emitting diode (OLED). 
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Recent advances of OLEDs in device architecture, light-out coupling, and materials have 
ensured high efficiency, exceeding that of incandescent light bulbs. In contrast to 
conventional point source LEDs, OLEDs distribute light throughout the surface area and are 
not restricted by their size. This brings the possibility of having high luminance flux without 
glare. One remarkable advantage of OLEDs is the ability of colour tuning due to the 
presence of numerous emitting materials in the visible range. The mixture of these elements 
enables a wide colour range. Achieving ideal white light in Commission Internationale de 
l'éclairage (CIE) coordinates of (0.33, 0.33) or a CRI near 100 is already within the reach for 
OLEDs. 
 
 
An example of lighting by LEDs. 
Passenger cabin in the regional 
train (Deutsche Bahn) in Dresden, 
Germany. 
 
OLED lifetime is a critical issue: Early OLED degraded in a few hundred hours. Currently, 
white light OLED devices have reached more than 20000 hours lifetime at practical 
operation brightness, which is longer than fluorescent lamps [1]. Moreover, monochromatic 
OLED devices have been demonstrated with ultra long lifetime of more than 10 million hours 
[2]. Therefore, OLEDs are expected to reach sufficient stability in the near future. The 
remaining challenge for OLEDs is their cost. New OLED technologies provide cost effective 
manufacturing methods which reduce the organic material consumption during the 
deposition. Similar arguments could be presented for transparent electrode materials 
because indium tin oxide (ITO), a widely used material as a transparent electrode as 
transparent electrode materials for OLEDs, is less than optimal due to its high element price. 
Previously, various oxide materials have been investigated. Zinc oxide is one of the 
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candidates for a replacement of ITO, especially when doped with aluminium impurities. It 
showed high potential as an alternative material [3]. Aluminium doped zinc oxide (ZnO:Al) 
which is composed of abundant materials can be obtained at low price. Apart from the oxide 
materials, highly conductive polymers such as polyethylenedioxythiophene (PEDOT) [4] and 
carbon nanotubes [5] are also considered as alternative electrode materials. Their 
application in the fabrication of OLED devices is a relatively new field. This study addresses 
some of the tasks in this area, such as OLEDs manufacturing with low cost alternative 
substrates. 
 
 
Demonstration of lighting by 
OLED. Image obtained from 
www.ipms.fraunhofer.de 
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Three dimensional chemical structure of Ir(ppy)3 
 
 
The organic Light Emitting Diode (OLED) is a solid-state light emitting device based on organic 
materials. Currently, the efficiency of OLEDs is comparable to that of inorganic LEDs. Additionally, 
OLEDs are considered to be an alternative solid-state lighting source. Small OLEDs displays have 
been already commercialised in mobile phones, portable music players etc. Attempts have been 
made in order to realise larger scale OLED applications. In this chapter, reports for OLEDs and 
alternative substrates such as ZnO:Al and PEDOT:PSS are reviewed. It starts with the historical 
background of the OLEDs. Various device architectures and functional materials are discussed. The 
review of literature for ZnO:Al is given in Chapter 2.2. Fundamental studies of ZnO:Al, various 
deposition techniques and the performance of theZnO:Al thin films are described. In Chapter 2.3, 
the highly conductive polymer PEDOT:PSS is reviewed. In the end of the Chapter 2.2 and 2.3, 
applications of OELDs with those alternative transparent electrodes by ZnO:Al and PEOT:PSS are 
given.
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2.1 Literature review of organic light emitting diodes (OLEDs) 
 
2.1.1. Historical background of OLEDs 
2.1.1.1. Electroluminescence from single crystals 
The history of the OLEDs can be traced back to the observation of electroluminescence (EL) 
from organic material in 1960s. W. Helfrich et al. have succeeded in the injection of holes as 
well as electrons into crystals of anthracene, which consists of polycyclic benzene rings [1, 
2]. The currents were limited by a space charge and the generation of singlet and triplet by 
carrier recombination resulted in emission from the excited molecules. The observed blue 
EL emission was corresponding to the photoluminescent (PL) emission from anthracene. 
The successful current injection was attributed to an appropriate electrode choice for the 
device, despite the fact that the anthracene single crystal is a nearly intrinsic material. 
Further studies of derivative materials of anthracene have been done by Schwob et al [3]. 
They investigated a process of exciton generation in single crystals of tetracene doped into 
anthracene. Tetracene which consists of four benzene rings has a smaller energy gap than 
anthracene (consisting of three benzene rings) due to the shorter π -electron conjugation 
length. The combination of these materials exhibited an efficient energy transfer in the 
host-guest system. Also, the carrier injection into organic crystals was improved by further 
modification of electrodes. Tunnel injection was observed when electrodes and very thin film 
SiO2 and Al2O3 were used for tetracene. Consequently, relatively high current injection of 5 ~ 
50 mA/cm2 has been achieved [4]. However, these diodes based on the thick single crystals 
require high voltage due to inefficient currier injection. In 1980s, anthracene was fabricated 
as thin film layer by thermal evaporation [5]. The thickness of the deposited film was 600 nm, 
leading to efficient current injection and simultaneously decreasing the operating voltage. 
These early studies made a foundation for the realisation of practical OLEDs.  
 
 
 
 anthracene tetracene 
 
Figure 2.1.1. The chemical structure of anthracene (left) and tetracene (right). 
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2.1.1.2. Architecture of OLEDs: Development of structure 
Based on those earlier studies on organic semiconductors, a novel device using small 
molecules was reported in 1987 by Tang and Von Slyke from Kodak [6]. In this report, a 
bi-layer structure by thin films of tris-(8-hydroxy quinoline Al) (Alq3) and 
1,1-bis-(4-bis(4-methylphenyl)-aminophenyl)-cyclothexane (TAPC) was fabricated by a 
thermal vacuum evaporation method on a transparent conducting anode [indium tin oxide 
(ITO)]. A magnesium silver alloy (Mg:Ag) was used as a low work function cathode. The 
preferentially electron transporting material Alq3 was used as an electron transporting layer 
(ETL) and TAPC was used as a hole transport layer (HTL), respectively. Furthermore, the 
materials were carefully chosen in terms of their energy, e.g., the lowest unoccupied 
molecular orbital (LUMO) of Alq3 has similar energy to the work function of the cathode 
Mg:Ag, so that efficient currier injection through the low energy barrier was realised. For this 
device, a high brightness was observed with a low voltage of less than 10V. The external 
quantum efficiency (ηext), defined as the number of photons emitted per injected carrier 
reached ~1% a. This type of bi-layer OLED has been well studied and it is still a standard 
structure for experimental tests etc. 
 
Figure 2.1.2. Schematic structure of OLEDs and chemical structure of Alq3 and TAPC. 
Reprinted from reference 5.   
 
Polymer materials also have attracted great attention for opto-electronics applications. 
Since the discovery of conductive polymers [7], some applications based on the polymeric 
semiconductor are already on the market. The first realisation of polymer light emitting 
diodes (PLED) was made by using poly(p-phenylene vinylene) (PPV) in 1990 [8]. First, a 
solution processable precursor of PPV was spin-coarted on ITO. Then, PPV was obtained 
thermally by heating in vacuum. The yellow EL emission corresponding to the PL emission 
from PPV was observed from a device of the sandwiched PPV layer between positive and 
negative electrodes.  
 7
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Figure 2.1.3. Schematic structure of OLEDs based on polymeric material, PPV. Reprinted 
from reference 7. 
 
Similar to the conventional inorganic semiconductor devices, the p-n junction was realised in 
the OLED structure using highly conductive doped organic materials [9]. The p-i-n-type 
OLED was made from sandwiched intrinsic layers between p-type HTL and n-type ETL. The 
i-layers normally consist of emission layer (EML), electron blocking layer (EBL), and hole 
blocking layer (HBL). These blocking layers ensure charge confinement in the EML and 
enhance carrier recombination. The advantage of this structure is the low operating voltage. 
The reduced injection barrier at the interface between metals and the doped layer enables 
excellent current injection, leading to low operating voltage and high power efficiency. For 
example, a luminance of 1000 cd/m2 can be achieved at the operating voltage of less than 
3.0 V. The other remarkable OLED structure is the tandem OLED [10, 11]. The brightness is 
essentially linearly proportional to the number of individual light emitting units included in the 
device. For example, a three-segment tandem OLED requires approximately a three times 
lower current than the single OLED unit, resulting in longer lifetime. The combination of the 
concept based on p-i-n and tandem structure has been demonstrated, which resulted in very 
high efficiency (>200 cd/A) [12]. The device was made with two p-i-n unit cells tandem 
structure, and the total thickness was relatively thick which allows to optimise the device 
architecture in terms of optical microcavity effects with only the organic layers. 
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Figure 2.1.4. Schematic drawings of p-i-n and tandem type OLED structure. 
 
2.1.1.3. Commercial applications of OLEDs 
In 1997, Pioneer first started the production of a car radio using an OLED panel. Green 
passive-matrix type area colour OLEDs were used in it. Soon after, companies such as 
Motorola and Sanyo Kodak followed with their small OLED panel applications. 10 years after 
the first commercialisation of OLED displays, Sony has finally released the first OLED TV in 
December 2007. The product “XEL-1” has an 11 inch panel being only 3mm thick. The 
OLEDs were active-matrix type fabricated on low temperature polycrystalline Si-TFT 
substrates. By using top emission technology together with a microcavity structure, a 
contrast ratio of 1000,000:1 and high colour-quality were achieved. 
 
 
Figure 2.1.5. Sony’s world-first commercialised 11” OLED TV. Obtained from www.sony.jp
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Besides the display application, OLED is suitable for lighting as well. Japan’s public 
broadcaster, NHK and Toyota Industries have developed OLED caster light for broadcasting 
studios. The picture (Figure 2.1.5) shows the light from 6 panels of 2.2 inch white OLEDs. 
The advantage of OLED for this purpose is non-glare emission compared to conventional 
caster light by fluorescent tubes.  
 
Figure 2.1.5. OLED caster light by NHK and Toyota Industries. Obtained from 
www.nhk.or.jp 
 
2.1.2. Materials for OLED 
 
2.1.2.1. Hole transporting materials (HTMs) 
Biphenyl diamine group: There are various materials reported which show hole transporting 
characteristics, such as tri-arylamines, spiro compounds, starburst amine etc. Since the 
early reports of bi-layer OLED structures, 
N,N’-diphenyl-N,N’-bis(3-methylphenyl)(1,1’-biphenyl)-4,4’-diamine (TPD) is a well known 
material and often used as hole transport material (HTM). Due to the poor thermal stability 
(glass transition temperature: Tg = 60 °C) of TPD, the material tends to readily crystallize. 
Therefore, to improve the Tg, various derivatives of TPB have been investigated by 
replacing the phenyl(3-methylphenyl)amino group (Figure 2.1.6). This includes the naphthyl 
replacement molecule N,N’-bis(1-naphthyl)-diphenyl-1,1’-biphenyl-4,4’-diamine (NPB). This 
showed high stability in the OLEDs due to its higher Tg (95 °C) than TPD [13, 14]. However, 
NPB has an ionization potential of 5.7 eV [15, 16], indicating the existence of a high injection 
barrier at the interface of the ITO anode (~ 5.0eV). Replacement of 
phenyl(3-methylphenyl)amino to carbazolyl in TPD, CBP (4,4’-di(N-carbazolyl)biphenyl), 
has high triplet energy level (2.56 eV) [16]. This is a good candidate material for green 
phosphorescent emitters that readily allows energy transfer [17, 18]. 
Spiro-linked molecules: Better thermal stability is provided by linking two arylamine moieties 
via a spiro centre by introducing a 90° angle. These are so called spiro-linked compounds 
which generally show a higher Tg. Various spiro-linked materials have been examined by 
the group of Salbeck. The spiro-linked molecules showed high hole mobility in field effect 
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transistor devices and did not show a significant change in the mobility after a storage for 
three months in air [18]. 2,2',7,7'-tetrakis(diphenylamino)-9,9'-spirobifluorene (Spiro-TAD) 
shows nearly a double Tg of 133 °C, compared to its parent molecule TAD (Tg =70 °C). An 
application in OLED devices with a combination of hole transporting Spiro-TAD with an 
electron transporting Spiro-PBD has been demonstrated [19]. The device has shown a blue 
luminescence with a turn-on voltage of 2.7 V and a luminance of 500 cd/m2 at 5 V. Thermal 
stability of OLED devices were compared by using different hole transport materials such as 
Spiro-TAD and NPB [20]. The device with Spiro-TAD showed stable characteristics even 
with an annealing at 140°C, whereas that with NPD showed significant degradation in 
efficiency. The preferentially hole transporting Spiro-TAD can be employed as electron 
blocking layer in p-i-n type OLED as well [21, 22]. 
 
O
N
N
O
NN
NN
CH3
CH3
N
N
N
N
NN NN
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
TPD NPB CBP 
Spiro-PBD 
Spiro-TAD 
m-MTDATA 1-TNATA  
Figure 2.1.6. Hole transport materials 
 
Starburst molecules: Starburst compounds have three identical branches from a central N 
atom or phenyl group and were pioneered by Shirota et al [23]. This type of material has a 
non-planar geometry by introducing bulky and heavy substitutions and inhibits crystallisation. 
When m-methyl-4,4’,4’’-tris(diphenylamino)-triphenylamine (m-MTDATA) is used in the hole 
only device, the hole transport material m-MTDATA forms an nearly Ohmic contact with the 
ITO anode at high currents, and this interface is capable of providing trap free space charge 
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limited current [24]. The analysis in the bi-layer OLED device using an ETL of Alq3 and a 
HTL of m-MTDATA showed higher current injection compared to that with HTL of NPD [25]. 
Since starburst materials such as m-MTDATA and 1-TNATA 
(4,4',4''-tris[1-naphthyl(phenyl)amino]triphenylamine) have low ionization potential, they can 
be employed as a hole injection layer by inserting between ITO and HTL, leading to high 
current injection and low operating voltage [26, 27]. 
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Figure 2.1.7. p-type hole transport materials 
 
Doped highly conductive hole transport materials: For an improvement of hole injection from 
the anode, various techniques such as surface oxidation of ITO anode by UV ozone, O2 
plasma, CF4/O2 plasma treatment [28, 29] or inserting a hole injection layer with low ionised 
potential such as copper phthalocyanine (CuPc) [30], polyaniline [31, 32] between ITO and 
HTL have been used. These techniques aim to reduce the energy barrier at the interface of 
ITO/HTL. Further improvement of carrier injection was demonstrated by HTMs doped with 
oxidizing agents such as FeCl3 [33], iodine [34], tris(4-bromophenyl)aminium 
hexachloroantimonate (TBAHA) [35] or strong electron accepter molecules 
2,3,5,6-tetrafluoro-7,7,8,8- tetracyanoquinodimethane (F4-TCNQ) [9]. It was found that a 
significant enhancement in the conductivity is obtained by combination of F4-TCNQ with 
various hole transport matrices, such as zinc phthalocyanine (ZnPc) [36, 37], m-MTDATA 
[38], MeO-TPD [22]. These materials have an ionisation potential around 5.1 eV which is 
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close to the electron affinity of F4-TCNQ, resulting in easy charge transfer. Spiro-m-TTB is 
also a candidate for the matrix due to its low ionisation potential (~5.1 eV) [9] and high 
mobility (3~4 × 10-4 cm2/Vs) [39]. It was found that the space charge layer between ITO and 
ZnPc was reduced by the doping of F4-TCNQ [40]. This implies that an Ohmic contact is 
formed by tunnelling injection from the anode, which is also observed in inorganic 
semiconductors. The demonstration of the p-type HTL (p-HTL) in multi layered OLEDs 
[ITO/TNATA:2%F4-TCNQ(100 nm)/TPD(10 nm)Alq3(65 nm)/LiF(1 nm)/Al] showed a very 
low operating voltage of 3.4 V for 100 cd/m2, compared to OLEDs with undoped HTL 
showing an operating voltage of 9.0 V for 100 cd/m2 [38]. However, F4-TCNQ is not 
thermally stable (sublimation temperature is 90 to 100 °C) and it can diffuse in the organic 
layers. It should be noted that a new p-type dopant NDP2 was reported from Novaled AG, 
which has better thermal stability [41]. This material was used in this study. 
 
matrix/dopant ZnPc/F4-TCNQ m-MTDATA/F4-TCNQ TPD/F4-TCNQ MeO-TPD/F4-TCNQ 
Is (eV) 5.1 5.1 5.4  5.1 
σ (S/cm) 1 × 10-3 3 × 10-7 1 × 10-7 1 × 10-5 
Table 2.1.1. Doping of various hole transporting materials by F4-TCNQ derivatives. 
Reprinted from reference 42. 
 
2.1.2.2. Electron transporting materials (ETMs) 
Up to now, Alq3 is still one of the most commonly used electron transporting materials since 
the first report of OLED [6]. This is due to its thermal and morphological stability and easy 
synthesis. This material can be employed both as a green fluorescent emitter and host 
matrix for green and red emitters. This material inhibits exciplex formation with HTMs like 
NPD and TPD, so that single green emission of Alq3 can be obtained. Other ETMs include 
molecules containg electron accepting molecules by comprising electron withdrawing 
moieties such as 1,3,4-oxadiazole (OXD), triazole, triazine, pyridine etc. 
2-(Biphenyl-4-yl)-5-(4-tert-butylphenyl)-1,3,4-oxadiazole (PBD) has been used as an ETM 
and showed excellent electron transport and exciton confinement [43]. However, this 
material is readily crystallised, leading to poor durability under continuous device operation 
due to the lack of electrochemical stability [44]. PBD derivatives (OXD-7) [45], spiro-linked 
(Spiro-PBD) [46, 47], were synthesised to improve morphological and thermal stability of the 
film. The triazole containing compound 3-phenyl-4-(1'-naphthyl)-5-phenyl-1,2,4-triazole 
(TAZ) has also been reported to serve as an ETM [48]. ETMs possessing deep HOMO level 
such as bis-(2-methyl-8-quinolinolato)-4-(phenyl-phenolato) aluminum-(III) (BAlq), 
2,9-dimethyl-4,7-diphenylphenanthroline (BCP) and 4,7-diphenylphenanthroline (Bphen) 
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and TAZ can be employed as HBL as well [49]. These materials enable to confine charges 
in the EML.  
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Figure 2.1.8. Electron transport materials 
 
Doped highly conductive electron transport materials: For most OLEDs, the majority carriers 
are holes due to their higher mobility and easier injection. Therefore, improving electron 
injection is an important issue because it results in a better charge carrier balance and high 
efficiency. In the case of n-type ETLs (n-ETL), the ionisation potential of the n-dopant should 
be above the level of the LUMO of electron transport matrices. The LUMO level of the 
n-ETLs is normally around 3.0 eV, and a higher energy of the HOMO (< 3.0 eV) for a n-type 
dopant (n-dopant) is required. Feasible candidates for n-dopants include alkali metals such 
as Li [50, 51] and Cs [52] or high-lying HOMO molecules like Ru(terpy)2 [53]. ZnPc behaves 
as either p- or n-type by choosing the dopant F4-TCNQ or Ru(terpy)2, respectively (Figure 
2.1.9). Very thin films of LiF can enhance the electron injection into the devices, leading to 
an increase in efficiency for OLED applications [54 - 56]. Doping of Bphen with Cs results in 
more than 10-5 S/cm of conductivity in n-ETL [57, 58]. Finally, the p-i-n structure was 
realised by comprising both p-HTL and n-ETL [57]. For the n-ETL, Cs doped and non doped 
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Bphen in the p-i-n OLEDs using p-HTL (MeO-TPD:F4-TCNQ) were compared [21]. As seen 
in Figure 2.1.10, the p-i-n- type OLED exhibited higher current injection compared to the p-i-i 
type OLED, and hence dramatically lower operating voltage. 
 
 
Figure 2.1.9. Energy level scheme of n-type (a) or p-type doping of an organic material. 
Referenced from [53]. 
 
 
Figure 2.1.10. EL intensity vs applied voltage for a p-i-n sample (circle), compared with a 
p-i-i sample (diamond) with the layer sequence ITO/MeO-TPD:F4-TCNQ (100 
nm)/Spiro-TAD (10 nm)/TCTA:Ir(ppy)3 (5 nm)/ETL-system/Al, where the ETL-system is 
Bphen (10 nm)/Cs-doped Bphen (50 nm) for the p-i-n sample and Bphen (50 nm)/LiF (1 
nm) for the p-i-i sample, respectively. Reference from [21]. 
 
Due to the low electron affinity of n-dopant materials, they are very sensitive to oxygen. The 
conductivity of a Cs doped BCP film significantly degraded from 1.4 x 10-4 S/cm to 2.8 x 10-9 
S/cm by the exposition to air atmosphere within 1 hour [58]. An electron transport molecule 
NTCDA (1,4,5,8-naphthalene-tetracarboxylic dianhydride) doped with In has a very high 
conductivity (9.1 x 10-2 S/cm) and is very stable in air by time [58]. However, the LUMO of 
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NTCDA lies rather deep level (~3.6 eV) [29], thus its utilisation as n-ETL would be preferable 
for organic solar cells rather than OLEDs. Recently, Novaled AG released an air stable 
n-dopant NDN-26 [60] which allows easy handling. 
  
2.1.2.3. Emitter materials 
So far, there have been many reports of emitter materials including organic laser dyes. This 
allows the colour variety which is one of the features for OLEDs. The preferred emission 
colour can be obtained by selecting the emitter material, which is normally doped in an 
adequate host material to allow an efficient energy transfer. In the first report of OLEDs by 
Tang et al., a single layer of Alq3 was employed as an emitter (also as ETL). Later, the 
demonstration of doping with fluorescent dyes in OLED leaded to higher efficiency [61]. This 
technique inhibits a reduction of fluorescence efficiency by concentration quenching of the 
dye molecules in solid state. E.g., various organic laser dyes show nearly 100% of 
fluorescent efficiency in a dilute solution. Recent interest has focused on phosphorescent 
emitters which allow high efficiency up to the theoretical limit (ηint ~100%). Descriptions of 
the emitter materials with their OLEDs application are presented in this section.  
 
Fluorescent materials: A green fluorescent emitter, 10-(2-benzothiazolyl)-1,1,7,7-tetra- 
methyl-2,3,6,7-tetrahydro-1H,5H,11H-[l]benzo-pyrano[6,7,8-ij]quinolizin-11-one, so-called 
C-545T, is an excellent material which is used in the coumarin laser dyes. The four steric 
methyl groups in C-545T and its derivatives (such as C-545TB and C-545MT) contribute to 
minimise the molecular interactions, thus inhibit quenching of the fluorescence. These 
materials were used and their EL characteristics compared in the device [ITO/CuPc (15 
nm)/Alq3:1% dopant (35 nm)/Alq3 (35nm)/Mg:Ag (200nm)] [62]. The current efficiency (ηCE) 
at a current density of 20 mA/cm2 reached 10.5 cd/A (C-545T) and 12.9 cd/A (C-545TB). 
Recently, nearly ηext =10% has been achieved with the device [ITO/NPB (60 
nm)/TPBA:0.8% C-545T (40 nm)/DBzA (20 nm)/LiF (1 nm)/Al], where TPBA is 
9,9’,10,10’-tetraphenyl-2,2’-bianthracene and DBzA is 9,10-bis[4-(6-methylbenzothiazol- 
2-yl)phenyl]anthracene [63]. This result implies that the production efficiency of a singlet 
exciton can be estimated to be up to 0.5, whereas it was believed to be 0.25 for fluorescent 
materials [Appendix A]. The device showed sustained efficiency at high current, keeping a 
high current efficiency of 29.8 cd/A at 20 mA/cm2. Despite the feasible green fluorescent 
emitters, red fluorescent emitters are found to be difficult to realise with high efficiency with 
pure red emission. 4-(dicyanomethylene)-2-t-butyl-6-(1,1,7,7-tetramethyljulolidyl-9-enyl)-4H- 
pyran (DCJTB) is an excellent red fluorescent dye whose fluorescent efficiency is very high 
and its photoluminescent (PL) peak appears at 620 nm in a solution [64]. However, the 
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electroluminescence (EL) tends to be orange-red, and concentration quenching due to 
intramolecular interaction or plane structure was observed [65]. Highly efficient fluorescent 
red OLEDs were demonstrated by adding an additional red emitter 
5,6,11,12-tetraphenylnaphthacene (rubrene) as an assist dopant [66]. The orange-red EL 
emission mentioned above is a result of incomplete energy transfer from the host Alq3 to 
DCJTB. The exicton generated on the Alq3 molecule can readily transfer to DCJTB via a 
rubrene molecule. The EL efficiency increased from 1.7 to 4.3 cd/A by adding the second 
dopant. Also, this system can avoid intermolecular segregation of DCJTB, resulting in red 
emission of (0.64, 036) in CIE coordinate b corresponding to DCJTB emission. 
There have been not many reports of blue fluorescent dyes and their host materials, most of 
their chemical structure is confidential. The publicly known blue fluorescent materials 
include di(styryl)arylene (DSA) [67], 9,10-di(2-naphthyl)anthracene (DNA) [68] and their 
derivatives. Wen et al. has demonstrated a blue OLED device using 
diphenylamino-di(styryl)arylene (DSA-Ph) as a blue dye and 
2-methyl-9,10-di(2-naphthyl)anthracene (MADN) as a blue host matrix [69]. The device, i.e., 
[CFx coated ITO/NPD(70 nm)/blue EML(40 nm)/Alq3(10 nm)/LiF(1 nm)/Al (200 nm)], 
exhibited ηCE = 9.7 cd/A and ηPE = 5.5 lm/W with an emission of (0.16, 0.32) at 20 mA/cm2 
(corresponding to 5.7V). This device showed a lifetime of 46000 hours with an initial 
brightness (L0) of 100 cd/m2. By inserting a CuPc layer between the anode and the NPB 
layer, the efficiency was increased to ηCE = 16.2 cd/A, ηPE = 7.86 lm/W, and the quantum 
efficiency reached ηext = 8.7%. The group from Idemitsu Kosan has reported a set of host/ 
blue fluorescent dye: a new blue host (NBH) for a deep blue dye (BD-1) [70]. The device 
with those materials showed an emission peak at 469 nm with CIE coordinate of (0.14, 0.20), 
obtaining ηCE = 7.9 cd/A. This device reached 17000 hours of lifetime with Lo = 1000 cd/m2. 
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Figure 2.1.11. Fluorescent emitter materials 
 
Phosphorescent materials: One of the key techniques to improve the device efficiency is the 
utilization of phosphorescent emission. It normally decays non-radiatively from triplet states 
at room temperature. Several organometallic complexes with a heavy metal element such 
as Pt, Ir, Ru, and Os enable the intersystem crossing by strong spin-orbit coupling [71], thus 
energy transfer between singlet and triplet states are allowed. Baldo et al. have 
demonstrated an efficient red phosphorescent emitting dye 
2,3,7,8,12,13,17,18-octaethyl-21H,23H-porphine platinum(II) (PtOEP) in OLEDs [72]. The 
device achieved external and internal quantum efficiencies of 4% and 23%, respectively. 
However, the relatively long radiative lifetime of PtOEP (~50 μs) results in interaction, i.e., 
triplet-triplet annihilation at high current [73]. This causes a significant reduction in the 
efficiency (ηext= ~ 0.4% at 100 mA/cm2). A stable efficiency at high current density was 
achieved using a short lifetime (~4 μs) red phosphorescent material 
bis(2-(2'-benzothienyl)pyridinato-N,C3') iridium (acetylacetonate) [Btp2Ir(acac)] [74]. The 
device with this material reached 2.5% of quantum efficiency at 100 mA/cm2. Another 
candidate for red phosphors is tris(1-phenylisoquinoline)iridium(III) (Ir(piq)3), which was 
demonstrated in a p-i-n-type OLED by Meerheim et al. [75]. The red OLED device which 
attained more than 1 × 107 hours with initial luminance of 100 cd/m2 (corresponding to ηext = 
12.4%) is among the longest lifetime ever reported. To realise blue emitting phosphors, 
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various ligands were studied to increase the HOMO and LUMO gaps. The 
pryidylazolate-based ligands were found as a candidate. For instance, 
iridium(III)bis(4,6-di-fluorophenyl)-pyridinato-N,C2')picolinate (FIrpic) is well known as an 
efficient blue emitter, possessing a PL peak at ~460nm. However, a blue OLED with FIrpic 
doped in CBP hits a plateau at low quantum efficiency (~6%) [76] although Firpic has nearly 
100% of PL quantum efficiency [77]. This poor efficiency for the devices may be due to the 
low triplet excited state level (T1) of CBP compared to that of FIrpic, which is not sufficient to 
confine the triplet energy of FIrpic. By choosing a host matrix possessing high T1, ηext = 21% 
and ηPE =39 lm/W were achieved [78]. However, it should be noted that FIrpic is not stable, 
therefore one would expect that the operation lifetime of OLED would be not sufficient for 
commercial applications. Also, the sky blue EL emission of FIrpic with (0.16, 0.29) as CIE 
coordinates does not fulfil the demands for full colour displays. Therefore, one has to 
introduce new phosphorescent materials. 
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Figure 2.1.12. Phosphorescent emitter materials 
 
Efficient green OLEDs (ηext = ~20%) were obtained with the green phosphorescent material 
bis(2-phenylpyridine)iridium(III)acetylacetonate (Ir(ppy)2(acac)) [79] (Figure 2.1.13). 
However, the efficiency dropped at higher luminance due to the interaction between 
excitons, known as triplet-triplet annihilation. In the case that the p-i-n OLEDs with two 
fac-tris(2-phenylpyridine)iridium (Ir(ppy)3) doped EMLs were used, efficiencies stayed stable 
even at higher luminance and the device worked with low operating voltage (2.65 V for 100 
cd/m2) [22]. 
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(a) (b) 
Figure 2.1.13. Comparison of the efficiencies of (a) p-i-n-type OLED [22] and (b) intrinsic 
type OLED [79]. 
 
2.1.3. White OLEDs 
As reviewed above, OLEDs have advanced considerably. They are currently considered for 
applications in full colour displays, backlight, and solid-state lighting sources. Among these 
applications, especially the lighting application is very interesting. Indeed, the efficiency of 
OLEDs surpasses that of the incandescent light bulbs. Recent attention is paid to compete 
with the high efficiency fluorescent tube (~100 lm/W). To achieve white colour, it is 
necessary to obtain broad emission of light in the visible range, which can be attained by 
additive mixing of emission of colours. The first white OLED was reported by Kido and his 
colleagues [80]. The white emission was obtained by dispersing three dyes (red, green and 
blue) in a polymeric host matrix which was spin-coated on ITO, following evaporated HBL, 
ETL and cathode. At 10 V, a luminance of 50 cd/cm2 and a ηPE = 0.83 lm/W were obtained 
from this configuration. Since this report, attempts have been made towards high 
performance of white OLEDs by modifying device architecture and choosing good matching 
of host-guest materials. Multilayer type white OLEDs are now a standard device structure, 
which consist of two or three EMLs. Carrier blocking layers are sometimes inserted between 
the EMLs to control carrier recombination. Multilayer OLED consisting three 
phosphorescent: bis(2-phenyl benzothiozolato-N,C2’) iridium (acetylacetonate) [Bt2Ir(acac)] 
as yellow, Btp2Ir(acac) as red and Firpic as blue emitter doped in the host matrix CBP were 
reported [81]. These EMLs were built on PEDOT:PSS/NPD HTLs, the following BCP 
functioned as both of a HBL and an ETL. The device showed adequate white emission: 
CRI>80 and (0.37, 0.40) in CIE coordinate, and ηPE = 6.0 lm/W at 100 cd/m2, dropping to ηPE 
= 3 lm/W at 1000 cd/m2. This device has relatively thick intrinsic organic layers, i.e., total 
thickness of 140 nm. Thus, it has a high operating voltage, resulting in low power efficiency. 
By applying p-i-n structure in white OLED with the primary colour based on phosphorescent 
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emitters, the devices reached ηEL = 35 lm/W, a CIE coordinate of (0.42, 0.45), and a CRI = 
76 at 1000 cd/m2 [82]. Also, p-i-n type white OLEDs based on yellow and blue fluorescent 
emitters were demonstrated [82]. When the device has a structure of 
ITO/p-HTL/EBL/EML(yellow)/EML(blue)/HBL/n-ETL/Al, the efficiencies were inferior to the 
phosphorescent based p-i-n-type OLEDs, however this type of device reached 15000 hours 
of half decay with L0 = 1000 cd/m2. Recently, Konica Minolta has announced highly efficient 
white OLEDs with three phosphorescent materials [83]. Based on a new blue 
phosphorescent material which yields 17% of quantum efficiency for monochromatic blue 
OLED, the white OLEDs achieved ηext = 20%, ηPE = 37 lm/W, and an operation voltage of 
3.7 V at 1000 cd/m2, showing warm white emission of (0.39, 0.43) in CIE coordinate at this 
voltage. The device performance was increased to ηext = 34% and ηPE = 64 lm/W by optical 
light out-coupling technique, with a practical lifetime of 10000 hours with Lo = 1000 cd/m2. 
Even longer lifetime of white OLEDs were reported by the group of Idemitsu Kosan [84]. 
They investigated red, green and blue fluorescent dyes as well as, hole and electron 
transport materials with high mobilities. The white OLED with those materials have reached 
30000 hours of lifetime with L0 = 1000 cd/m2.  
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2.2. Literature review of aluminium doped zinc oxide (ZnO:Al) 
 
2.2.1. Introduction – transparent conductive oxides 
Transparent conductive characteristics can be achieved by various materials such as thin 
metal films, inorganic semiconductors, and conductive polymers. Although metal films have 
high conductivity (>106 S/cm), very thin films (less than 10nm) are required to realise high 
transmittance. These thin metal films are not stable in the atmosphere and their 
performance changes with time. For practical applications, a transmittance of more than 
80% in the visible range and resistivity of 10-4 Ωcm are necessary. Candidates for such 
applications include metallic oxides such as indium oxide or zinc oxide as transparent 
oxides (TCOs) which fulfil those requirements. Recent studies have concluded that these 
materials give high performance for a wide range of applications. These films are mostly 
n-type degenerated semiconductors, with free electron concentrations in the 1020 to 1021 
cm-3 range. An optical band gap of more than 3.2 eV is required to only absorb wavelengths 
shorter than 400 nm and avoid optical absorption in the visible range. With these unique 
properties, TCO films have attracted great attention and there are wide variety of 
applications. For example, optoelectronics devices such as solar cells and flat panel 
displays (FPDs), and mechanical applications ranging from low emissivity windows, auto 
dimmer rear view mirrors with electro chromic materials, defrosting windows of aircrafts and 
automotives, antistatic coatings over electronic instruments, touch-panel controls, to 
anti-reflection coatings. 
The first realization of TCO was a cadmium oxide (CdO) films tracing back 100 years [85]. 
The films were deposited by sputtering of cadmium. The film was transparent and 
conductive. However CdO has a relatively small band gap (Eg = 2.3 eV) and high toxicity. 
Since this early report, many transparent conductive materials have been realised from 
single, binary, and ternary metal oxides based on indium, tin, zinc, and cadmium etc. 
Impurity doping into these oxides improves their electrical and optical properties, enabling 
high transmittance and high conductivity similar to metals. 
Tin doped indium oxide (ITO) is a well known transparent conducting material and has been 
intensively studied for a long time. It is essentially formed by substituting doping of In2O3 
with Sn, which replaces the In3+ atoms from the cubic bixbyte structure of indium oxide [86]. 
ITO shows both high transmittance in the visible range and low resistivity. Today, this is the 
most popular material as a transparent electrode and is commonly used for optoelectronics 
applications where low resistivity is necessary. However, due to the scarcity of indium, its 
price has risen rapidly. Hence, alternative materials are being sought for stable supply of 
FPDs, where transparent electrodes are necessary. In addition, toxicity of ITO is reported 
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[87-89]. All indium compounds should be regarded as highly toxic. Indium compounds 
damage the heart, kidney, and liver, and may be teratogenic. For example, indium trichloride 
anhydrous (InCl3) is toxic, while indium phosphide (InP) is both toxic and a suspected 
carcinogen. Therefore, the seeking of substitution for ITO has recently been accelerated. 
For practical applications, it is necessary to consider the resistivity, work function, onset of 
absorption, the optical transparency, reflectance, surface roughness, etching properties 
stability against high temperature and humidity, price, and non-toxicity. Up till now, ZnO is 
commercially used for solar cells as a transparent electrode, however this is not sufficient to 
replace ITO due to lower electrical performance and stability. However, the doping technique 
of ZnO with adequate impurities improves electrical and optical properties and also thermal 
and long-term stabilities. Low resistive (10-4 Ωcm) ZnO doped with various materials are 
listed in Table 2.2.1. The impurities include group IIIA such as B [90, 91], Al [92], Ga [93, 94] 
and In [95, 96]. Also other materials of groups such as Si [97, 98], Ge [99], Ti [100], Zr [100], 
Hf [100], Sc [97], Y [97] and V [101] are reported. They were prepared by sputtering method. 
Also, low resisitive F doped ZnO can be obtained by metal organic CVD method [102]. The 
characteristics of these highly conductive doped ZnO with various impurities are listed in 
Table 2.1. As seen in the table, Al, Ga, and B show great potential as impurities. As 
described above, Al doped ZnO is of great interest due to its high performance. In this 
section, we first review the optical and electrical properties from ZnO:Al thin films prepared 
with various techniques. After that, the study is focused on the growth of ZnO:Al by sputter 
methods with various parameters such as deposition temperature, process gas, and film 
thickness investigated in this work as well. In the end, a review of OLEDs with ZnO:Al is 
given.  
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Amount of 
impurity 
Resistivity 
Carrier 
concentrationGroup Impurity 
(wt %) (10-4 Ωcm) (1020 cm-3) 
Reference 
III B Sc2O3 2 3.1 6.7 100 
 Y2O3 3 7.9 5.8 100 
III A B2O3 2 2 5.4 103 
 Al2O3 1 to 2 0.85 15 92 
 Ga2O3 2 to 7 1.2 14.5 93, 94 
 In2O3 2 8.1 3.9 100 
IV A TiO2 2 5.6 6.2 100 
 ZrO2 8 5.2 5.5 100 
 HfO2 10 5.5 3.5 100 
IV B SiO2 8 4.8 8.8 103 
 GeO2 2 7.4 8.8 98 
V A V2O5 1 5.3 6.4 101 
VII F 0.5 (at. %) 4 5 102 
− 
non-doped 
ZnO 
− 4.5 2 104 
 
Table 2.2.1. Electrical properties and amount of impurity of various doped ZnO films. 
Samples with low resistivity in the 10-4 Ωcm range are listed. 
 
2.2.2. Aluminium doped zinc oxides 
Aluminium doped zinc oxide (ZnO:Al) has a strong potential as a transparent conductive 
material because of its high transparency due to the wide band gap (>3.3 eV), and other 
desirable properties such as low cost and non-toxicity. Its band gap is larger than for 
non-doped ZnO, therefore the onset of transmittance is around 300 nm, which allows 
tailoring of the ultraviolet absorption, because the fundamental band gap of ZnO lies just at 
the end of the luminous spectrum. ZnO:Al films show hexagonal wurtzite structure and are a 
II-IV n-type degenerated semiconductor with free carrier concentration on the order of 1020 
to 1021cm-3 provided by extrinsic donors (Al impurities) and native donors such as oxygen 
vacancies and interstitial zinc atoms. The high carrier concentration enables relatively low 
resistivity in the order of 10-4 Ωcm.  
The promising alternative TCO thin film can be traced back to a report of ZnO:Al by Minami 
et al. [105]. The ZnO:Al films have been prepared by RF magnetron sputtering of a ZnO 
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target with an added content of 2 wt% Al2O3. The optimal films showed low resistivity of 
2×10-4 Ωcm and transmittance above 80% in the visible range. These electrical and optical 
properties are comparable to ITO thin films. Depending on the stoichiometry and the 
presence of impurities in ZnO, the electrical properties of doped oxide films can vary from 
intrinsic characteristics to semiconductors with a resistivity in the 10-4 Ωcm range [106]. 
ZnO:Al films are long term stable at high temperature (up to 400 °C) [100] and high humidity 
[107], although non-doped ZnO films have unstable properties at these conditions. ZnO:Al 
films have a good stability against hydrogen and hydrogen plasma treatment [108], and do 
not reduce the performance of a-Si solar cell devices caused by diffusion of impurity 
material as in the case of ITO films do [109]. Therefore, ZnO:Al is useful as an alternative 
transparent material for optoelectronic devices such as solar cells and displays. Reports of 
the deposition techniques of ZnO:Al films and their respective characteristics are described 
in the following sections. 
 
2.2.3. Deposition techniques of ZnO:Al 
ZnO:Al films have been readily produced by various vacuum techniques such as sputtering, 
pulsed laser deposition, chemical vapour deposition (CVD), and evaporation. Other 
methods include solution techniques like sol-gel methods and spray pyrolysis. The optical, 
electrical and structural properties of ZnO:Al thin films depend strongly on the specific 
deposition technique and the process parameters. They are related to the microstructure, 
stoichiometry, and the nature of the impurities present. A promising deposition method is by 
magnetron sputtering, which allows high quality film coating on a large area at low 
temperature, and high deposition rate. This technique was used to produce ZnO:Al thin films 
in this work. The principle of sputter deposition and mechanism of this technique are 
described in Chapter 3. 
 
Magnetron sputtering 
One of the most commonly used deposition techniques for ZnO:Al films is magnetron 
sputtering which includes direct current (DC) sputtering and radio frequency (RF) sputtering. 
A typical sputtering system is shown in Figure 2.2.1(a). A sputtering process involves the 
creation of gas plasma between anode (grounded substrate) and cathode (source of the 
target). High energy ions penetrate into the target surface and release their energy. 
Bombardment by the highly energetic ions generated in DC or RF (normally 13.56 MHz) 
glow discharge removes atoms from the target, leading to a film deposition on the substrate. 
Installation of a magnetron behind the target improves the deposition rates, ionization 
efficiencies in plasma, and substrate heating effect. In sputtering of ZnO:Al, the positive ions 
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created in the gas phase like O
+ 
and Ar
+ 
are accelerated towards the negatively biased 
target. Zn and Al atoms are released by the bombardment with the large energy positive 
ions. Negative ions such as O
- 
and O
2- 
are accelerated towards the substrate to deposit a 
thin film [Figure 2.2.1 (b)]. 
  
(a) (b) 
Figure 2.2.1. (a) Schematic diagram of a sputtering system. In the recent sputtering 
system, magnetron can be installed behind the target [110]. (b) Sputtering model of ZnO:Al 
from its target. 
 
This technique has the advantages of excellent performance and low temperature 
fabrication compared to other deposition techniques. Additionally, high crystallinity and high 
purity polycrystalline films can be formed on large area by the sputtering method. Figure 
2.2.2 shows an example of the crystallinity which was analysed by a X-ray diffraction (XRD) 
measurement for ZnO:Al films prepared by magnetron sputtering and CVD, respectively. 
Films were prepared at 450°C and the Al content in the source was 5 at. % for both. This 
clearly indicates that the film which was prepared by magnetron sputtering has better 
crystallinity which shows only one sharp ZnO (002) peak [111]. Also, films prepared by 
sputtering have better adhesion strength, homogeneity, and good control of film thickness 
[104]. This practical method is commercially used and is suitable for large area deposition 
and mass production. An optimisation of deposition parameters such as sputtering power 
density, working gas pressure, substrate temperature, reactive gas, and film thickness are 
necessary to achieve high quality ZnO:Al films. The characteristics of ZnO:Al films are 
strongly influenced by these parameters. Many studies have been done to achieve high 
sputtering performance. The results are reviewed in this chapter. A general discussion on 
the optimisation of ZnO:Al film with various effects is given and their properties deposited by 
various techniques are introduced. 
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Figure 2.2.2. Comparison of crystallinity of ZnO:Al films which were prepared by CVD and 
magnetron sputtering at 450 °C. 
 
Chemical Vapour Deposition (CVD) 
Besides the sputtering method, ZnO:Al films can be readily produced by various techniques. 
Among other growth techniques, the CVD method permits good quality film deposition and 
large scale production. The main benefit of this technique is the high deposition rate. Typical 
deposition rates are more than 50 nm/min, depending mainly on the gas flow rate and 
substrate temperature. There are some modifications of this technique, depending on the 
precursors used. Metal organic chemical vapour deposition (MOCVD) is one of the popular 
deposition techniques for the fabrication of TCO films. 
ZnO:Al films can be deposited on glass substrates from diethyl zinc, triethyl aluminum, and 
ethanol by atmospheric pressure CVD in the temperature range between 367 – 444 °C [112]. 
By controlling the Al doping concentration, carrier concentration varies between 2.0 × 1020 
and 8.0 × 1020 cm−3, which is in agreement with the estimations from the plasma wavelength. 
A resistivitiy as low as 3.0 × 10−4 Ωcm was obtained with the optimised films. The CVD 
technique requires relatively high temperatures up to 450 °C to produce high quality films, 
this may restrain its applications. Better results are expected with the plasma-assisted CVD, 
which allows a rather lower temperature (200 to 300 °C) deposition. 
 
Pulsed Laser Deposition (PLD) 
In the pulsed laser deposition (PLD) method, high power laser pulses from sources such as 
UV excimer lasers (KrF: λ=248 nm and ArF: λ=193 nm) and Nd: yttrium aluminium garnet 
(YAG) pulsed lasers (λ=355 nm) are used for the growth of TCO films. A supersonic jet of 
particles (plume) on the target surface is induced by laser ablation. The ablated species 
condense on the substrate, which is placed opposite to the target. Various ZnO:Al thin films 
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produced by the PLD method are reported [92, 113, 114]. The main advantage of PLD films 
is their low resistivity. When the deposition temperature is varied from 25 to 680 °C, the 
lowest resisitivity (2.2 × 10−4 Ωcm) of ZnO:Al film on sapphire substrate was obtained at 
250 °C [113]. The optical properties remain similar in the deposition temperature range 
between 25 and 400 °C with the transmittance varied between 86 to 91% [114]. Agura et al. 
[92] introduced a magnetic field produced by three powerful permanent rare-earth (NdFeB) 
magnets in a PLD system. The magnets are placed perpendicularly to the plume generated 
between the target and substrate. With this PLD system, very low resistivity in the range of 
10−5 Ωcm was obtained. However, large area deposition is needed for FPDs and solar cell 
applications, therefore PLD is difficult to be utilised for these applications. 
 
Figure 2.2.3. A schematic diagram of a pulsed laser deposition system. [92] 
 
Other techniques 
Several other techniques used to deposit ZnO:Al thin films include the following: 
 
Sol-gel method 
A solution of ZnO precursor was made by dissolving zinc acetate (Zn(CH3COO)2·2H2O) in 
anhydrous ethanol or methanol. The doping of Al was achieved by the addition of 
AlCl3·2H2O and Al(NO3)3·9H2O in the methanol solution. ZnO:Al thin films prepared by 
sol-gel method showed resisitivities in the range of 10-1 to 10-2 Ωcm [115]. However, by post 
annealing at 450 °C in vacuum, sol-gel ZnO:Al films with Al/Zn of 0.8 at% show resistivity 
improvement to 7-10 × 10−4 Ωcm and an average transmittance of above 90% [116]. 
 
Thermal evaporation 
Jin et al. has prepared [117] ZnO:Al films by thermal evaporation of zinc acetate and 
aluminium chloride onto a heated glass substrate. A transmittance of over 80% and a 
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resisitivity of 4.3 × 10−3 Ωcm was obtained with substrate temperature at 450 °C. They 
compared post annealing in the air and vacuum. When ZnO:Al films were heated from room 
temperature to 670 K, the resisitivity of the ZnO:Al films showed a smaller change in vacuum 
and reduced  to 2 × 10−3 Ωcm. However, heating in air increased the resisitivity by more 
than two orders of magnitude. This behaviour is attributed to chemisorption and desorption 
of oxygen at the grain boundaries, which results in the formation of extrinsic trap states 
localised at the grain boundaries. 
 
Spray pyrolysis 
Spay pyrolysis involves spraying of a solution containing a mixture of zinc acetate and 
aluminium chloride onto heated substrates. Resistivities on the range between 10-2 to 10-3 
Ωcm were achieved at a heated substrate with temperature up to 500 °C [118, 119]. 
 
2.2.4. Doping effect 
In order to improve the electrical properties of ZnO, charge carrier density can be increased 
by impurity doping. The material can be doped until the doping density reaches the Mott 
critical density [120]. The reported Mott critical density for the ZnO:Al films varies from 1.33 
× 10-18 cm-3 to 1.21 × 10-19 cm-3 [111]. In general, the carrier density of practical ZnO:Al films 
is more than 10-20 cm-3, therefore, it normally exhibits a behaviour like a degenerate 
semiconductor. In this section, the doping effect for ZnO in terms of electrical and optical 
properties is described.  
 
(a) Electrical properties 
The electrical properties, such as resistivity ρ, which is in inverse proportional to conductivity 
σ. Hall mobility μ, and free carrier concentration N, strongly depend on the impurity 
concentration. The resisitivity is given by 
( ) 11 −− == σμρ eN  [Ωcm]  (Eq. 2.1) 
The conduction properties of undoped ZnO are governed by free carriers which result from 
shallow donor levels associated with oxygen vacancies and interstitial zinc. Additionally, 
interstitial oxygen and zinc deficiencies may be present and produce acceptor states. In the 
case of ZnO:Al, Al3+ ions substitute Zn2+ ions. Also, native donors such as oxygen vacancies 
and interstitial zinc atoms which originate from ZnO contribute to the free carriers. Zn2+ acts 
as an n-type donor, releasing electrons to the conduction band. Figure 2.2.4 shows 
resistivity ρ, Hall mobility μ, and free carrier concentration n of the ZnO:Al films, which were 
prepared with RF magnetron sputtering [121]. It was found that the free carrier concentration 
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was increased, although the mobility is decreased with an increase of impurity level up to 4 
wt% in the target. The lowest resistivity value of 4.7 × 10-4 Ωcm was obtained at this level. 
The initial increase in the free carrier concentration is caused by the donor action of the 
aluminium impurity. This effect results in the low resistivity. On the other hand, the mobility 
decrease can be explained by impurity scattering. Aluminium atoms in the films produce not 
only conduction electrons, but also centres of ionized impurity scattering. They may also 
occupy interstitial positions and deform the crystal structure.  
 
Figure 2.2.4. Resistivity, mobility, and carrier concentration as a function of Al content. 
 
It is known that scattering by ionized impurities and defects in the crystal lead to a lower 
mobility. In the case of excessive doping, the resistivity increases again due to the large 
amount of non-conductive aluminium oxide or aluminium-suboxide [122]. When the doping 
reaches the upper limit of the solubility, excess impurities form clusters in the lattice and 
distort it. Additionally, these create scattering centres. Minami et al. reported that mobilities 
in various impurity doped ZnO and undoped ZnO films are influenced by ionised impurity 
scattering and grain boundary scattering with carrier concentration of 1019 to 1021 cm-3 
(Figure 2.2.5) [100]. The ionised impurity scattering was calculated using 
Brooks-Herring-Dingle (B-H-D) theory [123] by taking into account the degeneracy and 
non-parabolicity of the conduction band [125]. As seen in Figure 2.2.5, the Hall mobility of 
the films with carrier concentration of 1019 to 1020 cm-3 was dominated by grain boundary 
scattering which is corresponding to a grain boundary mobility µg. That is expressed as 
 
( )kTETg /exp2
1
0 Δ−=
−μμ  (Eq. 2.2). 
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Here, T is temperature, ΔE is the potential barrier of the grain boundary, and k is the 
Boltzmann constant. The ionised impurity mobility µi, is given by 
3
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where e is electron charge and h is Planck’s constant. This equation is based on the Brooks 
Herring treatment, which is most widely used for non-degenerate semiconductors. Eq. 2.3 is 
given for degenerate semiconductors.  
There are other scattering mechanisms such as neutral impurity scattering, lattice vibration 
scattering, etc. The total amount of neutral impurity scattering centres are much less than 
ionised impurity scattering centres. Lattice vibration scattering is only dominant at high 
temperature. Therefore, these scattering mechanisms are considered to be negligible. 
Normally, the electrical properties of ZnO:Al are dominated by ionised impurity scattering 
and grain boundary scattering only. 
Therefore, the Hall mobility for the degenerate semiconductors given by a superposition of 
scattering effects and may be expressed as 
 
...111 ++=
giHall μμμ
  (Eq. 2.4). 
 
                 
Figure 2.2.5. Measured Hall mobility versus carrier concentration of non-doped ZnO films 
and various impurity-doped ZnO films. The upper solid line represents ionized impurity 
scattering using the Brooks-Herring-Dingle (B-H-D) theory; the lower solid line shows the 
ionized impurity scattering μi-n relationship, and the dashed line shows the grain-boundary 
scattering μG-n relationship. [100] 
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(b) Optical properties 
The optical properties of ZnO:Al films are also greatly influenced by the doping and are thus 
related to the electronic performance. Above the Mott transition, the semiconductor is 
degenerate. This means that the wave functions of the dopant atoms are interacting with 
each other. Once the materials become degenerate, the band gap can then become larger 
or smaller. In the case of impurity doped ZnO, the donor states are just below the conduction 
band. These are merged with the conduction band by increasing the doping density, 
resulting in complete occupation of states at the bottom of the conduction band. The 
widening of the band gap occurs in a doped crystal because the lowest states of the 
conduction band are blocked. The blocking of the low energy states in the conduction band 
is known as the Burstein-Moss effect [125], which enhances the optical gap by the energy 
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where kF is the Fermi wave vector and me and mh are the effective mass of the electrons and 
holes in the conduction band. The band gap narrowing occurs owing to different many-body 
effects on the conduction and valence bands. Since the Pauli principle prevents states from 
being doubly occupied and optical transitions are vertical, the optical gap is given by the 
energy difference between states with Fermi momentum in the conduction and valence 
bands. This is shown in Figure 2.2.6 (b). A narrowing of band gap occurs by the correlated 
motion of changed carriers and the scattering against ionized impurities, counteracting to 
the band gap widening (Figure 2.2.6. (c)). 
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Figure 2.2.6. (a) Schematic band structure with parabolic conduction and valence bands 
separated by Eg0, (b) after heavy doping assumed to have the sole effect of blocking the 
lowest states in the conduction band so that the optical gap is widened by a Burstein-Moss 
shift ΔEgBM, (c) and representation of a perturbed band structure and ensuing optical band 
gap Eg in the case of many-body interactions. Shaded areas denote occupied states. The 
Fermi wave vector kF is indicated. [126] 
 
2.2.5. Effect of deposition parameters 
 
2.2.5.1. Deposition temperature effects 
There have been many investigations of deposition temperature on the electrical properties 
of ZnO:Al films prepared by various sputtering techniques such as RF magnetron [127, 121, 
128] (optimised at 150-250 °C), DC magnetron [129, 130, 131] (optimised at 250 °C), and 
Middle Frequency (MF) magnetron [132, 133, 134] (optimised at 200-250°C) sputtering. The 
results for all sputtering methods show that a substrate temperature between 150 to 250 °C 
is essential to obtain low resistivity (~ 10-4 Ωcm). Chang et al. studied ZnO:Al films fabricated 
with RF reactive magnetron sputtering system at temperatures up to 350°C (Figure 2.2.7) 
[135]. They achieved a minimum resistivity of 4.16 × 10-4 Ωcm at the substrate temperature 
of 250 °C during the deposition. The improvement of the resistivity was confirmed with the 
results from XRD measurement. It was found that high crystallinity and long electron free 
path were observed at the optimised temperature, resulting in the improvement of electrical 
properties. The low resistivity for higher temperature is mainly related to the increase in 
mobility, whereas the carrier concentration stays constant at different temperatures. The 
increase in mobility is due to an improvement in crystallinity in these films.  
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Figure 2.2.7. Variation of resistivity, electron mean free path, and full width at half 
maximum (FWHM) with substrate temperature for ZnO:Al films [135]. 
 
2.2.5.2. Reactive Gas Effects 
For sputtering (both RF and DC), both reactive and non-reactive gas can be used. Typically, 
pure oxygen and argon are used. ZnO:Al films can be produced from metallic alloy target 
(Zn-Al) using an oxygen gas, and also from ceramic target using an argon/oxygen mixture. 
Electrical properties of ZnO:Al films as a function of oxygen partial pressure in a DC 
magnetron sputtering from metallic (Zn-Al) target were studied [136]. Figure 2.2.8 shows the 
electrical and optical properties as function of the partial reactive gas. The lowest resisitivity 
and the highest carrier concentration were obtained with the optimal O2/Ar reactive gas ratio. 
When the amount of oxygen is too low to oxidize all of the sputtered metal atoms, zinc 
atoms remain un-oxidised and form colloidal zinc because of their lower reactivity to oxygen 
than aluminium atoms. The colloidal Zn is surrounded by the oxidized Al, and therefore, the 
film shows an extraordinary low conductivity. As the oxygen content increases, the 
hexagonal ZnO is formed and the replacement of Zn2+ by Al3+ provides conductive electrons, 
resulting in the improvement of the conductivity. When the O2/Ar ratio further increases, the 
increase of the resistivity is induced by the increase of oxidized aluminium [136]. Films with 
low resistivity showed high reflectance in the near-infrared region. This is due to the free 
electron absorption. The plasma frequency ωp is given by 
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where 0ε and ∞ε  represent the dielectric constants of the medium and free space, m* is 
the effective mass of the charge carriers. The value of m* = 0.28m ~ 0.30m is widely used for 
ZnO:Al. From this equation, it is understood that the reflectance is directly influenced by 
electrical properties. 
 
   
Figure 2.2.8. (a) Electrical and (b) optical properties as a function of the partial reactive 
gas O2:Ar [136]. 
 
2.2.5.3. Film thickness effects 
For the OLED applications, the outcoupling efficiency of the generated photons depends 
strongly on the thickness of transparent anode as well as that of organic layers due to the 
optical interference effects. Thus, transparent electrodes for OLEDs with relatively low 
resistivity independent from their thickness are desirable. The ZnO:Al films (> 100nm) are 
normally polycrystalline, c-axis oriented (perpendicular to the substrate surface), mainly 
originating from a ZnO (002) pattern. For thinner ZnO:Al films (< 100nm), the orientation of 
the grains are random, which is reflected by the initial grain formations on a substrate. The 
random orientation strongly influences the electrical properties of the film. This behaviour 
has been seen in ZnO:Al. When films thinner than 200 nm were prepared by ion beam 
sputtering, a significant increase of resistivity was observed [137].  
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Figure 2.2.9. Electrical resistivity as function of the film thickness. [137] 
The variation in electrical properties with thickness in ZnO:Al can been seen in other reports 
as well [138, 139]. In Figure 2.2.10, electrical properties and crystallinity of ZnO:Al as 
function of the film thickness prepared by PLD are shown. It was found that below 500 nm 
film thickness, the Hall mobility decreased and resistivity increased although the carrier 
concentration was relatively independent of the thickness. Correlation of the increase in Hall 
mobility with crystallite size was clearly observed by increasing film thickness. Besides the 
structural defects, surface and grain boundary scattering are suggested as reasons for the 
reduction. 
 
Figure 2.2.10. Electrical properties and (right) crystallite size and Hall mobility as function 
of the film thickness. [138] 
 
2.2.5.4. Deposition rate 
The deposition rate of ZnO:Al strongly depends on power density and working gas pressure 
during the sputtering [140]. The trend is that the deposition rate is directly proportional to the 
rf power (ranging from 50 W to 200 W), and the resistivity is decreased due to an 
improvement of crystallinity. Increasing Ar gas pressure results in decreasing deposition rate. 
It seems that films prepared at increased Ar gas pressure tend to higher resistivity. Park et al. 
have studied the deposition rate for different substrate temperature with RF power of 150 W 
and Ar pressure of 2mTorr [121]. The deposition rate decreases with increased temperature, 
however it saturates for temperatures higher than 250 °C. This saturation above 250 °C is 
caused by an equilibrium of the number of atoms reaching to surface of substrate and 
numbers of atoms re-evaporation from the substrate. This can be explained by the vapour 
pressure of zinc, which is quite high and also increases rapidly with increasing  
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temperature, leading to re-evaporation before being oxidized on the substrate [141]. 
 
Figure 2.2.11. Deposition rate as a function of RF power and Ar pressure [140]. 
 
2.2.6. Application of ZnO:Al for OLED devices 
In this chapter, ZnO:Al has been reviewed as an alternative transparent conductive oxide. It 
was revealed that this material has a high potential as a replacement for ITO. Indeed, doped 
ZnO films are already commercially used in inorganic solar cell devices. However, most of 
the reports for OLEDs are using an ITO anode. Kim et al. have studied ZnO:Al films for the 
use of OLEDs [142]. They have produced ZnO:Al films by pulsed laser deposition obtaining 
a resistivity of 8.7×10-4 Ωcm and an average transmittance of 91% in the visible range. 
Single hetero structure OLEDs were applied onto a 300 nm of ZnO:Al anode, i.e. a hole 
transport layer (HTL ~50 nm of TPD) and an electron transport layer (ETL ~70nm of Alq3) 
with Mg:Ag alloy cathode. The OLED device showed 0.3 lm/W power efficiency at 100 cd/m2. 
Comparing to OLEDs with same structure using commercial ITO anodes, an external 
quantum efficiency of 0.3% for the OLED of ZnO:Al anode and 1.0% for that ITO was 
obtained, respectively. This is ascribed to a difference of hole injection barrier. The work 
function (~4.0 eV) of the ZnO:Al is lower in comparison to that of commercial ITO (4.5–4.8 
eV). Since the highest occupied molecular orbitals (HOMO) of TPD lie at ~5.5 eV, there is a 
significant energy gap (ΔE≈1.5 eV) between ZnO:Al and the TPD layer. Similar works have 
been reported based on simple OLED structures with ZnO:Al as an anode [143-151]. In 
these reports, the best efficiency of the OLED devices seems to be up to 5.7 cd/A of current 
efficiency and 2% of external quantum efficiency by using ZnO:Al anodes with a resistivity of 
10-4 Ωcm range and transmittance of ~90% in the visible range.  
The reported work function for ZnO:Al varies from 3.7 to 5.2 eV, depending on film 
properties, such as process parameters and surface treatments. It is clear that the work 
function of ZnO:Al is lower than that of ITO. Jiang et al. have measured the work function of 
ZnO:Al with various Al atomic ratios controlled by the oxygen partial pressure, the plasma 
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power density, and the substrate temperatures using Zn metallic target contained 2 wt% of 
Al [144]. They found that the work function can be increased from 3.7 to 4.4 eV by 
increasing Al composition ratio from 0.7 to 2.1 at. %. Moreover, the work function and the 
sheet resistance influence the OLED device performance. High work function and low sheet 
resistance enhance the carrier injection from anode to organic layer [144]. Single 
hetero-structure OLED devices were compared using ZAO and ITO anode which have 
similar sheet resistance (25.4 Ω/sq for ZnO:Al and 25.0 for ITO, respectively) [150]. 
Although very similar maximum current efficiencies (5.7~5.9 cd/A) were obtained for both 
devices, a significant difference was found in current injection. This behaviour was 
explained by the difference of work functions. The measured work function was 4.03 eV and 
4.70 eV for ZnO:Al and ITO, respectively. Therefore, the work function of ZnO:Al plays an 
important role for the improvement of OLED characteristics.
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2.3. Literature review of poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene) (PEDOT:PSS) 
 
2.3.1. Introduction 
Besides transparent conductive oxides, there is an increasing interest in conductive 
polymers such as poly(3,4-ethylene dioxy-2,4-thiophene) (PEDOT), polyaniline (PANI), and 
carbon nanotubes as alternative transparent electrodes for optoelectronic device 
applications. Especially, thin film PEDOT which is used in the present work has a high 
potential. Recently, the development of the water soluble transparent conducting PEDOT 
enabled the fabrication of ITO-free OLED. The main aspect of polymeric materials is their 
solution-processable characteristics on either rigid or flexible substrate. Therefore, highly 
cost-efficient polymeric electrodes for mass production can be expected. PEDOT is already 
commercially used as antistatic coating and further various applications are proposed. In 
this section, basic chemical and physical properties of PEDOT are described. Applications 
for OLEDs using PEDOT thin films as either ITO-free transparent anode or hole injection 
layer are reviewed.  
 
2.3.2. Properties of PEDOT:PSS 
Since the discovery of intrinsically conducting polymers (ICPs) by Shirakawa et al. [152], 
intensive investigations have been undertaken. Although polyacetylene has a conductivity 
as high as 105 S/cm [153], its commercial application has not been succeeded due to its 
limited stability and poor solubility, leading to process difficulties. Therefore, only few 
commercial products by ICPs are realised. A polythiophene derivative material, 
poly(3,4-ethylene dioxy-2,4-thiophene) (PEDOT), and its derivatives are promising ICP 
materials due to their adjustable high conductivity, good mechanical and environmental 
stability, and reasonable optical transmittance. PEDOT is polymerised from 
3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene (EDOT) which can be synthesised from relatively cheap 
materials in a few steps, enabling large scale production (Figure 2.3.1) [154]. Oxidative 
polymerisation with an oxidant in the presence of polystyrene sulfonic acid (PSS) as 
template polymer is a general method to obtain a complex of PEDOT:PSS [155]. The 
complex is a gel nano-particle and dispersed in water, therefore solution processes, such as 
spin casting inkjet printing, dip coating, doctor blade technique, and screen printing are 
possible. Kirchmeyer et al. has explained the functions of the PSS in the PEDOT complex 
as a charge balancing counter ion. The positively charged conjugated polymer (cation), 
PEDOT, can be neutralised with PSS which is a partially negative charged (anion). The 
second function is to keep the PEDOT segments dispersed in the aqueous medium. It 
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seems that oligomeric PEDOT chains which consists of about 6 to 18 repeating units are 
attached to the PSS backbone chain (Figure 2.3.1).  
 
Figure 2.3.1 (Left) Schematic description of synthesis of EDOT and oxidative 
polymerisation of PEDOT:PSS. Redrawn after Reference 154 and 155. (Right) Proposed 
structure of PEDOT:PSS complex. Oligomeric PEDOT is attached to PSS backbone [156].
 
2.3.3. Conductivity of PEDOT:PSS 
Techniques like controlling the morphology, polymerisation condition, varying blend ratio, 
and using an EDOT derivative precursor have improved the conductivity of PEDOT:PSS thin 
films. Enhancement of the conductivity was reported by adding high boiling point organic 
solvents in the compound before thin film spin coating, so called “secondary doping effect” 
[157]. Water dispersed PEDOT:PSS was examined by adding various organic solvents such 
as sorbitol [158], dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO), N,N-dimethyl formamide (DMF), 
tetrahydrofuran (THF) by Kim et al. [159]. When the PEDOT:PSS compound was mixed with 
DMSO with volume ratio of 3:1, the conductivity was increased from 0.8 (non solvent) to 80 
S/cm. It was found by an activation energy measurement with different temperature that 
doping PEDOT:PSS with DMSO changes the electrical property to a more metallic from an 
insulating regime. This suggests that the hopping rate is enhanced by the doping. A work 
function shift was observed by the secondary doping [160-162]. Upon doping with a high 
boiling point alcohol, glycerol, the surface potential of PEDOT:PSS film decreased by 0.12 
eV (5.5 to 5.4 eV) [163]. 
Other techniques include modifying the monomer blend ratio, optimisation of the oxidant, 
and using a weak base during the chemical oxidisation. High conductivity (750 S/cm) was 
accomplished by polymerising with (iron(III)p-toluenesulfonate (Fe(OTS)3) as an oxidant 
and a using weak base, imidazole. Furthermore, even higher conductivity of 900 S/cm and a 
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high transparency of 82% were simultaneously achieved by methanol substitute derivative 
monomer EDOT-CH2OH [164]. It seems that an approach for high conductivity is to cause a 
conductive PEDOT-rich aggregation form in the insulating PSS chain. However, PEDOT 
itself is opaque. Therefore, one has to consider a trade-off between transparency and 
conductivity for the use in optoelectronics applications. Recently, highly conductive 
PEDOT:PSS Baytron® PH 500 has been investigated [165]. The conductivity can be 
increased up to 500 S/m by adding 5% of DMSO without losing transparency. The 
transmittance decreases by increasing film thickness. In Figure 2.3.2, the dependence of 
initial transmission T/T0 at 550 nm on sheet resistance (Rsh) for ITO, PH 500, and In-Situ 
PEDOT is shown. At Rs=100 Ω/sq, this corresponds to a thickness of 200 nm , an internal 
transmission of T/T0 = 83% is obtained for the conducting polymer. This implies that 
PEDOT:PSS has a high potential for the use as transparent anode for optoelectronic 
devices. 
 
Figure 2.3.2. Internal transmission T/T0 over sheet resistance RS for various transparent 
films [165]. 
 
2.3.4. Applications of PEDOT:PSS for OLEDs as a hole injection layer 
As described above, transparent conductive PEDOT films have characteristics sufficient for 
the use as electrode in optoelectronics devices. They are used in OLED devices so far. 
Many reports of OLED with PEDOT are presented in the following section. The early 
application of PEDOT allowed the use as a hole injection layer onto ITO anodes, resulting in 
lower operating voltage and higher efficiency by higher carrier injection. Cao et al. has first 
introduced PEDOT:PSS as hole injection layer for OLEDs [166], resulting in an 
enhancement of carrier injection to a poly(2-methoxy,5-(2’-ethyl-hexyloxy)-1,4-phenylene 
vinylene) (MEH–PPV) as the luminescent polymer. PEDOT has a very limited solubility in 
many organic solvents, so that a multilayer structure by polymer materials is possible with 
solvent-dissolved polymer on the PEDOT layer. Cao et al. have achieved an external 
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quantum efficiency of over 2.0% and 500 hours of lifetime for an initial luminance of 600 
cd/m2. It was found that hole injection from PEDOT to MEH-PPV follows Fowler-Nordheim 
tunnelling theory, the calculated barrier height for hole injection at the interface between the 
materials is only 0.1 eV. This should be the reason for the good hole injection. After this 
report, the use of PEDOT:PSS layer became a standard technique for hole injection, not 
only for OLEDs based on polymers, but also for those based on small molecules [167-170]. 
Elschner et al. have compared small molecule emitter based OLEDs with and without 
PEDOT:PSS hole injection layer [170]. An enhancement in luminance was clearly observed 
in the device with the hole injection layer (Figure 2.3.3), leading to longer operating lifetime 
compared to the device without PEDOT:PSS. The introduction of PEDOT:PSS as hole 
injection layer between ITO and organic layers is effective due to the reduction of the energy 
barrier for hole injection. 
   
Figure 2.3.3. (left) An example of the reduction of hole barrier by inserting the hole injection 
layer of PEDOT:PSS between ITO anode organic layer. Higher luminance was obtained due 
to higher hole injection in L-I-V curve. (right) Lifetime data of the device with PEDOT:PSS 
and without PEDOT:PSS hole injection layer [170]. 
 
The use of ITO is very common for OLEDs, however its surface is relatively rough and many 
pin holes exist, leading to leakage currents in OLED, consequently lowering the process 
yield. In figure 2.3.4, the surface roughness was compared by micrograph images measured 
by an atomic force microscope (AFM) [156]. The surface roughness was apparently reduced 
by using spin coated PEDOT:PSS films. Generally, a smooth surface of anode or hole 
injection layer can enhance the OLED performance compared to a rough surface [163].  
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Figure 2.3.4. AFM image of ITO and ITO covered with PEDOT:PSS [156]. The surface 
was smoothened by the spin coated PEDOT:PSS layer. 
 
2.3.5. Applications of PEDOT:PSS for OLEDs as a transparent anode 
The early use of PEDOT:PSS was limited to hole injection layers due to its low conductivity. 
Recently, high conductivity for thin PEDOT:PSS films was achieved without losing its optical 
transparency [165]. This enables to utilise PEDOT:PSS as transparent anode for 
optoelectronic devices instead of ITO. Kim et al. have applied S-PEDOT (PEDOT:PSS) and 
G-PEDOT (PEDOT:PSS with glycerol as secondary dopant) for single heterostructure type 
OLEDs (NPD/Alq3) [172, 173]. The PEDOT:PSS showed a decrease in the sheet resistance 
from 7150 Ω/sq to 1850 Ω/sq for a thickness of 130nm when mixed with glycerol. Both films 
have high transparency (~90%), which is very close to that of an ITO film (91%). The 
characteristics of PEODT:PSS anode based OLED devices were compared with ITO anode 
based OLED. The measured external quantum efficiency at 100 mA/m2 of 0.73% for a 
G-PEDOT anode based OLED was comparable to that of 0.88% for an ITO based OLED 
[172, 173]. Optimisation of annealing temperature (130 °C to 220 °C) for the G-PEDOT films 
was studied in detail [174]. The lowest sheet resistance of 860 Ω/sq and the smoothest 
surface of 4.0 nm in the root mean square value by AFM measurements were obtained 
when the G-PEDOT film was baked at 190 °C, which is close to the boiling point for glycerol 
(bp = 182 °C at 20 mmHg). This improvement seems to be ascribed to a removal of 
nonconductive glycerol, resulting in better charge carrier hopping through these distributed 
polymer chains. Consequently, the OLED device with G-PEDOT baked at 190 °C showed 
the highest efficiency (~1.0 lm/W in power efficiency). Ouyang et al. [175] have studied 
OLED characteristics with PEDOT:PSS anode mixed with ethylene glycol (EG-PEDOT) and 
meso–erythritol (E-PEDOT) and compared to bilayer of ITO with standard PEDOT:PSS 40 
nm thick. The single layer with MEH-PPV OLED using an anode of EG-PEDOT (300 nm 
thick) exhibited a current density very close to that using ITO/PEDOT:PSS (40 nm think). 
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However, the luminance of the OLED using an EG-PEDOT anode was almost half as that of 
the device using a ITO/PEDOT:PSS anode, due to the poor transparency of the EG-PEDOT 
film with 300 nm. By reducing the thickness of EG-PEDOT anode to 100 nm, the device 
exhibited a luminance of 200 cd/m2 and a current efficiency of 1.2 cd/A at current of 3 mA, 
respectively.  
Fehse et al. demonstrated high performance p-i-n OLEDs with the primary three colours 
using PEDOT:PSS (Baytron® PH500) anode [176, 177]. They introduced highly efficient 
Iridium complex materials as emitter for green and red, and a fluorescent blue. A 
conductivity as high as 500 S/cm and high transparency (~90%) were simultaneously 
obtained for 100 nm of Baytron® PH500 when 5% of DMSO was added before spin coating 
[27]. All OLEDs using Baytron® PH500 exceeded OLEDs with ITO anode in terms of 
operating voltage and power efficiency (Figure 2.3.5). The higher efficiency seems to be 
caused by the lower refractive index for Baytron® PH500 films, compared to ITO films, 
resulting in better light-outcoupling for the OLEDs using Baytron® PH500 anode.  
   
Figure 2.3.5. Luminance-voltage and power efficiency-current density plots for OLED using 
Baytron® PH500 as an anode (open symbols) and that using ITO (filled symbols) [176]. 
 
Due to the relatively high sheet resistance for practical PEDOT:PSS anodes, a luminance 
inhomogeneity in the relatively large active area (larger than 1 cm2) due to the lateral voltage 
drop is expected. Neyts et al. [179] made a simulation of the luminance inhomogeneity for a 
planar active area (15 mm ×15 mm) of OLED devices using Baytron® PH500. They 
obtained very good agreement between simulation results and experimental data (Figure 
2.3.6), which indicates that voltage drop and luminance inhomogeneity are indeed induced 
by the resistivity of the Baytron® PH500 anode.  
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Figure 2.3.6. Comparison of simulation (line with symbols) and scan of luminance  
experimental data (simple line). The insert shows the applied voltage [179]. 
 
The spin coating method is a common method for soluble polymer materials at laboratory 
scale fabrication, although more than 99% of the material used is wasted [180]. For a 
practical thin film fabricating method, a polymeric anode from an aqueous colloidal 
dispersion PEDOT:PSS mixed with isopropanol using inkjet printing (IJP) method was 
demonstrated [181]. The obtained films (90 nm) using IJP were compared with that using 
spin coating with similar thickness and showed nearly the same transmittance of more than 
90 % in the visible range. However, a 10 times lower sheet resistance (290 Ω/sq) and a shift 
in the work function by 0.16 eV (5.02 eV for IJP films), higher than for spin coated samples 
was observed. The difference is due to the longer effective conjugation length of the printed 
PEDOT:PSS than spin coated one, which was found by a Raman spectroscopy analysis. 
This effect gives better efficiency for the OLED use, comparable performance of OLED 
device using the IJP PEDOT:PSS anode (luminance of 5000 cd/m2, current efficiency of 1.2 
cd/A at current of 25 mA) to OELD devices using the spin coated PEDOT:PSS film, 
regardless of the rougher surface of PEDOT:PSS processed by IJP (3.27 nm of RMS by 
AFM) compared to spin coating one (0.96 nm of RMS). However, it should be noted that the 
luminance and efficiencies OLED devices using both printed and spin coated PEDOT:PSS 
are five times worse than those of OLED devices using ITO anode. Another example of the 
use of IJP technique has been given by Yoshioka et al. [182], where an oxidant agent was 
printed on pre-coated PEDOT:PSS on flexible polyethylene terephthalate (PET) substrate, 
yielding electrodes with predefined shapes by controlling the degree of sheet resistance for 
use in gray-scale OLED devices.  
From the comprehensive review above, utilizing inkjet printing for PEDOT:PSS as an anode 
for OLEDs seems to be feasible technique by using highly conductive and highly 
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transparent PEDOT:PSS. This would promise excellent patterning capability, large area, 
and low material consumption for OLED production. 
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Chapter 3 
Experimental Procedures 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Vertical In-line system VES 400/13 at Fraunhofer IPMS 
 
 
 
 
 
This Chapter describes the preparation of OLEDs with alternative electrodes. The DC magnetron 
sputtering method used for growth of ZnO:Al films will be addressed in Chapter 3.1. The analytical 
tools to characterise the sputtered films are discussed briefly. The polymeric electrode PEDOT:PSS 
was spin-coated. The procedure of preparation of the polymeric anodes is given in Chapter 3.2. The 
process for OLED substrates with ZnO:Al and PEDOT:PSS will be described in the end of the 
Chapters 3.1 and 3.2, respectively. In Chapter 3.3, preparation of OLEDs with the alternative 
substrates, evaporator systems, and characterisation tools are described.  
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3.1. Fabrication and characterisation of ZnO:Al 
The ZnO:Al thin films were prepared by the DC magnetron sputtering tool installed in the 
In-line system. The obtained films were characterised by electrical, optical, and structural 
analysis. The In-line system and an overview of the equipment used are discussed briefly. 
The preparation of ZnO:Al substrates for OLEDs are given at the end. 
 
3.1.1. Deposition system: Inline system 
The In-line system VES400/13 (Vertical Evaporation and Sputter) purchased from Applied 
Materials (formerly Applied Films) was used to prepare ZnO:Al thin films and OLEDs 
devices. The vertical system design allows evaporation for a large area deposition and can 
reduce the particle residence during the deposition and inhibit bending of both substrate and 
the shadow mask. The substrate size is 370 mm × 470 mm, corresponding to Gen 2 
substrate size. The In-line system can continuously work over several days. The system 
consists of 11 chambers with 2 glove boxes (M. Braun Inertgas-Systeme GmbH). This 
includes 1 plasma ion etching source, 2 sputter sources (DC and RF), and 2 metal and 12 
organic modules (Figure 3.1.1). Substrates are set on a substrate carrier in the glove box 
under highly pure N2 atmosphere. While the carrier passes in front of the evaporating 
sources, films are deposited. Each chamber has a functional door on which various 
equipment such as heater, ion etching, sputter, metal and organic sources can be installed. 
There are two sources for sputtering in the sputter chamber. One is for DC and the other is 
for RF superimposed DC sputtering. Details of the sputtering system are described below. In 
the metal chamber, two evaporation sources are installed. Yb is a standard cathode material 
used for OLEDs fabricated in the In-line system. 
 
 
Figure 3.1.1. Schematic drawing of the In-line system. 
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Films fabricated by the linear sources have a good film uniformity in the vertical direction (± 
5%) and high material utilisation (>50%). The source can be tilted so that co-evaporation 
was employed for doped films such as emission layer and p- and n- transporting layers. 
Deposition of the same material from the parallel sources leads to a high total deposition 
rate and hence reduces the tact time. The linear source consists of a crucible and a tube 
with small nozzles. A part of the source can be removed from the chamber to fill materials 
without breaking the vacuum in the modules. Prior to the organic deposition, plasma 
treatment was performed for the OELD substrates by Ar and/or O2 ion gas in the ion etching 
chamber. The transfer speed of the carrier can be changed between 0.1 and 6.0 m/min with 
an accuracy of ±0.01 m/min. The film thickness was controlled by the carrier speed and the 
deposition rate. Normally organic thin films were deposited in ultra high vacuum (10-6 Pa 
range). After the OLED deposition, an encapsulation process was carried out for the OLED 
devices in a glove box. For further information, readers are referred to references 1 and 2. 
carrier 
carrier
evaporation source 
single evaporation 
for non-doped layer
carrier 
mixed 
co-evaporation
for doped layer
Figure 3.1.2. Drawing of the chamber and image of simultaneous deposition.  
 
3.1.2. Magnetron sputtering system 
The sputter chamber has two sputter systems with magnetron cathodes (Type PK 500, 
Applied Materials) with a dimension of 48.8 × 8.8 cm2. Figure 3.1.3. (a) depicts the sputter 
system used in this study. A ZnO ceramic target with 2wt% Al2O3 contents (Senvac Thin 
Film Technologies GmbH) which is bonded on a copper backing plate was used in this study. 
Permanent magnets are placed behind the target. A coolant flow between the magnet and 
the target prevents the overheating of the target by a bombardment of ions during the 
sputter process. The targets are connected to a DC and RF generator, thus selection of 
sputter mode by DC or/and RF is possible. All ZnO:Al films were made by the DC 
magnetron sputtering in this work. They were fabricated with a constant power density of 
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2.35 W/cm2. The film is deposited in a dynamic deposition mode whereby the substrate 
oscillates with a constant speed in front of the target (Figure 3.1.3 b). 
 
Figure 3.1.3. (a) Photograph of the sputtering system used in this study. (b) Schematic 
view of the sputter system. 
 
Due to the complexity of the deposition process, a detailed study was done. The properties 
(opto-electrical properties, structural features, film thickness, and surface roughness) of the 
ZnO:Al films were investigated. The material quality of the films was evaluated as a function 
of the partial oxygen gas pressure, substrate temperature, and film thickness. Apart from the 
basic Ar gas flow of 200 sccm (standard cubic centimetres per minute), an additional oxygen 
gas flow was carefully controlled from 0 to 10 sccm, which influences the oxidation 
properties of the target. The substrate temperature was basically controlled by the heater 
installed in the chambers, which was monitored by a portable temperature profiler 
(AutoM.O.L.E.®Xpert System, ECO). After assembling the thermo data in the process, they 
were read out from the thermometer. For the test deposition and optimisation, the 
depositions were carried out on glass substrates. For the deposition on quartz substrates 
which were used for the OLED devices, a Si wafer was placed behind the quartz substrates 
to avoid particles as much as possible. The substrate temperature as a function of the 
heater temperature is shown in Figure 3.1.4 (a). The substrate temperature was collected up 
to 310 °C. Prior to the sputtering, the glass substrates were pre-heated with the following 
procedure: 100 °C for 5 minutes in the input chamber and 380 °C for 10 minutes in the 
transfer chamber (the given value is the temperature of the heater, not that of the 
substrates). During the sputtering, the carrier is transferred through the ion etching chamber, 
sputtering chamber and metal chamber. The heater in those chambers was set at the same 
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temperature to achieve the desired substrate temperature. The film thickness of ZnO:Al 
was varied from 78 to 770 nm by changing the oscillation from 1 to 8 times (see Figure 3.1.4 
(b)). 
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Figure 3.1.4. Temperature of the substrate versus that of the heater (a), Film thickness 
 
.1.3. Characterisation
versus oscillation number of the carrier measured at 260°C (b). 
3  
.1.3.1. Four point probe 
 
3  
an be calculated from the sheet resistance and the film thickness, The electrical resistivity ρ c
using the following equation, 
dRsh ⋅=ρ  (Eq. 3.1) 
Rsh is sheet resistance and d is thickness of the measured with a 
.1.3.2. Hall measurement
films. Sheet resistance was 
4-point probe (Surface Resistivity Meter, SRM-232, Guardian). The measured data were 
corrected with the finite size corrections [3]. 
 
3  
ier density n and resistivy ρ can be measured using the Van der 
.1.3.3. Atomic force microscopy
The Hall mobility µ, the carr
Pauw Hall-measurement configuration [4]. A small area of In was deposited on the four 
corners of 1 × 1 cm2 TCO samples to connect to four probes. The measurement was 
performed at room temperature with a magnetic field of 0.865 T. The measurement was 
carried out at the Hahn-Meitner-Institut GmbH. 
 
3  
The morphology of a surface was observed by atomic force microscopy (AFM). The 
measurement was performed on an area of 3 × 3 µm2. The films were compared in the peak 
(b) (a) 
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to valley roughness (Rmax) and the root mean square (RMS) roughness. The AFM system is 
an AMT-0300 (Digital instruments). The RMS σ is expressed as 
∑
−
where S(x) is the surface height at point x on the surface.  
 
3.1.3.4. Scanning electron microscopy
−=
n
i
avi SxSn 1
2))((1σ  (Eq. 3.2) 
 
ken with a JSM-6700F (JEOL) 
perating at 2.0 kV. This measurement was used to observe a cross section of the ZnO:Al 
The scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images were ta
o
samples.  
 
3.1.3.5. Profile meter 
Film thickness was determined using a profile meter (Surface profiler, Alpha-step IQ®). This 
easures the step height of the film edge relative to the substrate. The film edge was made 
 with an attached tape (Kapton). 
m
by the lift-off technique
 
3.1.3.6. Optical spectroscopy 
Optical transmission and absorption data were determined with a spectrophotometer (MPC 
100, Shimadzu) using a double beam geometry with a sample and a reference beam. The 
ectra were taken to collect the glass or quartz back ground 
3
glass and quartz substrates sp
spectrum. The measurement wavelength range is 190 – 3000 nm. The measurement was 
carried out with a measurement step of 2.0 nm. This measurement was performed at the 
Institut für Angewandte Photophysik of the Technische Universität Dresden. 
 
3.1.3.7. Spectroscopic ellipsometry 
The optical constants, that is, refractive index n, and extinction coeff
d
icient k, were 
etermined by variable angle spectroscopic ellipsometry (VASE®, J. A. Woollam) using a 
ometer. The ellipsometry does not directly measure the rotating analyzer spectroscopic ellips
optical constants, but the complex ratio ρe as a function of wavelength. This can be 
expressed with two parameters Ψ and Δ, that is,  
 
s
 (Eq. 3.3) 
 
p
e
i
r
r
e ==⋅Ψ Δ ρ)tan(
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The coefficients p- for in-plane incidence and s- for perpendicular to the plane of incidence 
indicate Fresnel reflection coefficients which con formation. The optical 
constants are evaluated by performing a fit model analysis from the experimental data. The 
evaluation was carried out using an analysis software (WVASE®, J. A. Woollam). The 
tain the optical in
measurements were carried out with three incident angles of 65°, 70°, and 75° with a 
wavelength range between 193 nm and 2500 nm. The experimental and predicted data 
were quantified by the mean square error (MSE), which is 
∑
=
where Ne is the total number of experimental Ψ and Δ pairs for each wavelength and angle of 
incidence, Me is the sum of the fitting parameters, Mod and Exp means experimental and 
calculated values, and i is sum of over all of the measurements. The calculated MSE was 
minimised by adjusting the fitting parameters. 
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 (Eq. 3.4) 
 
 
3.1.3.8. X-ray diffraction 
Structural characterisation of thin films was done by x-ray diffraction (XRD) on a Siemens 
D5000 X-Ray Diffractometer, using Cu-Kα radiation (λ=1.54056Å). The standard settings for 
e X-ray generator were 40kV at 20mA.  
ted from the FWHM of the interference peaks at the angle ω=2θ, 
th
Grain sizes l were estima
and calculated by the Scherrer formula [5]: 
 
λ
θθ sin)2( ⋅FWHM
=
kl  (Eq. 3.5) 
 
here a constant value of k = 1.05 for ZnO:Al [6] was used to calculate the grain size. 
 
3.1.4. Substrate preparation
w
 
All substrates used at Fraunhofer IPMS were prepared on 150 mm (6 inch) quartz wafers. 
ch is 
onnected to the ZnO:Al anode deposited with optimised parameters. A 670 nm thick 
polyimide covers the edge of the ZnO:Al with an overlap of 5 
They have an Al layer 500 nm thick. This is used for an electrical contact to anode whi
c
passivation layer made from 
μm to prevent shortcuts. Detailed information on the substrate fabrication is included in a 
description of process flow for OLED in section 3.3.6.  
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3.1.4.1. ZnO:Al test substrate for OLED 
Figure 3.1.5 (a) shows a design of a photolithography mask. This design was structured on 
150 mm quartz wafers. These were cut into four pieces along the red lines after the 
iece of the OLED substrate. This substrate was 
 
e 
 
 conductivity of this layer is reduced when it 
 exposed in the glove box by time (see chapter 6.3.2). To prevent this problem, a metal 
structuring. Figure 3.1.5 (b) shows a p
designed to study basic OLED performance and to compare OLEDs with ITO anode. This 
has four diodes with different size of active area where the ZnO:Al anode is coated. The size 
of the diodes is 19.9 mm2 (D1), 5.0 mm2 (D2), 79.6 mm2 (D3), and 1.2 mm2 (D4), 
respectively. They are connected to the outer electrical contact since encapsulation glass 
was covered over the diodes in the following process. A passivation layer is structured 
around the diodes and above the contacts. All OLEDs with ZnO:Al anodes were compared 
with simultaneously prepared OLEDs with ITO anode.  
 
Figure 3.1.5. (a) a design of photolithomask for 6 inch wafer. Red line indicates a cut line. 
(b) One OLED substrate from the 6 inch wafer. 
Figure 3.1.6 explains the OLED process on the test substrates. First, organic layers wer
(b) (a) outer contact to anode 
D1 D3 
deposited through a shadow mask on the four diodes. The n-doped ETL is very sensitive
even in the nitrogen atmosphere glove box. The
is
layer was deposited on the n-ETL without breaking high vacuum. The first metal (cathode) 
was deposited with the same shadow mask for organic layers. This protects the reduction of 
the conductivity and allows changing the shadow mask in the glove box. The bridge contact 
between the cathode and the cathode contact was made through a different shadow mask. 
Finally, the substrates were encapsulated in the glove box. A CaO getter pad was attached 
on the cover glass used for the encapsulation. 
D2 
passivation 
D4 
outer contact to cathode 
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1. Organic layers deposition 2. Cathode deposition
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
- - 
 
 Process of OLED fabrication 
4. Encapsulation with  
  a getter pad 
3. Bridge contact deposition 
Figure 3.1.6.
 
D3.1.4.2. ZnO:Al large size substrate for OLE  
esides the small size test substrate, up-scaled substrates with ZnO:Al were prepared. The 
 10 cm2 and an active (emission) area of 
                
Figure 3.1.7.
 
B
substrates have an outer dimension of 10 ×
approximately 8 × 8 cm2 (Figure 3.1.7). This type of substrate was prepared with same 
procedure as the test substrate described above. A gradual voltage drop is expected in the 
centre which is far from the electrodes. To obtain a homogeneous voltage in the whole 
emission area, an Al grid was employed for the large size substrates to improve the integral 
resistance. Al lines with 500 nm thickness, 15 µm width, and 235 µm openings are laid 
under the ZnO:Al layer which is connected to four anode contacts. The passivation layer by 
polyimide covers on the top with an overlap of 5 µm (Figure 3.1.8). 
  
 Design of 10 x 10 cm2 up-scaled ZnO:Al substrate. 
anode contact 
active area with grid 
cathode contact 
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F rge size substrate. The 
tructured ZnO:Al film with thickness of approximately 200 nm lies on the Al grid. It is 
 
3
igure 3.1.8 (a) illustrates a cross section for the 10 x 10 cm2 la
s
expected that efficiency will be reduced without the passivation layer because the emission 
generated on the reflective metal grid can not leave the substrate. As shown in Figure 3.1.8 
(b), the open area of ZnO:Al is 225 x 225 μm2. OLEDs were deposited on this type of 
substrate with same procedure as for the test substrates. 
Figure 3.1.8. (a) Cross section of the 10 x 10 cm2 up-scaled ZnO:Al substrate. (b) Layout 
of the Al grid line covered with the passivation layer on the ZnO:Al anode. 
.1.4.3. ZnO:Al substrate for OLED used in TU Dresden IAPP 
The deposition at IAPP TU Dresden is different from that at Fraunhofer IPMS, therefore a 
 design of the substrate for 
               
Figure 3.1.9. The ZnO:Al substrate for the fabrication of OLED at IAPP TU Dresden. 
different type of substrate is required. Figure 3.1.9 shows the
IAPP. The outer size is 25 mm × 25 mm, and the overlap of the organic layer and the metal 
layer is the emission area, which is approximately 1.5 mm × 3.0 mm. The organic and metal 
layer were deposited without breaking vacuum in different chambers, respectively. The 
substrates for green double EML OLEDs (section 5.3) were made with the photolithography 
technique described above. They have a passivation layer around the edge of ZnO:Al. On 
the other hand, the substrates for red OLEDs (section 5.4) were structured by hydrogen 
chloride using a masking tape. These have no passivation layer around the ZnO:Al layer. 
235 µm 15 µm 
overlap 
5 µm 
ZnO:Al 
Metal grid 
225 µm 
15 µm
open area 
225 µm 
overlap 
5 µm
225 µm 
Passivation layer 
(a) (b) 
25 µm 
 ZnO:Al 
Metal 
Organic 
Emitting area 
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3.2. Preparation of PEDOT substrate 
transparent electrode, conductive polymer PEDOT
ages in the cost and the ease of process.
al grid to supply a homogeneous voltage 
e grids were explained below. 
As another type of alternative  was used. 
This material has great advant  All substrates with 
the thin PEDOT layer have a met in the active area. 
Various substrates with th
 
3.2.1. Metal grid 
A rsion 
Baytron® PH510 with 5% dimethylsulfoxide (hereafter PEDOT) was used as an anode in this 
work. For this type of substrate, a metal grid was introduced due to two reasons: one is that 
the active area for this type of substrates is relatively large, therefore an inhomogeneous 
voltage distribution is expected. The second reason is the low conductivity of PEDOT used 
in this work (~500 S/cm) which leads to a high sheet resistance for the application of OLEDs. 
The metal grid is thought to solve these problems. Highly conductive materials were chosen 
for the grid such as Au (4.55 × 107 S/m), Al (3.74 × 107 S/m), and Cr (7.5 × 106 S/m). In this 
work, two sets of structure were examined as a grid material. They are, 
 
1. GridAu: Quartz / Cr (10 nm) / Au (190 nm) / PEDOT (100nm) 
2. GridAl: Quartz / Al (160 nm) / Cr (40 nm) / PEDOT (100 nm). 
 
Au and Al are the main media for the grid. Since gold has a poor adhesion to the quartz 
substrate, a thin Cr layer was used as an adhesive layer between them. Al is expected to be 
unstable for PEDOT which contains acid. Thus, a Cr cap layer on Al served as a protection 
layer against the chemical damage. Since structuring on the PEDOT layer is difficult due to 
its sensitivity, no passivation layer was attached in contrast to the ZnO:Al substrates. 
Therefore, this would lead to a loss of photons generated on the reflective metal. It is 
necessary to consider a trade-off between the efficiency and the homogeneity of the voltage 
distribution, i.e., smaller pixel size made by wide grid lines would result in better luminance 
homogeneity, but also lower efficiency. In this experiment, various grid designs were used 
on different substrate sizes. Due to the compatibility with photolithography equipment, 6 inch 
quartz wafers were used for all substrates. The photolithography process is explained in 
Figure 3.2.1. First, a series of metals was deposited on the quartz substrates, following a 
deposition of photoresist by spincoating. This photoresist was exposed to UV light through a 
positive type photomask. Then, the exposed photoresist was removed and patterned on the 
metal. Only the area that was not protected by the photoresist was etched. Finally, the 
 conductive polymer poly(diethylene-dioxythiophene)/polystyrene sulfonate ve
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residual photoresist was removed. This photolithography process was carried out in a clean 
tz. The photomask was made at Fraunhofer 
with PEDOT layer 
vealed that the structured metal grid has a trapezoid like shape. Therefore their round 
edges were cove nt for an 
application of OLE rp spikes 
which is not suitable for a metal grid.  
room at the Technische Universität Chemni
IPMS. 
 
Figure 3.2.1. Photolithography process of the grid. 
 
A cross sectional scanning electron micrograph of a grid covered 
re
red by the PEDOT layer, which prevents a leakage curre
Ds. It should be noted that a patterning by the lift-off showed sha
 
 
Figure 3.2.2. Cross section photo of the Substrate type 1 taken by SEM. 
1. Metal deposition 2. Photoresist application 
4. Development 6. Photoresist removal 
metal 
photoresist 
3. UV exposure 
5. Etching 
PEDOT layer 
metal grid 
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3.2.2. Preparation of test substrates with PEDOT anode 
First, OLEDs were examined on relatively small substrates with PEDOT anode. This 
substrate (type P1) has an outer size of 35×50 mm2 with an active area of 19×19 mm2. This 
has an anode contact connected directly to the grid in the active area (Figure 3.2.3). The 
active area has pixel of 225 × 225 μm2 surrounded by metal grids with a width of 25 μm 
(Grid A). Since the spin-coating technique deposits PEDOT on the whole substrate, the 
unwanted area was removed by wiping using cotton-buds. OLEDs were made on the 
PEDOT substrate with 2 types of deposition technique. First, organic and metal layers were 
separately deposited using shadow mask 1 and shadow mask 2, which are denoted in 
Figure 3.2.3, respectively. The other way is that a band was attached on the substrate prior 
to the deposition, preventing a contact between the anode contact and the cathode. Then 
organic and metal were deposited with only the shadow mask 2. Before encapsulation, the 
band was removed.  
             
Figure 3.2.3. Schematic view of the Substrate type 1. 
 
3.2.3. Preparation of 50 x 50 mm
50 mm 
2 ate with PEDOsubstr T anode 
Similarly to Substrate type P1, larger substrates with uter size of 50 × 50 mm2 
possessing an active area of 35 × 35 mm2 were prepared (Substrate type P2). For this 
substrate only GridAu was applied. Two types of metal grid design are given; one has 1000 
μm of pixel size (Grid B), and the other has 450 μm of pixel size (Grid C). Each pixel has 
15μm width of the metal grid line, thus the grid/pixel ratio for Grid design B is 3% and Grid 
design C is 6%, respectively. The total active area is surrounded by the metal frame ring. 
Four OLED panels with an active area of 35 mm x 35 mm and two designs were fabricated 
on one quartz wafer.  
 
 an o
active area 
anode contact 
19 mm 
Shadow mask 1 
19
 m
m
 
35
 m
m
 
_ + 
band 
Shadow mask 2 
 PEDOT free area  PEDOT covered area 
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Grid B Grid C 
35
 m
m
 
35 mm 
  
Figure 3.2.3. Overview of a substrate. Four 50x50 mm2 OLEDs are designed on one 
substrate (Substrate type 2). 
 
3.2.4. Preparation of 100 x 100 mm2 substrate with PEDOT anode 
The up-scaled substrate type P3 has an outer size of 100 × 100 mm2 with an active area of 
80 × 80 mm2. The current is supplied from four anode and four cathode pads. This substrate 
is similar to 10 × 10 cm2 ZnO:Al large size substrates (Chapter 3.1.4.2), which has a pixel 
size 35 μm with 15 μm width of metal grid lines. 
                
Figure 3.2.5. Schematic view of the 100 x 100 mm2 ZnO:Al substrate (substrate type 3). 
 of 235 μm × 2
anode  
contact 
contact 
cathode  100 mm 
10
0 
m
m
 
Grid B 
Grid C 
band 
anode  
cathode  
contact 
organic layer 
metal layer 
10
0 
m
m
 
contact 
100 mm 
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Substrate outersize
active
area
grid
width
open
size
grid
material
Type P1 35 × 50 19 × 19 25 225 Cr/Au
Type P1 35 × 50 19 × 19 25 225 Al/Cr
Type P2 50 × 50 35 × 35 15 450 Cr/Au
Type P2 50 × 50 35 × 35 15 1000 Cr/Au
Type P3 100 × 100 80 × 80 15 235 Cr/Au  
Table 3.2.1. List of the substrate types prepared. 
 
3.2.5. Deposition of PEDOT 
The spin-coating of the PEDOT anode was performed by H.C. Starck in Leverkusen. In this 
work, the high conductivity PEDOT was used in combination with the conductivity 
enhancement agent Dimethylsulfoxide (DMSO). The dispersion is characterised by a solid 
content of approx 1.7% and an average particle size d50 of 29 nm. Spin-coated films of 
P  
b
 
 
 
Figure 3.2.6 Chemical structure of PEDOT (left) and dimethylsulfoxide (right). 
 
Prior to the PEDOT deposition, the substrates were cleaned in the following way: They were 
washed with acetone and ethanol in an ultrasonic bath for 5 minutes and then dried in a 
stream of pure dry N2 gas. UV/Ozone plasma treatment was done for 10 minutes.  
Baytron® PH 510 with 5% DMSO was deposited by spin-coating. Layer thicknesses of 100 
nm were obtained. The PEDOT could be removed outside the active area using cotton-buds. 
The substrates were pre-baked for 15 seconds at 130°C on hot plate, followed by a seco  
b
EDOT show a conductivity of approx. 500 S/cm. The material is filtered by a 0.2 µm filter
efore use.  
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ake for 15 minutes at the same temperature. 
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3.2.6. Fabrication of OLEDs on PEDOT substrates 
The cleaning and plasma treatment for the PEDOT substrates are not possible due to its 
chemical and structural sensitivity. Therefore, these substrates were carefully treated in the 
clean room in order to minimise particles which leads to shortcuts. Organic layers were 
deposited through a shadow mask. Since these substrates have no passivation layer, the 
shadow mask has to be replaced to another shadow mask for the following metal deposition. 
This results in reduction of conductivity in the n-ETL. All substrates were encapsulated with 
a cover glass which has CaO getter pads. 
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3.3. Preparation of OLEDs 
 
3.3.1. Deposition systems 
For the fabrication of OLED devices, three types of deposition system were used. The green 
p-i-n OLEDs were prepared with the VES 400 In-line system. Various type of white p-i-n 
OLEDs were built with cluster type evaporator SUNICEL plus 200 (Sunic system Ltd.). 
Fabrication of the green double EML p-i-n OLEDs and the red p-i-n OLEDs were made at 
the Institut für Angewandte Photophysik (IAPP) of the Technische Universität Dresden using 
 cluster type evaporator.  
.3.1.1. In-line system VES400
a
 
3  
First, green p-i-n type OLEDs and intrinsic type OLEDs were prepared with the In-line 
system. Substrates were set on a carrier and organic and metal layers were deposited while 
the carrier passes in front of the linear sources. The deposition was carried out in high 
vacuum (10-6 Pa). After organic and metal deposition, the shadow mask was replaced to 
another shadow mask for a contact bridge in a N2 glove box. The details of this system were 
given in Chapter 3.1.1. 
 
3.3.1.2. Cluster system SUNICEL plus 200 
The cluster system SUNICEL plus 200 was used for various processes such as OLED 
deposition and encapsulation. This system enables a cycle time less of than 80 min. The 
installed alignment systems can perform highly accurate positioning of shadow mask, which 
is suitable for MEMS integration with OLED devices. Figure 3.3.1 depicts the SUNICEL plus 
200. The OLED deposition was carried out in the following modules: two organic chambers 
(1), (2), and one metal chamber (3). These chambers have two 120 cc and four 40 cc 
crucibles for organic depositions, and two thermal boats and three high temperature cells for 
metal depositions, respectively. All depositions were performed under high vacuum of less 
than 2 × 10-6 mbar. Organic layers and cathode were deposited with a shadow mask which 
was replaced by a secondary shadow mask for a bridge contact deposition in a N2 glove box. 
Besides the deposition with the shadow mask technique, two types of alignment system are 
installed in the organic and metal chambers. One has a CCD alignment which has an 
accuracy of ± 3 μm, the other has a pin alignment with an accuracy of ± 500 μm. All organic 
materials were deposited with a deposition rate of 0.01 ~ 2.0 Å/s. During the deposition, the 
substrate carrier is rotated so than good film uniformity of <± 5% is obtained. Prior to the 
organic deposition, plasma treatment was performed with a RF power supply (0.5 kW) using 
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O  (20 sccm) and Ar (100 sccm) in the pre-treatment chamber (4). Substrates can be input 
ber (5) or from a glove box (M. Braun Inertgas-Systeme GmbH) 
ia the buffer chamber (6). The loading chamber has a storage capability of maximum 8 
um (2 × 10-6 Torr). The sputter chamber (7) has a RF and DC 
2
either from the loading cham
v
substrates under high vacu
power supply, Ar and O2 can be applied as a working gas. This system has a film uniformity 
of <± 7% for 100 nm ITO film with substrate rotation (0 to 20 rpm). A CVD chamber is 
installed in the module (8). In the glove box, the unloading module (9) and encapsulation 
system (UV curing system (10) and auto dispenser (11)) are mounted. 
 
Figure 3.3.1. Schematic view of the cluster tool SUNICEL plus 200 
 
3.3.1.3. Evaporator tool at TU Dresden IAPP 
Fabrication of OLEDs at IAPP was carried out using a multiple-chamber ultra-high vacuum 
system (provided by Bestec GmbH) with a base pressure around 10  mbar. This cluster 
type evaporator is basically similar to the one described in the Chapter 3.3.1.2. Various 
organic and metal materials were deposited in different chambers without breaking the 
vacuum. The deposition rate for the p-HTL, n-ETL and metal was around 1.0 Å/s. Other 
organic layers were deposited with lower rate of 0.3 Å/s. The OLEDs were measured in-situ 
condition with a source measure unit (Keithley 2400) for electrical data and a Si photodiode 
mounted above the OLED device collecting the forward direction emitted light. The 
electroluminescence spectra were determined using a Sentronic PL-USB200 spectrometer. 
-8
(8) 
(2) (6) 
Transfer 
module 
(9) (10) (11) 
(1) 
(7) 
(3) 
Glove box 
(5) 
(4) 
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Figure 3.3.2. The cluster type evaporator at IAPP in TU Dresden. 
 
3.3.2. Materials for OLEDs 
The materials used are listed in Table 3.3.1. OLEDs are categorised into two parts: materials 
for OLEDs fabricated at IPMS and those for fabricated at IAPP. Most materials from IPMS 
are confidential. Therefore, a detailed discussion about them is not going to be given. The 
chemical structures of the materials used for OLEDs fabricated at IAPP are shown in Figure 
3.3.3. These materials were sublimated at least twice before using. Brief descriptions for the 
materials used are given below. 
 
3.3.2.1. p-type hole transporting layers (p-HTLs)  
Highly conductive p-HTL were realised by doping of HTM matrix with an adequate dopa t. 
ctron accepter material 
4-TCNQ which has a LUMO 5.2 eV, its conductivity can reach the range of 10-5 S/cm when 
D. These materials were used for OLEDs 
n
MeO-TPD has a HOMO around 5.1 eV. By doping with the strong ele
F
2 mol% of F4-TCNQ is doped with MeO-TP
fabricated at IAPP. At IPMS, p-HTL with a p-type dopant NDP-2 doped in a hole transport 
matrix NHT-5 were used [7]. These materials were purchased from Novaled AG. 
 
3.3.2.2. Electron blocking layers (EBLs) 
In order to block the electrons, deep HOMO materials were used such as Spiro-TAD and 
NPB. They have a high LUMO lying at 2.2 eV for Spiro-TAD and 2.6 eV for NPB, 
respectively. Additionally, their high hole mobility (10  cm V s  range) [8] is suitable for 
electron blocking. NPB was used as a matrix for a red emitter as well. Besides these two 
materials, FIL-H2 was used in white OLEDs at IPMS. 
-4 2 -1 -1
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3.3.2.3. Emission layers (EML) 
Various EMLs were used in this work. They are all doped with either fluorescent or 
phosphorescent emitters. As a green emitter, Ir(ppy)3 phosphorescent material was chosen 
for all green OLEDs fabricated at IPMS and IAPP. As a matrix for Ir(ppy)3, hole transport 
material TCTA and electron transport material TPBi were used in order to fabricate double 
EML OLED at IAPP. At IPMS, TMM-004 or TMM-017 was used as matrix. For red OLEDs, a 
phosphorescent red material Ir(piq)3 was doped in NPD. Blue and yellow EMLs were used 
for white OLEDs at IPMS. Blue and yellow fluorescent emitters (FBD-1 and FYD-1, 
respectively) were used with their matrices (FBH-1 in blue EML and FYH-1 in yellow EML, 
respectively).  
.3.2.4. Hole blocking layers (HBLs)
 
3  
 as electron transport materials with wide band gap. Their wide BAlq and Bphen are known
energy can block not only holes, but also excitons generated in the EML. Bphen has low 
glass transition temperature (Tg = 62 °C) [9], therefore it readily crystallises. At IPMS, BAlq, 
NET-05 and TMM-004 were used as HBL. 
 
3.3.2.5. n-type electron transporting layers (n-ETLs) 
As an electron transporting matrix, Bphen which has a LUMO around 3.0 eV was used with 
-dopant cesium (Cs). The n-ETL by these materials can reach a conductivity of 10-5 S/cm 
At IPMS, a set of a molecular n-dopant 
n
which was used for all OLEDs fabricated at IAPP. 
NDN-1 and an electron transporting material NET-5 were used. The conductivity of n-ETL by 
NET-5:NDN-1 was measured in vacuum and in N2 atmosphere, respectively. Additionally, 
the energy structure was examined by UPS (ultraviolet photoemission spectroscopy). This 
experiment is described in the Chapter 6. 
 
3.3.2.6. Cathode materials 
Al was used as cathode material for OLEDs fabricated by the two types of cluster tool at 
he low work function metal Yb (~2.6 eV) was used IAPP and IPMS, respectively. However, t
in the In-line tool due to a difficulty of deposition of Al in its metal chamber. Al requires high 
evaporation temperatures, therefore it may damage the organic layers in the case of 
deposition by In-line tool which has a distance of only approximately 20 cm between metal 
source and substrates.  
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Figure 3.3.3. Chemical structure of the materials used for OLEDs fabricated at IAPP of TU 
Dresden. The values for HOMO are data from IAPP which were measured with UPS and 
nes for LUMO are obtained by adding optical gap and binding energy to the HOMO o
value. 
 
OLEDs fabricated at IPMS OLEDs fabricated at IAPP
p-HTL matrix NHT-5 MeO-TPD
p-dopant NDP-2 F4-TCNQ
EBL NPB, Spiro-TAD Spiro-TAD, NPB
EML green TMM-017:Ir(ppy)3, TMM-004:Ir(ppy)3 TCTA:Ir(ppy)3, TPBi:Ir(ppy)3
red NPB:Ir(piq)3 
blue BH3:BD-1
yellow NPB:YD-3
, TMM-004, BAlq BAlq, BphenHBL NET-5
n-ETL matrix NET-5 Bphen
n-dopant NDN-1 Cs
Cathode Yb, Al Al
Table 3.3.1. Material list used in this work. 
 
3.3.3. Characterisation of OLEDs 
he characterisation of OLEDs was performed in an Autronic Melchers DMS 101, which 
allows to determine basic characteristics such as overall efficiency, EL spectra at various 
angle, and luminance homogeneity in the emission area. The light is collected by the 
T
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detector and then transferred to a measurement device. The angular dependence 
measurement was performed using the goniometer. The theta rotation amounted in the 
Autronic Melchers DMS 101 allows to measure the optical output at particular angle. 
Luminance homogeneity was measured by controlling the stage position with a constant 
current.  
 
Figure 3.3.4. Photograph of Autronic Melchers DMS 101. 
 
3.3.4. Integration sphere 
Most OLED devices were measured with the Autronic Melchers DMS 101, although the 
measurement size by this system is limited due to an inhomogeneous brightness on a 
relatively large emission area of OLEDs. The measurement of OLEDs having an emission 
area of 35 × 35 mm2 and 50 × 50 mm2 was performed in an integration sphere (ISP 500, 
Instrument Systems optische Messtechnik) which enables to detect the total light flux of the 
device. Normally, integrating spheres consist of a hollow sphere with a diffuse broad 
spectrum reflecting inner surface. The sphere has an aperture or mounting for the emitting 
sample and another for a photodetector system. Prior to the measurement, a calibration of 
the sphere is necessary with a standard lamp to compensate self-absorption of the sample. 
er to exclude waveguided light from the OLED 
evice. The measurement with the integration sphere was performed at Novaled AG. 
The edges of the glass were covered in ord
d
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Figure 3.3.5. Set up of the integration sphere. 
 
3.3.5. Process flow of OLED fabrication 
The process flow for OLED using ZnO:Al and PEDOT is depicted in Figure 3.3.6. All 
substrates were made on 6 inch quartz glass. Prior to use, they were cleaned with acid 
(Mixture of sulphuric acid peroxide and ammonium peroxide) in an ultrasonic bath. For ZnO:Al 
sist was coated on the surface, 
llowing a development process. The Al was etched with mixted acid, i.e. H3PO4 5500ml, 
3 220ml. After the etching, the substrates were cleaned. The 
move 
residual water on the surface of anode. Prior to the OLED deposition, an O2/Ar plasma 
treatment was carried out. After the deposition, they were encapsulated in N2 glove box. At 
the end, characterisations were performed.  
Due to the high sensitivity of PEDOT, there is no passivation layer for the PEDOT substrate. 
Therefore, the process for this type of substrates is somewhat different from that for ZnO:Al. 
The 200 nm thick metal was structured using a photolithography technique at TU Chemnitz. 
substrate, 500 nm thick Al was sputtered. Then, photore
fo
CH3COOH 1430ml, and HNO
ZnO:Al was sputtered with optimised conditions, then 200 nm thick ZnO:Al was structured 
using a conventional photolithography technique for ITO. The etching rate was relatively fast, 
resulting in 16.0 nm/s using a mixed acid consisted of 4.5ml H3PO4, 4.5ml CH3COOH, and 
291ml H2O. Polyimide precursor was spin-coated on the ZnO:Al substrates and structured. 
This was then heated up to 350 °C in flow for a thermal synthesis so that polyimide was 
obtained. This procedure was performed in N2 flow at atmospheric pressure. This layer was 
used as passivation. Finally, these structured substrates were cleaned with following 
process. First, they were rinsed with acetone, then cleaned with deionised water and with 
isopropanol in an ultrasonic bath for 10 minutes, respectively. The substrates were 
inspected for particles before OLED deposition. The whole process was performed in a 
clean room. The substrates were baked out at 130 °C in N2 glove box in order to re
sample 
photodetector baffle 
standard lamp 
mounting 
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Then these substrates were carried to H. C. Stark for PEDOT deposition. Substrates were 
cleaned in an ultrasonic bath with acetone and with methanol, respectively, then UV/Ozone 
plasma treatment was carried out for 10 minutes before th ue for improvement 
of a wetting performance. PEODT solution was spin-coated, then immediately a soft baking 
at 130 °C for 5 minutes was made. The PEDOT layer covers whole substrate. Areas where 
it is not needed were wiped and removed. Main baking was carried out at 130 °C for 15 
minutes in N2 glove box for the following OLED deposition. 
 
e deposition d
OELD using ZnO:Al OELD using PEDOT 
Glass cleaning Glass cleaning 
 
Figure 3.3.6. Process flow for OLED using ZnO:Al and PEDOT anode. 
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Cross sectional SEM micrograph of a ZnO:Al film 
 
 
 
 
An important aim of this study was to optimise the fabrication process of transparent electrodes 
(ZnO:Al) which is a necessary component for OLEDs. The ZnO:Al films were fabricated under a 
wide range of experimental conditions. First, the films were optimised with respect to the Ar/O2 
process gas flow without intentional substrate heating. Next, an optimisation of the substrate 
temperature was carried out while the optimised value of gas flow was fixed. Finally, the best film 
thickness was found with the optimum condition of process gas and substrate temperature. The 
material (optical and electrical) properties of the films were evaluated to find the optimum growth 
parameters. In this chapter, the attention is first focused on the optimisation of the ZnO:Al thin films. 
Then, detailed material properties were studied.
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4.1. Optimisation of ZnO:Al films 
The deposition of high quality ZnO:Al thin films by DC magnetron sputtering is rather 
complex and a careful optimisation is necessary. According to recent literature, it is known 
that the sample position with the target, doping concentration, substrate temperature, 
process gas, and film thickness significantly influence the electrical, optical and structural 
properties of ZnO:Al. In this study, optimisation was carried out in terms of process gas, 
substrate temperature, and film thickness. Sputter power of 4.64 W/cm2 and basic process 
gas of Ar (200 sccm) were fixed for the deposition of all the films. The sputter process was 
performed at around 2.0 × 10-3 hPa (corresponding to 1.5 mTorr) working pressure and a 
ceramic target of 2 wt% of Al2O3 doped ZnO was used. Films were deposited on glass 
(Corning 1737) for the optimisation. Samples were compared with respect to sheet 
resistance and average transmittance in the visible range (from 380 nm to 770 nm). Sheet 
resistance was determined with the 4-point probe introducing a finite size correction. The 
surface morphology was observed by AFM in an area of 3 µm × 3 µm. 
 
4.1.1. Effect of gas flow (Oxygen partial pressure) 
In this work, all samples were deposited with an Ar gas flow (200 sccm) for the creation of 
gas plasma. In order to control the oxidation property of the metallic component of the 
ZnO:Al film, partial oxygen flow PO2 was added during the process. In this optimisation, the 
O2 gas flow was carefully controlled from 0 sccm to 10 sccm while the Ar gas flow was kept 
constant. The carrier was oscillated 8 times in front of the target without intentional heating. 
The values of resistivity and average transparency as a function of the PO2 for the obtained 
ZnO:Al films are given in Figure 4.1 (a). The resistivity was increased by the addition of 
oxygen. At the same time, the average value of the transmittance was slightly decreased. 
When the films were grown with PO2 >5 sccm, the resistivity was significantly increased, 
resulting in more than 102 Ωcm (106 Ω/sq). This implies that conductive ZnO:Al was 
changed to an insulator. The majority carriers in ZnO:Al are created from the oxygen 
vacancy and Al substitution ZnO sites. It is considered that the oxygen vacancy is 
substituted for oxygen atoms by increasing PO2. Also, the excess oxygen atoms act as a 
carrier trap, leading to a reduction of the carrier concentration [1]. Thus, this may explain the 
increase in resistivity by additional PO2 in this work. As the O2 gas flow increased from 0 to 
1.0 sccm, the edge of the transmittance was shifted to longer wavelengths. This can be 
understood by the Burstein-Moss effect where the Fermi level energy shifts with carrier 
concentration. This energy shift can be written as 
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⎜
⎝
⎛=Δ
π
N
m
hE BM  (Eq. 4.1) 
where ΔEBM is the shift of the Fermi energy, h is the Planck constant, m* the effective mass, 
and N the carrier concentration. As seen in Eq. 4.1, the energy shift directly depends on the 
carrier concentration which is related to the edge shift in the optical transmittance in Figure 
4.1 (b). This implies that the samples grown with high PO2 have low carrier concentration. As 
a result, Sample ZG1, the ZnO:Al films grown with Ar (200 sccm) + O2 (0 sccm), resulted in 
the best optoelectronic properties. This indicates that the partial O2 gas flow is not 
necessary. This may be due to the fact that the target used in this work, ZnO with 2 wt% of 
Al2O3, already contains sufficient oxygen for oxidation both of the target and sputtered 
species. In the following depositions, only Ar gas of 200 sccm without O2 gas was used as 
process gas. The data obtained are listed in Table 4.1. 
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Figure 4.1. (a) Value of the sheet resistance and average transmittance and (b) 
transmittance spectra of ZnO:Al films fabricated with various O2 gas flow. 
(a) (b) 
 
Name O2 gas flow
(sccm)
Resistivity
(10-3 Ωcm)
Average 
transmittance*
(%)
Thickness
(nm)
RMS
(nm)
Sample ZG1 0 1.5 70.8 880 6.3
Sample ZG2 0.2 1.6 73.6 895 6.1
Sample ZG3 0.5 2.1 71.8 896 5.8
Sample ZG4 0.7 2.5 70.5 900 N/A
Sample ZG5 1.0 3.1 65.7 885 6.3
Sample ZG6 5.0 >105 55.3 900 4.9
Sample ZG7 10.0 >105 51.2 880 3.9  
*Transmittance of the bare glass substrate (91.7%) is not included.
Table 4.1. Resistivity, average transmittance in the visible range, obtained thickness and 
RMS roughness for ZnO:Al films fabricated with various additional O2 gas flow. 
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The surface morphology of these films was observed by AFM. Figure 4.2 shows the atomic 
force micrographs of the ZnO:Al films which were grown with various O2 gas flow (0 < PO2 < 
10 sccm). All samples are characterised by poor morphologies with clearly defined porous 
grain shapes and boundaries. The surface roughness for these samples is relatively high, 
ranging from 3.91 nm to 6.31 nm in RMS roughness. It was found that the surface 
morphology was somewhat improved by increasing the O2 gas flow.  
PO2 = 0 sccm 
Rms: 6.31 nm 
Rmax: 47. 85 nm 
PO2 = 10 sccm 
Rms: 3.91 nm 
Rmax: 32.07 nm 
PO2 = 5.0 sccm 
Rms: 4.86 nm 
Rmax: 39.74 nm 
PO2 = 1.0 sccm 
Rms: 6.27 nm 
Rmax: 44.94 nm 
PO2 = 0.5 sccm 
Rms: 5.80 nm 
Rmax: 43.83 nm 
PO2 = 0.2 sccm 
Rms: 6.10 nm 
Rmax: 45.39 nm 
1µm 1µm 1µm 
1µm 1µm 1µm 
Figure 4.2. The AFM images of ZnO:Al films fabricated with various O2 gas flow.  
 
4.1.2. Effect of temperature 
As a next step, the substrate temperature was controlled by the sheath heater which is 
installed behind the carrier. The substrate temperature (Tsb) was varied from room 
temperature to 290 °C. Prior to the deposition, the substrates were pre-heated in the 
transfer chamber at 120 °C for 5 min. As seen in Figure 4.3, comparison of the films grown 
at different temperature revealed that the minimum resistivity was obtained when the ZnO:Al 
films was grown at Tsh = 260 °C, which is in good agreement from reported literature [2]. The 
optical properties were improved by increasing the substrate temperature. Simultaneously, 
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a blue shift of the transmittance edge due to the Burstein-Moss shift was observed again. 
Deposition at higher temperatures was not possible because a shield in front of the heater 
was bended by the high temperature so that the carrier can not be transferred in the sputter 
chamber.  
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Figure 4.3. (a) Value of the sheet resistance and average transmittance and (b) 
transmittance spectra of ZnO:Al films fabricated with various substrate temperatures 
during sputtering. 
(a) (b) 
 
Name
Temperature 
of substrate
(°C)
Resistivity
(10-4 Ωcm)
Average 
transmittance*
(%)
Thickness
(nm)
RMS
(nm)
Sample ZT1 R.T. 15.0 70.8 880 6.3
Sample ZT2 165 7.1 80.7 724 11.6
Sample ZT3 230 4.0 85.8 690 5.3
Sample ZT4 260 3.2 85.4 549 3.1
Sample ZT5 290 3.6 86.6 574 3.6  
*Transmittance of the bare glass substrate (91.7%) is not included.
Table 4.2. Resistivity, average transmittance in the visible range, obtained thickness and 
RMS roughness for ZnO:Al films fabricated with various temperature of substrate. 
 
Figure 4.4 shows AFM micrographs of the ZnO:Al films made at different temperature. The 
morphology of the films grown at Tsb = R.T. to 230 °C was dominated by relatively large 
roughness surface with poly grain structure. Especially, an enhancement of the surface 
roughness was observed in the film grown at Tsb = 165 °C. A change in the morphology was 
found at Tsb > 260 °C. For deposition in this temperature range, the microstructure of the 
films became dense and smoother. The surface roughness (RMS of about 3 nm) was 
simultaneously improved. According to the structure model by Thornton [3], the 
microstructure of the sputtered film transits with increasing substrate temperature from zone 
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1: “tapered crystallites with domed tops which increase in width with temperature” to zone 2: 
“columnar grains with smooth surface”. In the case of sputtering of ZnO (melting 
temperature Tm = 2250 K), films with zone 2 are obtained for the deposition pressure of 1 ~ 
5 mTorr and Tsb/Tm = 0.25 ~ 0.45, corresponding to Tsb = 290 to 630 °C. The films of zone 1 
are obtained below these temperatures. It was observed that the ZnO:Al samples obtained 
during the optimisation of the substrate temperature follow the Thornton model. The 
poly-grain growth was pronounced by increasing the substrate temperature (zone 1). The 
morphology was changed at Tsb = 230 °C as seen in the decrease in the surface roughness, 
but still remaining a grain structure. This is considered as an intermediate between zone 1 
and zone 2. Then at higher temperature Tsb > 260 °C, the samples exhibited a 
microstructure categorised in zone 2, leading to the smooth surface and columnar grains. 
This columnar structure was confirmed by cross-sectional images by SEM (Figure 4.8). 
 
Tsb = R.T. 
Rms: 6.31 nm 
Rmax: 47. 85 nm 
Tsb = 290 °C 
Rms: 3.63 nm 
Rmax: 32.8 nm 
Tsb = 260 °C 
Rms: 3.07 nm 
Rmax: 27.5 nm 
Tsb = 165 °C 
Rms: 11.57 nm 
Rmax: 86.6 nm 
Tsb = 230 °C 
Rms: 5.25 nm 
Rmax: 44.90 nm 
1µm 1µm 1µm 
1µm 1µm 
Figure 4.4. The AFM images of ZnO:Al films fabricated with various substrate 
temperature.  
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4.1.2.1. Structural properties 
X-ray diffraction patterns of the ZnO:Al films deposited at different substrate temperature 
(Tsb=R.T. to 290 °C) are shown in Figure 4.5 c. All films have a prominent ZnO (002) peak at 
around 34.3° indicating that the crystallite structure of the films is oriented with c-axis, 
perpendicular to the substrate plane. The ZnO:Al films deposited at R.T. and 165°C 
exhibited an additional ZnO (101) sub peak and some other small peaks. The phase change 
from polycrystalline to single crystalline phase was observed when the ZnO:Al sample was 
grown at more than 230 °C where a strong (002) peak and very small (004) peak appeared. 
The columnar grains corresponding to the (002) c-axis orientation were confirmed by 
cross-sectional images by SEM (Figure 4.11). As a result, ZnO:Al samples grown at higher 
temperature show a single peak of ZnO (002). The improvement in the resistivity and 
transmittance may be ascribed to the improvement of the crystallinity of ZnO:Al. 
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Figure 4.5. XRD patterns of ZnO:Al films fabricated with various substrate temperature. 
 
4.1.2.2. Electrical properties 
The electrical characteristics of sample ZT1 ~ ZT5 were determined with Hall 
measurements. The resistivity ρ, the Hall mobility μ, and the carrier concentration N are 
plotted in Figure 4.6. Very similar values of the resistivity determined by the Hall 
measurement and by the 4-point probe method were obtained, implying that they are 
reliable. Additionally, the carrier concentration was confirmed with an optical analysis based 
on Drude’s theory d (Eq. 2.6). Assuming the plasma wavelength at around 1750 nm from the 
transmittance spectra at infrared region in Figure 4.7, the calculated carrier concentration 
was 1.01 × 1020 cm-3. This is in the same order of the obtained values by Hall measurement. 
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c X-ray diffraction measurement was made by Dr. Jan Uwe Schmidt at Fraunhofer IPMS. 
d An effective mass value m* = 0.28m was used for the calculation. 
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Figure 4.6. Result of Hall measurement, resistivity, mobility, and carrier concentration for 
ZnO:Al films fabricated with various temperature of substrate e. 
 
Name
Temperature 
of substrate
(°C)
Resistivity
(10-4 Ωcm)
Mobility
(cm2v-1s-1)
Carrier 
concentration
(1020 cm-3)
Sample ZT1 R.T. 12.1 14.2 3.6
Sample ZT2 165 7.0 16.9 5.3
Sample ZT3 230 4.4 19.3 7.3
Sample ZT4 260 3.2 23.4 8.3
Sample ZT5 290 3.7 20.7 8.1  
Table 4.3. Results of Hall measurements. Resistivity, mobility, and carrier concentration 
for ZnO:Al films fabricated at various substrate temperatures. 
 
It was observed that μ and N were gradually increased by increasing Tsb. Both reached the 
maximum values at Tsb = 260 °C, which gives thereby the minimum value in ρ. This 
improvement in the electrical characteristics is ascribed to the improvement in crystallinity 
and the smooth surface. Also, an internal stress between the grains would be reduced at the 
optimal temperature [2]. The difference in the carrier concentration indicates that Sample 
ZT1 may have more pronounced tail states compared to Sample ZT4. Thereby Sample ZT1 
would exhibit a significant temperature dependence in the carrier concentration compared to 
Sample ZT4.  
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e Hall measurement was made by Dr. Klaus Ellmer at Hahn-Meiter-Institut. 
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Figure 4.7. Transmittance spectra in the infrared region for ZnO:Al films. 
 
There are two types of donors for ZnO:Al. One are so-called native donors such as 
interstitial zinc atoms or oxygen vacancies. The others are extrinsic donors, in this case, by 
substitutional aluminium atoms. The composition ratio of Sample ZT1 ~ Sample ZT5 were 
determined by Energy Dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) f. The measurement result in 
Table 4.4 showed that the content of Al is almost independent from the temperature of the 
substrate. This result suggests that the carriers supplied by Al atoms are not influenced by 
the varying temperature but other factors. Two possibilities are proposed for them; one is 
increasing the oxygen vacancies. Film growth at higher temperature results in decreasing 
absorption of oxygen atoms [4]. Additionally, the improvement of the crystallinity may 
contribute to the increase of mobility.  
Name
Temperature 
of substrate O (at.%) Zn (at.%) Al (at.%) Al/Zn (%)
Sample ZT1 R.T. 47.47 50.73 1.8 3.55
Sample ZT2 165°C 46.58 51.42 1.99 3.87
Sample ZT3 230°C 46.1 51.53 2.37 4.60
Sample ZT4 260°C 47.1 50.74 2.17 4.28
Sample ZT5 290°C 47.29 50.86 1.85 3.64  
Table 4.4. Composition ratio in ZnO:Al films grown at various temperature. 
 
4.1.3. Effect of film thickness 
An other important sputtering parameter is the film thickness which is directly related to the 
sheet resistance. As the final optimisation, various thicknesses of the ZnO:Al films were 
prepared with the optimised parameters such as process gas flow of Ar (200 sccm) + O2 (0 
sccm) and the substrate temperature of 260 °C. The film thickness was controlled by the 
number of carrier oscillations from 1 to 8. The values of resistivity for these films remained 
between 3.1 × 10-4 – 4.4 × 10-4 Ωcm for the various thicknesses. Sheet resistance and 
 91
f This measurement was made by Dr. Wolfram Pufe at Fraunhofer IPMS. 
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average transmittance as a function of the film thickness was shown in Figure 4.8 (a). The 
value of sheet resistance was found to be increased exponentially by a decrease in the film 
thickness. Simultaneously, an increase in the average transmittance was observed. For the 
application in the OLED devices, both optical and electrical properties are important 
although the trade-off for high transmittance is high sheet resistance in the thickness 
optimisation. The application for OLEDs with high sheet resistance anodes would result in 
inhomogeneous luminance for large active area devices. Therefore, it is desirable that the 
transparent electrode has a resistance as low as possible. On the other hand, transmittance 
should be high in the visible range which is directly influence of the characteristic of OLEDs. 
Consequently, good performance was found when the film was fabricated with 2 oscillations 
(approximately 193 nm), with a sheet resistance of 22.8 Ω/sq and average transmittance in 
the visible range of 93.1%, which are comparable with commercial ITO films.  
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Figure 4.8. (a) Sheet resistance and average transmittance and (b) transmittance spectra 
of ZnO:Al films with various thickness. Note that the transmittance spectrum of Sample 
ZD1 was measured on the sample fabricated on quartz substrate. 
(b) (a) 
 
Name Number of 
oscillation
Thickness
(nm)
Resistivity
(10-4 Ωcm)
Sheet 
resistance
(Ω/sq)
Average 
Transmittance*
(%)
RMS
(nm)
Sample ZD1 1 78 4.4 56.0 91.9 1.4
Sample ZD2 2 193 4.4 22.8 93.1 1.6
Sample ZD3 3 272 3.7 13.6 92.1 1.7
Sample ZD4 4 362 3.5 9.6 91.0 1.9
Sample ZD5 5 427 3.8 7.4 90.7 2.6
Sample ZD6 6 570 3.5 6.2 89.2 2.2
Sample ZD7 7 645 3.3 5.1 88.7 2.4
Sample ZD8 8 770 3.5 4.5 86.9 1.7  
*Transmittance of the bare glass substrate (91.7%) is not included.
Table 4.5. Resistivity, average transmittance in the visible range, obtained thickness, and 
RMS roughness for ZnO:Al films fabricated with various temperature of substrate. 
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Figure 4.9 shows the surface morphology of the ZnO:Al films with thickness of 
approximately 200 nm (two times of carrier oscillation) grown on glass (a) and quartz (b) 
substrate, respectively. Both films were deposited with the same process parameters. The 
ZnO:Al films with various thickness showed nearly the same surface properties and similar 
RMS roughness between 1.5 ~ 2.5 nm. However, it was found that the films deposited on 
quartz substrate show a very smooth surface 0.46 nm in the RMS although the other 
characteristics are nearly same as the sample on glass. This makes it suitable for OLED 
devices since it is expected to suppress the leakage current. 
 
 
 (a) Value of the sheet resistance and average transmittance and (
Sputtered on glass 
Rms: 1.54 nm 
Pmax: 17.25 nm 
Sputtered on quartz 
Rms: 0.46 nm 
Pmax: 3.50 nm 
(b) (a) 
Figure 4.9. b) 
he cross sectional SEM micrographs of ZnO:Al films fabricated at Tsb = 260°C and with an 
transmittance spectra of ZnO:Al films with various thickness. 
 
T
oscillation number of 4 (Sample ZD4) are shown in Figure 4.11. The columnar ZnO:Al 
crystals were aligned with c-axis orientation perpendicular to the substrate surface which 
was expected by the XRD analysis. 
 
  
Figure 4.11. Cross sectional images of SEM micrograph of ZnO:Al film (Sample ZD4). 
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4.1.4. Parameters of the optimised ZnO:Al film 
The parameters of the obtained optimum ZnO:Al film (Sample ZD2) for the DC magnetron 
ower density:    4.64 W/cm2
1.5 mTorr) 
 
 / 0 sccm 
 of carrier oscillation) 
3
.2. Spectroscopic ellipsometry
sputtering using a ceramic target of 2 wt% of Al2O3 doped ZnO are given below: 
 
P
Sputter voltage:    490 V 
Working pressure:   2.0 × 10-3 hPa (
Pre-heating:    140 °C for 10 min 
Substrate temperature during sputtering: 260 °C 
Process gas Ar/O2:   200 sccm
Thickness:    190±10 nm (2 times
Target:     ZnO ceramic target doped with 2wt% Al2O
 
4  
.2.1. Modelling
 
4  
c ellipsometry was performed to evaluate optical constants, thickness, and 
uires a structural optical model of the sample. 
The spectroscopi
transmittance. The samples were prepared on opaque Si wafers to prevent substrate back 
reflections. ZnO:Al samples deposited with optimum parameters given above, but with 
different oscillation numbers of 1 and 2 are denoted Sample E1 and Sample E2, 
respectively. The thickness of these was determined by the ellipsometer, obtaining 101 nm 
for Sample E1 and 212 nm for Sample E2.  
The analysis of ellipsometric optical data req
For the simple model, a single homogeneous ZnO:Al layer on Si wafer was considered. The 
surface of the Si is considered to be an oxide, thus a thin SiO2 layer was added in the 
structural optical model. Figure 4.12 shows an example of the generated modelling fit and 
experimental data on Ψ and Δ pairs for Sample E2, which resulted in excellent agreement 
between them. This model yielded MSE (mean square error) = 1.698 with a structural optical 
model of Si (1 mm)/ SiO2 (1.9079 nm)/ ZnO:Al (212.92 nm). A similar fitting and a good 
MSE were obtained for Sample E1 as well.  
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Figure 4.12. Generated modelling fit and experimental data on Ψ and Δ for Sample E2 
 
The accuracy of the spectroscopic ellipsometry was further confirmed by the comparison of 
multiple transmittance measurements. Experimental and modelling transmittance data are 
shown in Figure 4.13 in which Sample ZD1 and Sample ZD2 were used for the experimental 
transmittance data. The comparison of average transmittance in the visible by experiment 
and modelling resulted in very good agreement (the values are written in the inserts, 
respectively).  
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Figure 4.13. Transmittance spectra of ZnO:Al films. The open circles represent the 
calculated transmission modelled by spectroscopic ellipsometry for Sample ZD1 (a) and 
Sample ZD2 (b). The values in the inserts are average transmittance in the visible range.
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4.2.2. Optical constants 
The optical constants, refractive index n, and extinction coefficient k were evaluated with a 
single homogeneous ZnO:Al layer on Si/SiO2 substrate for Sample E1 and Sample E2 and 
are presented in Figure 4.14 (a) and (b), respectively. The structural optical models and 
MSE are given in the insert. Very low MSE values were obtained for both models, implying 
that this evaluation is reliable. The refractive index for both samples in the 350 – 1600 nm 
wavelength range are very similar, a comparison at 550 nm shows identical values (around 
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1.86). However, a slight difference was observed in the extinction coefficients at high 
wavelength region. To investigate this aspect in detail, those samples were evaluated using 
a gradient model which individually determines ellipsometeric information in divided layers. 
The gradient model for Sample E1 and Sample E2 are shown in Figure 4.14 (c) and (d), 
layers were divided by about 50 nm, respectively. This model revealed both a higher 
refractive index and lower extinction coefficient at the bottom of ZnO:Al layer for both 
samples. A prominent change was observed in the extinction coefficient for Sample E2, a 
lower value was observed in the bottom layer of approximately 100 nm from the interface of 
the substrate which is expected to be formed by the first carrier oscillation. This implies that 
the initial grown layer properties are different from the bulk ZnO:Al layer. However, such a 
prominent difference was not observed for Sample E1, which resulted in a constant 
extinction coefficient value through the ZnO:Al layer.  
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Figure 4.14. Optical constants of Sample E1 and E2. 
 
A comparison of the refractive index in the visible range (380 - 770 nm) for the ITO sample 
which was used at IPMS and IAPP and the Sample E2 is given in Figure 4.15. The process 
parameters of Sample E2 were used to prepare substrates for OLEDs, where ZnO:Al has a 
slightly lower refractive index at the blue to green wavelength region (< 550 nm) than other 
ITO samples, which needs for OLEDs a better optical out-coupling. On the other hand, the 
ITO used at IPMS has lower refractive index in the yellow to red wavelength region.  
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Figure 4.15. Refractive index of Sample E1, Sample E2, and ITO used at IPMS and IAPP.
Table 4.6. Refractive index at 450 nm, 550 nm, and 650 nm of Sample E1, Sample E2 and 
ITO used at IPMS and IAPP. 
 
4.2.3. Thickness homogeneity 
The thickness homogeneity was derived by spectroscopic ellipsometry on Sample E2 (6 
inch Si wafer) by 0.5 cm steps in the vertical and horizontal direction. The result shows that 
a homogeneous thickness was obtained in the horizontal direction, although an 
inhomogeneous thickness was observed in the vertical direction, i.e. 18 nm thinner at the 
bottom of the substrate. This result implies that there may be a temperature distribution over 
the carrier. The measurement was carried out across the following distance, 
 
X: -6.5 cm: 208.84 nm Y: -6.5 cm: 205.84 nm 
   0 cm: 206.77 nm      0 cm: 206.45 nm 
  +6.5 cm: 190.2 nm    +6.5 cm: 205.88 nm 
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Figure 4.16. Investigation of thickness homogeneity of ZnO:Al fabricated on 6 inch wafer. 
Y axis : ±6.5 cm 
X axis : ±6.5 cm 
ZnO:Al on 6’ Si wafer 
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4.3. Work function investigation 
To determine the work function of the optimised ZnO:Al (Sample ZD2), two methods were 
carried out. One is an absolute measurement by ultraviolet photoemission spectroscopy 
(UPS) and the other is a relative measurement by a single carrier device. As a reference, 
ITO used at IPMS was identically measured. Prior to the measurement, the surface was 
cleaned by Ar sputtering to remove contaminations. 
 
4.3.1. UPS measurement 
Figure 4.17 shows ultraviolet photoemission spectra of ZnO:Al (a) and ITO (b). These 
spectra are normalised as the HOMO cut-off energy. High binding energy cut off (HBEC) 
was found at 17.05 and 16.82 eV, obtaining a work function of 4.17±0.1 and 4.40±0.1 eV for 
Sample ZD2 and ITO, respectively. It should be noted that the work function derived by UPS 
was very poorly reproducible, this made it difficult to define an accurate value. The work 
function of ZnO:Al and ITO was also determined by an investigation of metal – intrinsic – 
p-doped layer (m-i-p) type Schottky structures by the following experiment. 
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Figure 4.17. Ultraviolet photoemission spectra of optimised ZnO:Al, Sample ZD2 (a) and 
ITO used at IPMS (b) 
(a) (b) 
 
4.3.2. m-i-p type Schottky structure 
For m-i-p-type devices, the semi-logarithmic I-V plot can be divided into three distinct 
regions (Figure 4.18): region 1 is the nonlinear region due to non-exponential behaviour of 
diodes at low voltages (leakage currents amongst other factors); region 2 is the linear region, 
and in region 3 the current is limited by the series resistance. In this investigation, a 
m-i-p-type Schottky structure was fabricated with organic materials in the following, 
 
Metal / MeO-TPD (100nm) / MeO-TPD:NDP2 (130nm) / ZnPc:NDP2 (5nm) / Au (50nm). 
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As a metal, ZnO:Al or ITO was chosen. MeO-TPD and MeO-TPD:NDP2 act as an intrinsic 
layer and a p-type semiconductor layer, respectively. The very thin ZnPc:NDP2 layer is a 
buffer layer which allows good adhesion between Au and the organic layer and avoids 
thermal damage from the evaporated Au. This layer was ignored due to its very thin 
thickness. The interface between organics and Au is assumed to be an Ohmic contact due 
to the energy matching between the work function of Au (5.1 eV) and Fermi level of 
MeO-TPD:NDP2 (5.0 eV). The work function of the transparent electrode was defined as the 
barrier height that naturally exists between metal (ZnO:Al or ITO) and p-layer 
(MeO-TPD:NDP2) at zero bias. The barrier height is extracted by fitting a straight line in 
region 2 depicted in Figure 4.18 (a) and (b). The straight line fit to the experimental result 
data yields 0.65 V and 0.35 V for ZnO:Al and ITO, respectively. Therefore, the values of 
work function of the metal are estimated as 4.35±0.1 eV for ZnO:Al and 4.65±0.1 eV for ITO. 
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Figure 4.18. I-V characteristics of m-i-p type Schottky structure fabricated with a metal of 
ZnO:Al (a) and ITO (b). 
(a) (b) 
 
Based on these investigations, the work function for the transparent electrodes was found to 
be 4.1 ~ 4.4 eV for the optimum ZnO:Al Sample ZD2 and 4.3 ~ 4.7 eV for the ITO used at 
IPMS, the difference in work function of these transparent electrodes is ~ 0.3 eV.  
 
4.4. Change in properties after structuring process 
Due to a high temperature process for thermal synthesis of polyimide during the structuring 
described in 3.3.5, a change in the properties of ZnO:Al was expected. First, the sheet 
resistance of the film was examined on the structured ZnO:Al test substrate (see Figure 
3.1.5). Prior to the measurement, a connection between the ZnO:Al film and the outer 
contact was cut, so that only ZnO:Al was measured. The obtained measurement value was 
corrected with a finite size correction [5]. It was found that the sheet resistance of the ZnO:Al 
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was increased to 60 Ω/sq from the as-deposited film (around 22 ~ 30 Ω/sq). However, other 
characteristics such as transmittance, crystalinity, and surface roughness were not 
significantly influenced. Therefore, the increase in sheet resistance is attributed to 
chemisorption of oxygen atoms at the grain boundaries [6]. This leads to the formation of 
extrinsic trap states, therefore decreasing of mobility and carrier concentration, hence 
increasing of the sheet resistance. From this aspect, the structured ZnO:Al anode for 
OLEDs which will be used in the next chapter has a sheet resistance of approximately 60 
Ω/sq. However, the ZnO:Al anodes used for red p-i-n OLEDs (described in section 5.4) 
include no high temperature process. Thus, they are thought to be not influenced in their 
sheet resistance, i.e. have a sheet resistance around 22 ~ 30 Ω/sq. 
 
4.5. Other properties 
The properties of the optimum ZnO:Al (Sample ZD2) are summarised in the end of this 
section, additional properties such as optical bandgap and grain size are also described. 
The optical bandgap can be determined by an extrapolation to absorption = 0 as shown in 
Figure 4.19 (a). The value of the determined bandgap for the Sample ZD2 is 3.53 eV, which 
is in good agreement with the values reported in the literature. The grain size of this film was 
estimated by Scherrer’s equation (Eq 3.5) using a value of FWHM from the XRD pattern in 
Figure 4.19 (b). The value of FWHM = 0.30° was determined by a Gaussian fitting of ZnO 
(002) with a maximum peak at 34.175°, resulting in a grain size of 37.38 nm.  
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Figure 4.19. Absorption spectrum (a) and XRD plot (b) of optimum ZnO:Al Sample ZD2 
and ITO. The red dotted line in the Figure 4.19 (b) is a Gaussian fitting curve for the (002) 
peak at 34.175°. 
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The properties of optimised ZnO:Al in this work are summarised in comparison to 
commercial ITO in the table below. 
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ZnO:Al ITO
Resistivity (Ωcm) 4.4 × 10-4 2.5 × 10-4
Sheet resistance (Ω/sq) 22.8 (~60*) 20.0
Thickness (nm) 190 ± 10 125
Avg. transmittance (%) 93.1 92.7
RMS on quartz (nm) 0.46 ± 0.1 0.33
Rmax on quartz (nm) 3.50 ± 1.0 4.06
Refractive index at 550 nm 1.86 1.88
Work function (eV) 4.1 ~ 4.4 4.3 ~ 4.7
Optical band gap (eV) 3.53 3.97
Grain size (nm) 37.38 N/A  
                        *Value after the structuring process 
Table 4.7. Characteristics of the optimised ZnO:Al film. A comparison to ITO is given. 
 
4.6. Conclusion 
The alternative transparent conductive oxide ZnO:Al was investigated in this chapter. The 
films were made with a wide range of the sputtering process parameters, such as process 
gas, the substrate temperature, and the film thickness. As a result, additional oxygen is not 
required apart from the basic process gas of Ar 200 sccm during the growth of the ZnO:Al 
film. We conclude that oxygen is supplied from the Al2O3 doped ZnO ceramic target. A 
detailed investigation was done on ZnO:Al films grown at various temperatures. The 
resistivity was minimised at 260°C. At this temperature, both high mobility caused by the 
improvement of crystallinity and high carrier concentration due to the decrease of absorption 
of oxygen atoms are obtained, leading to low resistivity. Furthermore, other improvements 
were seen in the film morphology and the transmittance. The film thickness was controlled 
regarding the sheet resistance and the transmittance. There is a trade-off and an 
appropriate thickness (approximately 190 nm) for the OLED application was chosen. The 
optimised ZnO:Al has lower refractive index in the visible range compared to ITO. The 
evaluation of the work function was carried out with various techniques. It was observed that 
ZnO:Al has a higher work function than ITO, suggesting a higher barrier at the contact 
between the organic layer and the ZnO:Al electrode. It should be noted that the chemical 
stability is not as good as ITO films. The etching rate for ZnO:Al is much higher than ITO. 
However, the structuring process for OLEDs application was realised without problems. The 
investigations of OLEDs using ZnO:Al anode are given in the following chapter.
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onstration of a white OLED on 10 × 10 cm2 ZnO:Al subsA dem trate 
 
 this chapter, the application of ZnO:Al as an alternative transparent electrode for OLEDs is 
OLEDs using a conventional ITO anode.
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
In
discussed. Various types of OLEDs using ZnO:Al were prepared and the electrical properties of the 
devices were studied. First, p-i-n OLEDs were made with a green phosphorescent emitter. Then, a 
stable red p-i-n OLED structure was applied. Large area white OLEDs were realised with a 
fluorescent 2 colour system. The characteristics of the ZnO:Al based OLEDs were compared with 
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5.1. Introduction 
The ZnO:Al was optimised for an application of OLEDs as described in the previous chapter. 
In this chapter, various OLEDs with ZnO:Al anode were investigated. The OLEDs fabricated 
at IPMS have four different sizes, the data given here are from a diode with an active area of 
19.9 mm2. On the other hand, OLEDs fabricated at IAPP were studied using a diode with an 
active area of approximately 4.5 mm2. The p-i-n-type OLEDs were used for all diodes, which 
consists of transparent anode, p-type hole transporting layer (p-HTL), electron blocking 
layer (EBL), emission layer(s) (EML), hole blocking layer (HBL), n-type electron transport 
layer (n-ETL), and high reflectivity cathode. The doping technology enables a high 
conductivity in the range of 10-5 S/cm for both of p-HTLs and n-ETLs. All OLEDs with ZnO:Al 
as an alternative transparent electrode were bottom emission type and compared with 
OLEDs on conventional ITO anodes.  
 
5.2. Green p-i-n OLEDs 
 
5.2.1. Device structure 
First, the ZnO:Al transparent anode was examined in the green p-i-n OLEDs structure. The 
devices were fabricated in the In-line system at IPMS with optimised conditions in terms of 
the doping concentration of emitter Ir(ppy)3, conductivity for the p- and n-type transport 
layers, and thickness for EML and carrier blocking layers which were experimentally found 
for ITO based p-i-n OLEDs in advance. For the use of the ZnO:Al anode, the device has to 
be further optimised in terms of the optical outcoupling i.e., photons generated in the organic 
layers should be coupled out through the substrate with a constructive interference effect in 
the device. The optical optimisation was carried out by adjusting the thickness of the doped 
transport layers, whereas that for the HBL, EML, and EBL was fixed. The device structure 
used in this experiment is: 
 
Anode / HTM-14:NDP-2 (X nm) / NPB / TMM-004:Ir(ppy)3 / TMM-004 / NET-5:NDN-1 (Y nm) 
/ Yb. 
 
The organic and metal layers were fabricated on the transparent anodes, both ZnO:Al and 
ITO together in the same run. HTM-14 doped with NDP2 was used as p-HTL and 
NET-5:NDN1 was used as n-ETL. NPB was used as EBL and TMM-004 was used as HBL 
and host matrix for a green phosphorescent emitter Ir(ppy)3. 
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5.2.2. Optical simulation 
The values of X and Y were chosen based on an optical simulation using the commercial 
software ETFOS [1]. The doped layers have high conductivity so that a varying thickness 
should in principle not influence the electrical properties. A series of OLED devices whose 
thicknesses were calculated by the optical simulation is given in the following structure, 
 
Diode GZ01: p-HTL X=60 nm and n-ETL Y=30 nm 
Diode GZ02: p-HTL X=60 nm and n-ETL Y=60 nm 
Diode GZ03: p-HTL X=60 nm and n-ETL Y=95 nm 
Diode GITO: p-HTL X=150 nm and n-ETL Y=35 nm. 
 
The simulation result is given in Table 5.1 and Figure 5.1, where the outcoupling intensity as 
a function of the thickness of p-HTL and n-ETL for the ZnO:Al bottom anode is illustrated in 
sections through the point of highest intensity calculated for the 
spective ZnO:Al and ITO are also shown. The simulation result confirmed that the 
es the outcoupling intensity owing to the 
ed light from EML and reflected light from cathode mirror as 
the contour map. The cross 
re
thickness of the n-ETL significantly influenc
interference effect between emitt
previously reported [2]. First, the optimal thickness for p-HTL was found, X = 60 nm. Based 
on this thickness, three different thicknesses for n-ETL were chosen, i.e., the maximum 
point at Y = 30 nm (Diode GZ01), an intermediate Y = 60 nm (Diode GZ02), and a minimum 
Y = 95 nm (Diode GZ03), respectively. The first maximum intensity for Diode GITO was 
found for X = 0 nm and Y = 35 nm. However, this is not practical for the fabrication of OLEDs, 
therefore the second maximum intensity for X was chosen, namely, X = 150 nm and Y = 35 
nm (Figure 5.1.(c)). Comparing the simulation result for both the anodes, an approximately 
10% higher outcoupling intensity was obtained for the ZnO:Al anode. This is attributed to the 
lower refractive index of ZnO:Al compared to ITO (Figure 4.13). 
 
Thickness of Experimental Simulated
n-ETL (nm) EL peak (nm) EL peak (nm)
Diode GZ01 30 523 526
Diode GZ02 60 548 548
Diode GZ03 95 569 572
 
Table 5.1. Experimental and simulated EL peak with different thickness of n-ETL. 
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5.2.3. Results for green p-i-n OLEDs 
In Figure 5.2 (a), EL spectra of ZnO:Al based OLEDs with different thickness of n-ETL are 
compared. It is clearly seen that they are coincident with the simulation results. By varying 
the thickness of n-ETL, the maximum peak was shifted by about 40 nm. Assuming that the 
doping concentration of the emitter is constant during the deposition for all devices since 
well reproducible results in the EL spectra have been obtained previously and the doping 
concentration is relatively high (~ 25%), the effect by concentration quenching is excluded. 
Therefore, this shift is interpreted as an interference effect, which was predicted by the 
simulation. Consequently, the EL peak of Diode GZ01 appeared at 523 nm which is nearly 
the same as the PL peak of a thin film Ir(ppy)  doped in a matrix (526 nm), therefore its 
structure is thought to be optimised in terms of outcoupling. However, efficiencies of the 
devices in the electrical characteristics did not follow the simulation results. In Figure 5.2, 
the highest efficiency was obtained by Diode GZ02, which was not expected from the result 
of the optical properties. Furthermore, the ITO based OLED ex
3
ceeded the ZnO:Al based 
LEDs at low luminance (~ 100 cd/m2) although the difference was reduced rapidly for more 
than 1000 cd/m2. This disagreement of the simulation may be ascribed to the inaccuracy of 
layer thickness, doping concentration of the emitter, and doping concentration of p- or/and 
n- dopants during the process of OLEDs. The accuracy of layer thickness was proven by the 
good agreement in the simulated EL spectra as discussed above. The concentration of 
p-dopants is easily influenced due to the smaller doping ratio (1.5 ~ 3%) compared o the 
em refore, 
is may explain the disagreement of the simulation in the efficiencies. In Figure 5.1 (b), a 
(a)  (b) 
 (c) 
O
 t
itter. This results in a poor carrier balance leading to a reduction of efficiencies. The
th
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distribution in current density versus voltage is observed which should be identical even with 
different thickness [3]. Probably, this occurred due to the difference in the conductivity. 
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Figure 5.2. Characteristics of green p-i-n OLEDs. Experimental EL spectra (solid line) 
and simulated EL spectra (dotted line) (a), current density versus voltage (b), power 
efficiency versus luminance (c), and current efficiency versus luminance (d). 
 
The characteristics of green p-i-n OLEDs with ZnO:Al and ITO anode are listed in Table 5.2. 
Luminance threshold voltage Vth, current efficiency ηCE, and power efficiency ηPE at 100 and 
1000 cd/m2 are summarised, respectively. 
Vth
(V)
ηCE
(cd/A)
ηPE
(lm/W)
Thickness
p-HTL (nm)
Thickness
n-ETL (nm)
Diode GZ01 3.1 (4.2) 23.5 (22.7) 23.6 (17.0) 60 30
Diode GZ02 2.7 (3.6) 26.2 (21.8) 30.1 (19.1) 60 60
Diode GZ03 2.9  (3.9) 23.5 (19.5) 25.1 (15.5) 60 95
Diode GITO 2.9  (3.9) 37.2 (22.3) 40.0 (17.0) 150 35  
Table 5.2. Characteristics of green p-i-n OLEDs at 100 cd/m2. The values in the bracket 
are the characteristics at 1000 cd/m2. 
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An example of current density versus voltage for green p-i-n OLEDs with the different anode 
is given in Figure 5.3. These devices exhibited a similar semiconductor behaviour which is 
categorised as follows: Region A at negative voltage (-7.0 to 0 V) is a leakage current, 
region B at low voltage (0 to 2.0 V) is due to a shunt current, and region C at intermediate 
voltage (2.0 to 2.5 V) is an exponential current injection which is a typical semiconductor 
behaviour such as Schottky emission. A clear difference was found at high voltage (Region 
D), where the current is limited by the series resistance. This is caused by a higher sheet 
resistance for ZnO:Al (~ 60 Ω/sq) compared to ITO (20 Ω/sq). Additionally, the ITO anodes 
used at IPMS are surrounded with a metal ring to suppress a lateral Ohmic loss (Figure 
5.3.b). In spite of the difference in work function between ZnO:Al and ITO, their IV 
characteristics until region C is identical. This is ascribed to an effect of the doping. An 
Ohmic contact is formed between the anode and p-HTL; thus the current injection is 
independent from the work function of the anodes. A similar behaviour was observed for all 
OLEDs. 
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Figure 5.3. (a) Current density versus voltage of p-i-n OLEDs with different anode. (b) 
Illustration of the structured emission area for ITO and ZnO:Al, respectively. 
 
5.2.4. Doping effect 
All OLED devices in this work use the p-i-n structure with doped layers which was studied in 
detail recently [4]. In Figure 5.4, an example of the doping effect is demonstrated by 
comparing OLEDs with doped and non-doped transport layers. Although the thickness for 
bo
re  V is necessary for the non-doped device whereas 
nly 4.52 V for the doped device (a quantitative discussion is not given in this work since the 
detailed properties of the provided materials are confidential). It has been discussed that the 
th devices is same, a much higher current injection for the doped layer is observed. To 
ach the luminance of 1000 cd/m2, 6.83
o
ZnO:Al ITO
Anode contact 
(b)(a) 
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HOMO level of the p-HTL is shifted upward and hole injection from the anode to the organic 
layer was improved [5]. This reduces the injection barrier between anode and organic layer. 
Moreover, the conductivity which is as high as 10-5 S/cm allows good carrier transport.  
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Figure 5.4. Characteristics of the device with doped and undoped transport layers.  
(a) Current density versus voltage and (b) luminance versus voltage. 
5.3. Double EML green p-i-n OLEDs 
Next, green p-i-n OLEDs with double emission layer (D
experiment was carried out using a cluster type evap  
neither the anode contact nor the metal ring aroun  
emission layer (EML) devices are the high and st  
According to the report, by choosing balanced hole
matrices of the emission layers, the emission zone is widene the 
improvement of the roll-off phenomenon in e n 
annihilation and/or exciton-charge quenching. In s 
us
 
node / MeO-TPD:F4-TCNQ (X
EM-OLED) were fabricated. This 
orator at IAPP. These diodes have
d the anode. The advantage of a double
able efficiencies even at high luminance [6].
 and electron transporting materials as 
d. This results in 
fficiencies due to the reduction of excito
 this work, the same device structure wa
ed. That is: 
A  nm) / S-TAD (10 nm) / TCTA:Ir(ppy)3 (10 nm) / 
TPBi:Ir(ppy)3 (10 nm) / Bphen (10 nm) / Bphen:Cs (Y nm) / Al. 
 
MeO-TPD doped with 2 mol. % of F4-TCNQ was used as p-type hole transport layer, S-TAD 
was used as electron blocking layer. The two emission layers (EMLs) have an Ir(ppy)3 
doping concentration of 8 wt. %. The hole transporting matrix in the first emitter layer was 
TCTA and the electron transporting matrix in the second emitter layer was TPBi. Bphen was 
used as hole blocking layer and Cs doped Bphen was used as n-type electron transport 
layer. For a normal procedure, the surface of the electrode was cleaned with a polymeric 
optical lens cleaner Opticlean (purchased from Caliope) as a final cleaning. However, it was 
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found that the surface of the ZnO:Al was changed to opaque. Therefore, this was not used 
for ZnO:Al substrates. The OLED devices were made on ZnO:Al and ITO substrates with an 
active area of approximately 4.5 mm². Commercial ITO substrates were purchased from 
Thin Film Devices (sheet resistance of 30 Ω/sq and thickness of approximately 130 nm) for 
this experiment at IAPP. The optimum thickness of the p-HTL and n-ETL for device with 
ZnO:Al (Diode DEZ01) was calculated to be X = 35 nm and Y = 65 nm. Thickness for the 
ITO based device (Diode DEITO) was X = 45 nm and Y = 40 nm, which are experimentally 
optimised data at IAPP. Figure 5.5 shows the characteristics of the p-i-n DEM-OLEDs with 
different anode. At 100 cd/m2, Device DEZ01 reached a current efficiency of 54.6 cd/A, 
having a power efficiency of 61.5 lm/W with an operating voltage of 2.78 V. These OLEDs 
show a stable current efficiency even at the higher luminance. The OLED with ZnO:Al 
exhibited similar efficiencies to that with ITO as listed in the Table 5.2. In this case, the - 
an ood 
re ical simulation. The 
EL peaks for both OELDs appeared at the same point which is corresponding to that of the 
ly, the OLED device with ZnO:Al anode reached high 
p
d n-doped layers were fabricated with conductivity of approximately 10-5 S/cm with g
producibility, hence allowing us to obtain reliable prediction by the opt
PL spectrum of Ir(ppy)3. Consequent
efficiency which is comparable to that with conventional ITO anode. It should be mentioned 
that the ZnO:Al could be still improved by further optimisation because it is difficult to exactly 
find the optimal thickness by the optical simulation. 
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Figure 5.5. Characteristics of green double EMLs p-i-n OLEDs. Current density versus 
voltage (a), power efficiency versus luminance (b), current efficiency versus luminance 
(c), and EL spectra (d). 
The characteristics of green p-i-n DEM-OLEDs with ZnO:Al and ITO anode are listed in 
Table 5.3. Luminance threshold voltage Vth, current efficiency ηCE, and power efficiency ηPE 
at 100 and 1000 cd/m2 are summarised, respectively. 
 
Vth
(V)
ηCE
(cd/A)
ηPE
(lm/W)
Thickness
p-HTL (nm)
Thickness
n-ETL (nm)
Diode DEZ01 2.8 (3.0) 54.6 (55.1) 61.5 (58.6) 65 35
Diode DEITO 2.8 (3.0) 57.1 (56.2) 64.1 (56.5) 40 45  
Table 5.3. Characteristics of green p-i-n DEM-OLEDs at 100 cd/m2. The values in the 
brackets are the characteristics at 1000 cd/m2. 
 
5.4. Red p-i-n OLEDs 
Recently, very stable red OLEDs have been demonstrated using the structure p-i-n-type 
diode [7]. The long lifetime was obtained by carefully selecting a stable set of materials, in 
particular blocking materials, and by careful purification. The operational stability was 
investigated in this experiment by applying the ZnO:Al anode to this stable red p-i-n-type 
structure. For the stable device, materials w carefully chosen. Transport layers were 
basically same as the green DEM-OLEDs described above. NPD was used as EBL and as 
matrix for red phosphorescent emitter Ir(piq)3 in EML. As HBL, BAlq was chosen due to its 
higher stability than Bphen. The optimal thickness of the device was calculated by the 
optical simulation. The device structure used in this experiment is given below.  
 
Anode / -TPD:F4-TCNQ (X
ere 
MeO  nm) / NPD (10 nm) / BAlq:Ir(piq)3 (10 nm) / BAlq (10 nm) / 
Bphen:Cs (Y nm) / Al. 
 
In this case, the substrate cleaning was carried out with the following procedure: First, the 
structured substrates were cleaned with acetone and ethanol in an ultrasonic bath for 10 
minutes, respectively. UV/Ozone plasma treatment was done for 10 minutes at IAPP. These 
procedures were carried out without clean room atmosphere. Next, the substrates were 
carried in clean room and cleaned with deionised water and N-methylpyrrolidone in an 
ultrasonic bath for 10 minutes, respectively. They were rinsed with isopropanol and then 
dried in a stream of pure dry N2 gas. To remove the residual water, they were heated out at 
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1  
i
t ZnO:Al in contrast to the previous experiment in section 5.3. 
30 °C for 1 hour in a N2 glove box. The polymeric cleaner was attached on the substrates
n the glove box except for one ZnO:Al substrate. In this case, no change was observed by 
he polymeric cleaner for 
5.4.1. Device characteristics 
The electrical properties for the red OLEDs are given in Figure 5.6. The device on ZnO:Al 
nd ITO anode treated with the polymeric cleaner are labelled Diode RZ01 and Diode RITO, 
and the device on ZnO:Al without the polymeric cleaner was labelled Diode RZ02. At 100 
cd/m2, an operational voltage and a quantum efficiency for the OLED on ITO anode were 
3.5 V and 4.4%, respectively. It should be noted that these values were not as good as the 
same device reported by Meerheim et. al., where an operational voltage of 3.2 V and a 
q
d ces in the characteristics.  
s seen in Figure 5.6, very similar EL spectra were observed for the devices which ware 
optimised by the optical simulation. The ZnO:Al anodes for the red OLEDs has no 
h requires a curing process at high temperature (350 °C). As 
a
uantum efficiency of 8.8 % at 100 cd/m2 were obtained [7]. These diodes were made with 
ifferent evaporator, this may explain the differen
A
passivation layer whic
discussed in section 4.4, this curing process at high temperature increases the resistivity of 
ZnO:Al, thus the ZnO:Al anodes without the passivation layer were used in this section. It is 
considered that the sheet resistance of ZnO:Al remained around 22 ~ 30 Ω/sq, as low as 
ITO films without the high temperature curing. Consequently, an identical current injection 
between the diodes using different anodes even at high voltage (hence the region limited by 
a series resistance) was obtained due to the low sheet resistance for the ZnO:Al anodes. 
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Figure 5.6. Characteristics of red p-i-n OLEDs. Current density versus voltage (a), current 
efficiency versus luminance (b), power efficiency versus luminance (c), and EL spectra 
(d). 
The characteristics of red p-i-n double EMLs OLEDs with ZnO:Al and ITO anode are listed in 
Table 5.4. Threshold voltage Vth, current efficiency ηCE, and power efficiency ηPE at 100 and 
1000 cd/m2 are summarised, respectively. 
Vth
(V)
ηCE
(cd/A)
ηPE
(lm/W)
Thickness
p-HTL (nm)
Thickness
n-ETL (nm)
Diode RZ01 3.6 (4.5) 6.3 (5.6) 5.3 (3.8) 95 55
Diode RZ02 3.6 (4.5) 6.2 (5.7) 5.3 (3.9) 95 55
Diode RZITO 3.6 (4.5) 6.3 (5.6) 5.3 (3.8) 75 45  
Table 5.4. Characteristics of red p-i-n OLEDs at 100 cd/m2. The values in the brackets are 
the characteristics at 1000 cd/m2. 
 
5.4.2. Stability 
The lifetime measurement was carried out at IAPP at room temperature, devices were 
encapsulated including a getter pad. The absolute initial luminance L0abs was ranging from 
1700 to 4500 cd/m2. The relative luminance decays L(t) for all devices are shown in Figure 
5.7. They were measured for 2350 hours, which is enough to reach half luminance L(t) = 
50% except for one sample of Diode RZ02. For this sample, an extrapolated decay fit using 
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a stretched exponential decay function (SED) [8] was used to estimate an operational time 
at L(t) = 50%. The SED equation used is, 
 
( )[ ]βτttLtLtL absabs −== exp)(/)()( 0  (Eq 5.1) 
 
where, t is a operating time, τ is a single parameter, and β is a coefficient. The lifetime at half 
value of the luminance t1/2 as a function of L0abs is shown in Figure 5.7 (d). For each device, a 
linear fitting was made with an acceleration function below, 
 
 (Eq 5.2) 
 
where γ is an acceleration coefficient. As a result, Diode RZ02 which has no polymeric 
cleaner attached showed better operational stability. Diode RZ02 achieved t1/2 = 8 550 
h  
e  
contents such as water, oxygen, and acid in the polymeric cleaner. The shorter lifetime for 
optical cleaner in the next section. 
γ)/(. 02/1
absLconstt =
0
ours at 500 cd/m2 which is longer than Diode RITO with t1/2 = 17700 hours. One
xplanation for this behaviour may be that the surface of the electrodes was oxidised by
Diode RZ01 is probably due to a poor stability of ZnO:Al against acid. For instance, the 
etching rate for ZnO:Al is much higher compared to ITO [9, 10]. Further operational stability 
was investigated on substrates without the 
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Half lifetimes at 500 and 1000 cd/m2 and acceleration coefficients for the red p-i-n OLEDs 
are listed below.  
 
Figure 5.7. Lifetime versus operation time with different initial luminance for Diode RZ01 
(a), Diode RZ02 (b), and diode RITO (c). Lifetimes versus absolute initial time for these 
OLEDs are plotted in (d) with fitting lines. 
 
t 1/2  (h) at
500 cd/m2
t 1/2  (h) at
1000 cd/m2
acceleration
coefficient
Diode RZ01 5000 1700 1.60
Diode RZ02 80550 19700 1.82
Diode RITO 17700 5200 2.09  
Table 5.5. The lifetime at half luminance for 500 and 1000 cd/m2 and the acceleration 
coefficients for the samples discussed. 
 
 
 
5.5. white p-i-n OLEDs 
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5.5.1 Small size white OLEDs 
White p-i-n-type OLEDs were prepared on ZnO:Al and ITO anode, respectively. The device 
design is IPMS type with an active area of 19.9 mm2. A fluorescent two-colour white system 
was used to achieve white light emission. They also have p-i-n-type OLED structure, 
namely,  
 
Anode / NHT-5:NDP2 / Spiro-TAD / NPB:YD-3 / BH3:BD-1 / BAlq / NET-5:NDN-1 / Al. 
 
The white OLEDs were made on ZnO:Al (Diode WZ01) and ITO (Diode WITO) substrate 
within the same deposition run using the cluster type evaporator (SUNICEL plus 200). The 
emission spectra from these OLEDs showed an appropriate white colour (Figure 5.8). The 
emission spectra did not change significantly with increasing voltage, keeping the CIE 
coordinates rather constant. The operating voltage was very low for these devices, even 
lower than for the OLEDs with phosphorescent dyes described above. This is due to the 
smaller energy gap of the fluorescent emitters compared to that of phosphorescent 
materials. Figure 5.8 shows the efficiencies of white OLEDs. The Diode WZ01 exhibited 
nearly constant current efficiency and slightly better characteristics than Diode WITO, that is 
1
T  
b s observed in the EL spectra. Diode WZ01 
xhibited higher emission in the yellow region. Since the yellow material has a higher 
 carrier recombination to the yellow emission layer. Also, a better carrier 
balance in the ZnO:Al based device may be a reason. A detailed discussion of this 
behaviour is given in the next subsection.  
A significant drop in a power efficiency for Diode WZ01 at high luminance was observed. We 
suggest that this is not attributed to the annihilation process by excitons or poralons 
because of the stable current efficiency. As seen in the IV characteristics, Diode WZ01 has 
a
s  contact ring around the anode (Figure 5.3). Thus, 
is leads to the reduction in the power efficiency. 
2.6 cd/A (14.5 lm/W) at 100 cd/m2 and 12.6 cd/A (13.3 lm/W) at 1000 cd/m2, respectively. 
he optical simulation predicted nearly identical outcoupling intensity for ZnO:Al and ITO
ased OLEDs. An obvious difference wa
e
quantum efficiency compared to the blue material, this higher efficiency for Diode WZ01 is 
due to a shift of the
 low current which is attributed to the difference in the series resistance caused by the 
heet resistance and the absence of the
th
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Figure 5.8. Characteristics of white EMLs p-i-n OLEDs. Current density versus voltage 
(a), power efficiency versus luminance (b), current efficiency versus luminance (c), and 
EL spectra (d). 
 
            ZnO:Al              ITO
Voltage x y x y
2.5 0.38 0.36 0.37 0.36
2.75 0.36 0.35 0.35 0.34
3 0.35 0.34 0.33 0.32
3.25 0.34 0.33 0.32 0.31
3.5 0.33 0.32 0.31 0.3
3.75 0.33 0.32 0.3 0.29
4 0.32 0.31 0.3 0.29  
Table 5.6. CIE colour coordinate as a function of voltage. 
 
A comparison of the lifetime for Diode WZ01 and Diode WITO is shown in Figure 5.9. Diode 
Z01 exhibited a lifetime of more than 8000 hours at 1000 cd/m2, which is comparable to 
that of Diode WITO. In this case, the polymeric cleaner was not used for the substrates. This 
resulted in nearly same operational stability for ZnO:Al and ITO based OLEDs. 
W
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Figure 5.9. Lifetime of white OLEDs using ZnO:Al and ITO anode. The acceleration 
coefficients for each device are given in the inset. 
5.5.2 Influence of conductivity of p-HTL 
For further understanding of the p-i-n white OLED using ZnO:Al anode, devices with various 
conductivities in the HTL were prepared. The conductivity was carefully controlled ranging 
from 10-4 to 10-6 S/cm g while that of n-ETL was kept 10-5 S/cm. It was observed that yello  
em  
do  
efficiency of the yellow material is higher than that of the blue one. Therefore, it was 
xpected that higher efficiency could be obtained by using p-HTL with higher conductivity. 
However, the highest current efficiency was obtained when the conductivity of p-HTL 
reached 10-5 S/cm which is in the same range in the n-ETL. This suggests that the efficiency 
for the white p-i-n OLEDs is influenced by the charge carrier balance between injected holes 
and electrons.  
0.8
1.0
w
ission was enhanced by increasing conductivity. It seems that these devices are
minated by electrons, especially at the boundary of EBL/EML1 or EML1/EML2. The PL
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Figure 5.10. (a) EL spectrum for white OLEDs with various conductivity of p-HTL at 
about 1000 cd/m2. (b) Current efficiency versus luminance. 
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5.5.3. Up-scaled white p-i-n OLEDs 
After the demonstration of p-i-n-type white OLEDs, an up-scaled OLEDs deposition was 
made on a 100 × 100 mm2 ZnO:Al substrate with an active area of 80 × 80 mm2. The same 
device structure as described above was applied in this work. Scaling up the active area 
leads to an inhomogenous distribution of luminance due to the high resistivity of the 
electrode. This is caused by the high resistance of ZnO:Al which has a much lower 
conductivity than metals. The metal grid structured under or over the transparent electrode 
enables to supply higher current in the active area and thus improves the luminance 
homogeneity. In this work, an Al metal grid was made under the ZnO:Al layer. A description 
of this substrate was given previously in section 3.1.4.2. A sheet resist nce of 0.6 Ω/sq for 
th
pr  This implies that the Al grid does not 
on is Al was oxidised during the sputtering of 
O  layer may be formed between the interface of 
5.5.4. Luminance homogeneity
a
e ZnO:Al substrate with metal grid was expected, however the measurement with a 4 point 
obe revealed a higher sheet resistance (27 Ω/sq).
fully work to supply current. One possible reas
ZnO:Al on it. Therefore, an insulating Al2 3
ZnO:Al and the Al grid. One solution to overcome this problem is to fabricate the metal grid 
on the ZnO:Al. This structure would able to avoid the damage during the sputtering of 
ZnO:Al. However, due to the sensitivity of ZnO:Al against acids, it is very difficult to find a 
suitable etchant which can etch only metal but not ZnO:Al. Recent studies in ZnO thin films 
revealed that the etching rate was controlled by co-doping with Al and Cr or Co or Zn while 
maintaining their optical and electrical characteristics [10]. Additionally, the group of 
Yamamoto from Kochi Technical University and Mitsubishi gas chemical are investigating 
etchants for the doped ZnO:Al materials [11]. Those techniques would allow a usage of acid 
or alkaline etchant for the top metal grid structure in the future. 
 
 
The luminance mapping measurement on the whole active area was performed with a 10 
mm step scanning. A relatively large spot size (3.0 mm) was chosen to ignore the pixels 
(225 µm x 225 µm) and the narrow Al grid lines (25 µm). The samples were measured at 
certain constant currents. Figure 5.11 illustrates the luminance profiles of the device 
measured at 300 mA (a), 50 mA (b) and 20 mA (c). The results show that a high luminance 
was observed near the contacts, whereas a low luminance was observed in the centre.  
They were compared with a homogeneity simulation which was developed at Fraunhofer 
IPMS based on a finite element method (FEM) using ANSYS software (ANSYS Inc.) h. t 
sim
Zn e, and differential resistance 
Hoffmann at Fraunhofer IPMS. 
 I
ulates the luminance homogeneity distribution based on the sheet resistance of the 
O:Al on the metal grid, the sheet resistance of the Al cathod
h The simulation was made by Dr. Michael 
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of organic layers. In this case, the value of the sheet resistance for the ZnO:Al layer on the 
metal grid (Rsh= 27Ω/sq) was used for the calculation. The differential resistance for the 
organic layers was extrapolated from I-V data from Diode WZ01 which is assumed to be no 
luminance inhomogeneity. A significant gradient in luminance was observed at the centre for 
each current. For instance, at 300 mA maximum luminance Lmax=1100 cd/m2 near the 
electrode pad was observed, while the minimum luminance was Lmax= 200 cd/m2 in the 
centre. A quantitative comparison of the homogeneity H is given in the following, 
 
H = Lmin / Lmax (Eq 5.3) 
 
A low luminance homogeneity H = 0.34 to 0.242 was expected by the homogeneity 
simulation, which is due to high total sheet resistance of ZnO:Al and the metal grid. In 
particular, the simulation at 20 mA showed a relatively large difference from the 
experimental result. It seems that it is difficult to reliably estimate homogeneity at this small 
current range since the extrapolation at this low voltage region was difficult. Consequently, 
the correspondence of the experimental result and the simulation at higher luminance 
implies that the luminance inhomogeneity was caused by the Ohmic loss due to the high 
resistance of the substrate. As a result, it seems that the Al metal grid did not effectively 
work to supply the current in this work. Simulation using a theoretical value of sheet 
resistance for ZnO:Al on the Al metal grid (Rsh= 0.6 Ω/sq) showed very homogeneous 
luminance (H = 0.939) at 300 mA. It is believed that the grid made of stable metals such as 
gold and silver would lead to a realisation of the OLEDs with homogenous luminance for the 
larger size. 
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Experiment 
I=300 mA, jav = 4.7 mA/cm
2  
Simulation 
I=300 mA, V = 3.15 
(a) (b) 
Figure 5.11. Luminance homogeneity distribution of experimental and simulation at 
various current using a measured Rsh=27 Ω/sq for ZnO:Al on the metal grid. At 300 mA (a) 
and (b), 50 mA (c) and (d), and 20 mA (e) and (f), respectively.  
Max = 1100     Min = 200  Max= 962   Min=232  
H=0.18 H=0.242   
Experiment 
I=50 mA, jav = 0.78 mA/cm
2  
Simulation 
I=50 mA, V = 2.644 V 
Max = 130     Min = 40  
H=0.307 
Max= 124   Min=43  
H=0.346   
Experiment 
I=20 mA, jav = 0.31 mA/cm
2  
Simulation 
I=20 mA, V = 2.575 V 
Max= 50.0   Min=17.48  
H=0.34   
(c) (d) 
(e) (f) 
Max = 34     Min = 16  
H=0.47 
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5.6. Conclusion 
It has been demonstrated in this chapter that ZnO:Al can be an alternative transparen
electrode for various p-i-n-type OLEDs. These OLEDs have been compared to OLEDs 
using the conventional transparent electrode ITO. Their electro-optical characteristics have
been studied together with simulations such as optical out-coupling and luminance
homogeneity.  
First, green p-i-n OLEDs have been fabricated. The EL spectra with various OLED stacks 
have been precisely predicted using the optical out-coupling simulation. However, their
electrical characteristics did not fully follow the prediction due to the difficulty to control the
conductivity in the p- or/and n- transporting layers. The green p-i-n OLEDs have been made
with double emission layers, resulting in very high efficiencies even at high luminance. In 
this case, the conductivity of the doped layers was controlled carefully, resulting in a good 
demonstration of the optical simulation to optimise the device stack. The device operationa
stability has been investigated in the OLEDs with long lifetime red p-i-n stack. They have
reached very long lifetime by carefully cleaning the substrates. It was found that the device
stability can be influenced by the cleaning procedure for the transparent electrodes. Whit
p-i-n OLEDs on ZnO:Al have showed a purely white emission, which is independent from
the luminance. The devices have been investigated by the varying conductivity of the p-HTL, 
leading to a change in the EL spectra. It has been found that the efficiencies for the white 
OLEDs depend on the charge carrier balance rather than their EL spectra. Finally, 10 × 10
cm2 up-scaled OLEDs with the p-i-n white stack have been demonstrated on ZnO:Al. The
ZnO:Al layer has been fabricated on the metal grid in order to suppress an Ohmic loss. 
However, a strongly homogeneous luminance distribution has been observed. It seems tha
the metal grid did not effectively work, as confirmed by the luminance homogeneity 
simulations and experimental results.  
As a result, thanks to the p-i-n structure, OLEDs with ZnO:Al have achieved nearly similar
hole injection compared to ITO in spite of the injection barrier for ZnO:Al and the organic
layer. Lower currents for the OLED using ZnO:Al anode were found at high voltage due to 
the higher sheet resistance of ZnO:Al, which was caused by a high temperature process. 
However, the OLEDs using low sheet resistance resulted in very similar current injection 
and efficiencies at the whole voltage.
t 
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Chapter 6 
Organic light emitting diodes on 
PEDOT anode 
 
 
 
 
 
White OLED on 5 × 5 cm2 PEDOT substrate 
 
 
 
 
 
The conductive polymer PEDOT is studied as an alternative electrode for OLEDs in this chapter. 
First, characterisations of the spin-coated PEDOT thin films and comparison with a conventional 
ITO anode are given. Applications of different size of OLEDs using the PEDOT anode are described. 
The p-i-n-type OLEDs were examined on small size substrates, then the substrate size was scaled up 
to 10 × 10 cm2. Studies of electrical performance, luminance homogeneity, and simulations are 
discussed. 
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6.1. Introduction 
The conductive PEDOT:PSS type Baytron® PH510 was used in combination with the 
conductivity enhancement agent dimethylsulfoxide (DMSO). As previously studied [Neyts 
2006], the device size for the OLED using PEDOT as an anode is limited due to a high sheet 
resistance for PEDOT, leading to a lateral ohmic loss. In this study, PEDOT thin films were 
prepared on pre-structured metal grids to enhance the current supply in the active area. The 
design of the substrates and the preparation procedure were described in chapter 3. The 
PEDOT coated substrates in this work have no passivation layer, therefore it is necessary to 
insulate anode contact and top metal cathode layer by deposition of organic and metal 
layers using different shadow masks. Thus, the organic layer was used as an insulator layer 
between the anode contact and the cathode top layer, since the organic materials have 
much lower conductivity compared to the electrode materials. The In-line VES 400 and 
Sunicell plus 200 cluster type deposition tools had no alignment system which enables to 
use different shadow mask in the chamber. The depositions of organic layers were carried 
out through a relatively large open shadow mask while the cathode layer was deposited with 
a smaller open shadow mask to prevent shortcuts. It should be noted that the deposited 
organic layers were exposed to N2 atmosphere to change the shadow mask for a 
continuous deposition of the cathode layer. This procedure without the cathode deposition 
on top causes a reduction in a conductivity of the n-ETL due to the highly sensitive n-dopant. 
First, PEDOT substrates were used on the green and white OLEDs with an active area of 19 
× 19 mm2. Then, white OLEDs were deposited on larger substrates, i.e. with 35 × 35 mm2 
and 80 × 80 mm2 active area. These were deposited by avoiding the influence on the n-ETL 
during the depositions.  
 
6.2. Characteristics of PEDOT thin films 
The optoelectronic properties of the spincoated PEDOT films were determined and 
compared to commercial ITO. The film thickness distribution on a 15 cm wafer was 
measured by the spectroscopic ellipsometry, obtaining a film thickness uniformity of 105 ± 3 
nm which is in agreement with the value by the profilometer. The centre of the wafer tends to 
be thicker than the edge. The PEDOT used in this work, PEDOT:PSS Baytron®PH510 with 5 
wt% of DMSO, has a conductivity of 500 S/cm, therefore providing a sheet resistance of 200 
Ω/sq with thickness of 100 nm. A measurement of a sheet resistance with the 4-point prove 
was not possible due to a high sensitivity of the film. Figure 6.1 shows the optical properties 
of the PEDOT film. The average transmittance excluding the substrate in the visible range 
for PEDOT (Tavg = 91.5%) is comparable to that for the ITO film (Tavg = 92.7%). Compared to 
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the ITO film, lower refractive indices were found for PEDOT films. The values for the PEDOT 
film at 450, 550, and 650 nm were 1.50, 1.46, and 1.47, respectively. Since these values are 
very similar to the refractive index for glass substrate (about 1.5 in the visible range), one 
can expect that the total internal reflection at the interface between glass substrate and 
PEDOT film would be minimised, resulting in good optical out-coupling. 
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Figure 6.1. Optical properties of 100 nm thick PEDOT film and ITO. Transmittance (a) and 
refractive index (b), respectively.   
(a) (b) 
 
The PEDOT film was observed by AFM in an area of 3 μm x 3 μm. It was characterised as a 
dense surface with Rms value of 2.62 nm and Rmax of 4.34 nm. This is relatively rough 
compared to ITO (Rms = 0.33, Rmax = 4.06 nm). However, the OLED device using the 
PEDOT film showed a relatively low leakage current as described below.  
 
Figure 6.2. Atomic force micrograph of a PEDOT thin film. 
 
The work function of the PEDOT film using Baytron® PH510 was reported by Fehse [Fehse 
2007]. The value of approximately 5.0 eV was evaluated by an UPS measurement. Since 
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the material and the film properties used in this work are same as in that report, the PEDOT 
in this work is considered to have the same value.  
6.3. Small size OLEDs using PEDOT substrates 
First, fabrication of OLED was carried out with the PEDOT substrates with an active area of 
19 x 19 mm2 described in 3.2.2. Two types of metal grid, namely GridAu (Au based) and 
GridAl (Al based) were prepared to examine their compatibility for OLED application. Green 
and white OLEDs were made on the two types of the PEDOT substrates with the In-line tool.  
 
6.3.1 Green p-i-n OLEDs 
The green p-i-n-type OLEDs were prepared using the two types of PEDOT substrates 
mentioned above. The OELD characteristics were compared together with ITO based OLED. 
The n-ETL of these OLEDs was exposed to N2 atmosphere to change the shadow mask in 
the glove box. Therefore, it is expected that the conductivity of n-ETL would be reduced. The 
device structure for the green p-i-n-type OLED is  
 
anode / NHT-05:NDP-2 / NPB / TMM-017:Ir(ppy)3 / NET-05 / NET-05:NDN-1 / Yb. 
 
Figure 6.3 (a) and (b) shows L-I-V characteristics and power efficiency versus luminance, 
respectively. Prior to the measurement, the measurement position with a similar luminance 
for the OLED on GridAu and GridAl was chosen at a given current to minimise a 
measurement error due to an inhomogeneous emission device (Figure 6.4). The OLEDs 
using the PEDOT substrates were compared with an ITO based OLEDs with an active area 
of 8.5 x 9.5 mm2. Above the turn-on voltage, the OLED on PEDOT with GridAu exhibited I-V 
characteristics very similar to the ITO based OLED, whereas the PEDOT based OLED with 
GridAl showed poor current injection and luminance. These three OLEDs were made in the 
same deposition run, thus properties of OLED are assumed to be identical. It seemed that 
the difference in the current flow is due to the poor hole injection for GridAl arising from its 
higher sheet resistance.  
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Figure 6.3. Characteristics of green p-i-n OLEDs on PEDOT and ITO substrates. L-I-V 
characteristics (a) and power efficiency versus luminance (b). 
 
The key values such as threshold voltages Vth, current efficiencies ηCE, and power 
efficiencies ηPE for 100 and 1000 cd/m2 are listed in Table 6.1. The higher efficiency for the 
OLED with GridAu may be due to the lower refractive index of the PEDOT layer and a better 
optical outcoupling [1]. The low efficiency for the OLED with GridAl is probably due to its high 
resistance.  
Vth (V) ηCE (cd/A) ηPE (lm/W)
Au grid 2.6 (3.3) 10.1 (8.5) 12.0 (8.1)
Al grid 3.0 (4.4) 11.2 (7.6) 11.7 (5.5)
ITO 2.8 (3.5) 10.4 (8.1) 11.7 (7.2)  
Table 6.2. Key values of green p-i-n OLEDs on various substrates at 100 cd/m2. The 
values in the brackets denote performances at 1000 cd/m2. 
 
Figure 6.4 shows a result of luminance homogeneity for the OLED on PEDOT with GridAu 
and GridAl, respectively. They were measured by 1.0 mm steps and with 1.0 mm 
measurement spot size over the active area of 19 mm x 19 mm. A luminance drop of 
approximately 30% (corresponding to homogeneity H = 0.70) is revealed for both PEDOT 
substrates. However, different position of the luminance peak was observed, namely, that on 
the cathode side for the PEDOT with GridAu and on the anode side for the PEDOT with 
GridAl, respectively. This behaviour can be explained by the different conductivity of the grid 
and Yb cathode. Yb has one order of magnitude lower conductivity (3.5 × 106 S/m) 
compared to Au (4.5 × 107 S/m) in GridAu. Therefore, GridAu can carry more current than Yb, 
leading to the appearance of the high luminance on the cathode side. In spite of a high 
conductivity of Al (ideally 3.7 × 107 S/m), the higher emission was observed at the anode 
side. This also explains that the total conductivity of GridAl is lower than Al. The reason for 
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the low conductivity may be an oxidisation of Al by the acid contained in the PEDOT solution 
despite the Cr protection layer on top. The low conductivity (therefore high resistivity) would 
cause a significant problem when standard high conductivity cathodes such as Al and Ag 
are used. The results confirm that the GridAu is more suitable for the PEDOT substrate in 
terms of efficiency and stability. Hereafter, the PEDOT with Au based grid was focused on as 
an anode for OLEDs. 
 
 
+ + - - 
(a) Au based grid (Cr / Au) 
   LMax : 1414 cd/m2
   LMin : 965 cd/m2
   H = 0.68 
   Avg. 1290 cd/m2
(b) Al based grid (Al / Cr) 
   LMax : 1386cd/m2
   LMin : 986 cd/m2
   H = 0.71 
   Avg. 1161 cd/m2
 
 
 
Figure 6.4. Luminance homogeneity on PEDOT substrate with Au based grid (a) and that 
with Al based grid (b), respectively. 
 
6.3.2. Influence of exposure of n-ETL in nitrogen atmosphere 
Due to the exposure of organic layers to nitrogen atmosphere during the OLED deposition 
process, one can expect an influence on the conductivity of the highly sensitive n-ETL 
consisting on the n-dopant NDN-1 and the electron transport material NET-05. To verify this 
issue, the effect of the n-ETL layer when exposing to nitrogen atmosphere was examined. 
First, the conductivity of the as-deposited n-ETL film was measured in an evaporator 
chamber after the deposition, obtaining 2.0 × 10-5 S/cm. Then, this sample was transferred 
to a glove box and kept there for 30 minutes in the nitrogen atmosphere. This procedure 
significantly reduced the conductivity of the n-ETL to immeasurable values (less than 10-8 
S/cm). Even if the sample was transferred back to the vacuum, the conductivity remained 
low. Another sample was continuously prepared for an UPS measurement with the same 
conditions. The UPS measurement revealed an energy shift by approximately 0.35 eV 
towards lower binding energy after exposure to nitrogen (Figure 6.5). This suggests that 
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both the HOMO level and the vacuum level shifted upward by 0.35 eV, leading to a larger 
distance between the Fermi level and the LUMO level. One can suggest that the n-dopant 
became non-effective. This result implies that the replacement of shadow masks in the 
glove box should be avoided to achieve better characteristics of OLEDs. Recently, an air 
stable n-dopant NDN-26 was released from NovaLED AG [2]. Better efficiency is expected 
by using this material. 
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Figure 6.5. (a) UPS spectra of n-ETL layer, as-deposited film (green line) and film 
exposed to nitrogen for 30 minutes (red line). (b) Illustration of the energy shift of n-ETL 
layer after the exposure to nitrogen. 
 
6.3.3. White p-i-n OLEDs 
As a next step, white p-i-n OLEDs were prepared on the PEDOT substrates with the gold 
grid in the In-line tool. The OLED stack is the same as for the white p-i-n OLEDs using the 
ZnO:Al anode described in section 5.5. However, in this case, Yb was used as cathode. As 
discussed above, the organic layers should not be exposed in the glove box, thus an 
alternative deposition technique is necessary, which does not require the shadow mask 
change. This was realised by attaching a kapton band on an anode contact pad (Figure 
3.2.3). Continuous depositions of organic and cathode layers were performed without 
changing the shadow mask. After organic and metal deposition, a bridge layer between the 
cathode layer and cathode contact was deposited using a different shadow mask. Prior to 
the encapsulation process, the band was removed. The white OLEDs fabricated on the 
PEDOT substrate were characterised and compared with OLEDs without the band on the 
PEDOT substrates which were made in a different run. Four types of OLEDs were prepared 
in the different runs. 
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Run1 (fabricated without exposure to N2) 
Diode PW01: OLED on PEDOT substrate with a band 
Diode IW01: Reference OLED on a standard ITO 
 
Run2 (fabricated with exposure to N2) 
Diode PW02: OLED on PEDOT substrate without a band 
Diode IW02: Reference OLED on a standard ITO 
 
Diode IW01 and Diode IW02 are reference samples made on the standard ITO substrate 
with an active area of 8.5 x 9.5 mm2. Figure 6.6 shows L-I-V characteristics and power 
efficiency versus luminance for the white OLEDs. Diode IW01 and Diode PW01 showed 
similar I-V characteristics in the positive voltage region. However, lower luminance intensity 
was obtained by Diode PW01, resulting in low efficiency for this device. In contrast to the 
result for the green OLEDs (section 6.3.1), the efficiency for OLEDs using PEDOT anode 
are much lower than OLEDs using ITO. It is obvious that the devices fabricated without the 
exposure to N2 showed better efficiencies and lower threshold voltages for all OLEDs. 
Hereafter, the insulator band was attached on all PEDOT substrates prior to the OLED 
deposition so that they were fabricated without the exposure to N2 atmosphere.  
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Figure 6.6. Characteristics of white p-i-n OLEDs on PEDOT and ITO substrates. L-I-V 
characteristics (a) and power efficiency versus luminance (b). 
 
The threshold voltage Vth, current efficiency ηCE, and power efficiency ηPE at 100 and 1000 
cd/m2 are listed in Table 6.2, respectively.  
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Vth (V) ηCE (cd/A) ηPE (lm/W) N2 exposure
Diode PW01 2.9 (3.5) 2.7 (2.9) 2.9 (2.6) no
Diode IW01 2.6 (3.1) 8.2 (7.9) 9.4 (7.7) no
Diode PW02 3.6 (N/A ) 2.4 (N/A ) 2.0 (N/A ) yes
Diode IW02 2.9 (3.8) 6.7 (7.1) 7.0 (6.0) yes  
Table 6.2. Key values of white p-i-n OLEDs on various substrates at 100 cd/m2. The 
numbers in the brackets denote the values for 1000 cd/m2. 
 
6.4. White OLEDs on 50 x 50 mm2 PEDOT substrates 
The p-i-n-type white OLEDs were prepared using the Sunicell plus 200 cluster tool on the 50 
× 50 mm2 PEDOT substrate with an active area of 35 × 35 mm2 (details of the substrate 
were described in 3.2.3). The white OLED stack with the 2 fluorescent colour system with Al 
cathode was applied again. The OLED stack is the same as the white OLED on ZnO:Al 
(described in section 5.5) so that the electrical information of the device for the luminance 
homogeneity simulation can be used as well for the OLEDs on the PEDOT substrates. The 
insulator band was attached on the substrates to suppress the influence of conductivity for 
n-ETL. As discussed in 3.2.3, two types of grids are prepared, i.e. Grid B (pixel size of 1000 
µm × 1000 µm) and Grid C (pixel size of 450 µm × 450 µm). The grid for both types of the 
substrate has a width of 15 μm. The white OLEDs on Grid B (Diode PW11) and Grid C 
(Diode PW12) were characterised using an integrating sphere regardless of the luminance 
homogeneity distribution and the angular dependence of the emission. All edges of the 
samples were covered, thus only the surface emission can be detected. The comparison 
regarding a power efficiency and a quantum efficiency at 1000 cd/m2 is given in Table 6.3. 
As a result, Diode PW12 with smaller pixel has better efficiencies. The geometry for Diode 
PW11 probably does not allow to supply enough current, leading to a lateral Ohmic loss. In 
the following, further analysis of the Diode PW12 is given. 
The I-V characteristics for Diode PW12 was measured from +5.0V to -5.0V downward 
direction. Surprisingly, this device exhibited a high rectification ratio of 104 between ±5.0V, in 
spite of the relatively large substrate size and no cleaning process with organic solvents 
prior to the OLED deposition. As a result, we conclude that contamination of particles was 
avoided by performing the whole fabrication process of the PEDOT substrates in the clean 
room. The angular dependence of Diode PW12 was measured over a range of angles in a 
goniometre. The CIE coordinate measured at perpendicular direction to the object surface to 
35° was ranged from (0.349, 0.366) to (0.329, 0.347). Figure 6.8 shows a non Lambertian 
emission from Diode PW12. At 35°, approx. 25% luminance increase and stronger blue 
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emission were observed simultaneously, suggesting that higher efficiencies may be 
obtained by optimising the thickness of the structure regarding the optical outcoupling. 
grid open grid width ηPE ηQE CIE
(µm2) (µm) (lm/W) (%) (x, y)
Diode PW11 1000x1000 15 8.00 4.00 0.346, 0.353
Diode PW12 450x450 15 8.65 4.04 0.345, 0.352
 
Table 6.3. Power efficiency, quantum efficiency, and CIE coordinate at 1000 cd/m2 for 
white p-i-n type OLEDs on PEDOT substrate with an active area of 35 x 35 mm2. These 
values were measured in an integration sphere.  
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(a) (b) 
Figure 6.7. (a) I-V characteristics of OLEDs on PEDOT (Diode PW12). (b) EL spectrum of 
Diode PW12 at 3.5V corresponding to approx. 1000 cd/m2. 
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Figure 6.8 Angular dependence of Diode PW12. (a) Luminance with various angles, (b) 
EL spectra at various angles.  
 
The luminance homogeneity was measured by scanning the whole emission area of Diode 
PW12. A relatively large photodiode spot size (5.0 mm for luminance homogeneity 
measurement) was chosen to ignore the narrow Au grid lines (15 µm). The sample was 
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scanned with 5.0 mm steps within the active area. The luminance homogeneity was 
determined from 49 measurement points. Figure 6.9 shows the result of the scanning at a 
currency of 100 mA and 200 mA. The anode contact and the cathode contact lie on the 
bottom side and the left side of the device, respectively. The active area is surrounded by an 
anode ring with a width of 2.1 mm. The result shows low luminance near the top right corner 
caused by a lateral Ohmic loss. A high luminance was observed near the anode contact. At 
100 mA, an average luminance of approximately 1000 cd/m2 over all measuring points was 
obtained, however it showed a significant luminance drop of 74.2 % (luminance 
homogeneity: H = 0.258). 4-point probe measurements were carried out on the Cr/Au layer 
on which the PEDOT layer was removed. The obtained sheet resistance is 0.2 Ω/sq. Using 
this value, the calculation value for the sheet resistance through the ring with this geometry 
is relatively high, resulting in more than 20 Ω/sq. Thus, a significant voltage drop along the 
anode ring is expected. The luminance homogeneity simulation was done with the same 
method as described in 5.5.4. The difference between the calculated luminance drop of 54% 
(H = 0.46) and the experimental result is rather large. This suggests that the anode ring is 
not sufficient to supply the voltage to the active area.   
 
 (a) 100mA 
Lmax. 2155 cd/m2
Lmin. 557 cd/m2
ca. 74.2 % drop 
Avg. 1007 cd/m2
(b) 200mA 
Lmax. 6905 cd/m2
Lmin. 698 cd/m2
ca. 90 % drop 
Avg. 1920 cd/m2
Diode PW11 Diode PW11 
Figure 6.9. Homogeneity of luminance on active area of Diode PW11. Left (a): at 100mA, 
right (b): at 200mA.  
 
To improve the OLED performance, a prism structured foil (Vikuiti™ BEF III 90/50-M) and a 
scattering foil (Clarex® DR-IIIC Light Diffusion Filters, DR-90C) were used with an optical oil 
(ImmersolTM 518F, n=1.518). Three measurement sets are given in Table 6.4, namely Diode 
PW12 without optical foil, with the prism structured foil and with the scattering foil. As a 
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result, the scattering foil enhanced the overall efficiencies by more than 20%, and a power 
efficiency of 10.56 lm/W at 1000 cd/m2 was achieved without significantly changing its CIE 
coordinate. In contrast to the scattering foil, the prism structured foil did not change the 
efficiencies. 
The scattering foil can recycle the substrate mode emission which is not taken to the air, 
thereby providing the increased luminance towards various angles. On the other hand, by 
using the prism structured foil, the luminance at the viewing angle 0° was increased by 
approximately 20%. However, the luminance intensity as a function of viewing angle was 
strongly influenced. The prism structured foil compresses the viewing angle of the light to 
the perpendicular direction to glass substrate (viewing angle 0°). Thus, the prism structured 
foil did not significantly change total emission from the surface.  
CIE ηPE (lm/W) ηQE (%)
No foil 0.344 / 0.352 8.55 3.95
Prism Foil 0.335 / 0.331 8.90 4.36
Scattering foil 0.342 / 0.338 10.56 4.92  
Table 6.4. Power efficiency, quantum efficiency, and CIE coordinate at 1000 cd/m2 for 
Diode PW12 with and without optical foils. These values were obtained by measurement 
in an integration sphere. 
 
6.5. White OLEDs on 100 x 100 mm2 PEDOT substrates 
Finally, the white p-i-n OLEDs on the PEDOT substrate were further scaled up to 100 x 100 
mm2 outer size, having an active area of 80 x 80 mm2. The OLED fabricated structure for 
this substrate is the same as above, i.e. the 2 fluorescent colour system white p-i-n-type 
OLED with Al cathode. The insulator bands were again attached on the four anode contacts 
and removed prior to the encapsulation. First, luminance homogeneity was measured. 
Figure 6.10 shows an image of the luminance homogeneity at 300 mA. During the 
measurement, a DC current was applied. A low luminance of 320 cd/m2 was observed in the 
centre of the device (Point A) caused by the lateral ohmic loss. A high luminance of 540 
cd/m2 was observed near the anode contacts (Point B). The measured luminance 
homogeneity (H = 0.59) was in relatively good agreement with the simulation value (H = 
0.47). 
The L-I-V characteristics of the device were measured from + 5.0 V to - 5.0 V in downward 
direction at Point A and Point B, separately (Figure 6.10). This device has a high rectification 
ratio of 104 between ± 5.0 V although it has larger emission area than the OLED using the 
PEDOT anode. At Point B, a power efficiency of 8 lm/W at 1000 cd/m2 was obtained. In the 
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case of the measurement at the Point A, the luminance did not reach 1000 cd/m2. The 
device was broken before measurement in integration sphere, therefore the precise OELD 
performance is not given here. However, more than 8 lm/W of a power efficiency at 1000 
cd/m2 is not expected from this device.  
         
Point A 
Low luminance point 
Point B 
High luminance point 
Figure 6.10. Homogeneity of luminance on the active area of the white OLED on PEDOT 
at 300mA. 
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(a) (b) 
Figure 6.11. Characteristics of white OLED on 100 x 100 mm2 PEDOT substrate. (a) L-I-V 
characteristics and (b) power efficiency versus luminance. High luminance point and low 
luminance point are denoted in Figure 6.10. 
 
6.6. New layout for 100 x 100 mm2 PEDOT Substrate 
The work on OLEDs using PEDOT anode revealed that the up-scaled devices had a strong 
influence by the lateral ohmic loss, leading to a poor luminance homogeneity. The work on 
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the OLEDs on a new 100 × 100 mm2 PEDOT substrate is in progress. This was designed 
based on data predicted by the simulation. In this case, the active area (80 x 80 mm2) with a 
metal grid is directly connected to two anode contacts and lies between a pair of cathode 
contact pads (Figure 6.12). The metal grid was made of Cr (10 nm) / Au (190 nm). The 
optimised ratio between the width for the grid and the pixel size was calculated in advance 
by the simulation in terms of the luminance homogeneity and the total backplane factor. The 
latter was calculated from the Ohmic loss and a grid coverage loss for the non-passivated 
grid substrate. The predicted optimal geometry by the simulation is 25 µm grid width and 
223 µm open space, expecting a luminance homogeneity of 0.59 and a total backplane 
factor of 0.61, respectively. The results of OLED using this substrate will be described 
elsewhere. 
 
Reference diode 
Reference diode 
Active area 80 x 80 mm2
Anode contact 
Cathode contact 
Cathode contact 
Anode contact 
223 µm 
25 µm 
Design of the pixel 
Figure 6.12. New design for 100 x 100 mm2 PEDOT substrate. 
 
6.7. Conclusion 
The highly conductive polymer PEDOT (PEDOT:PSS Baytron®PH 510) has been studied as 
a polymeric anode instead of the conventional ITO transparent electrode. The PEDOT thin 
film has exhibited suitable characteristics for an anode application. The high transmittance 
reaching more than 90% for 100 nm thick PEDOT is comparable to the ITO films, and its 
lower refractive index is expected to be advantageous in terms of the optical out-coupling. 
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The high sheet resistance for PEDOT has been overcome by using the metal grid based on 
Au. Due to the high sensitivity of the PEDOT thin film, any structuring process such as a 
passivation layer can not be applied. Additionally, any cleaning process is not possible. 
Therefore, very careful handling in a clean room is required.  
Various OLEDs using the PEDOT thin film as an anode have been demonstrated. First, two 
types of structure for the grid have been examined with a small size substrate. As a result, 
Au based grids have shown good optoelectronic characteristics and stability against acid 
contained in the PEDOT solution. OLEDs on PEDOT using the Au based grid have 
exhibited a current injection as high as OLEDs on ITO. Since this type of PEDOT substrate 
has no passivation layer, two shadow masks had to be separately used to deposit organic 
layers and metal layer. This process could not avoid an exposure of the deposited organic 
layers to N2 atmosphere, leading to a significant reduction in the conductivity of n-ETL. By 
attaching a band on the anode contact, it has not been necessary to change the shadow 
mask during the OLED fabrication, resulting in an improvement of a threshold voltage. White 
OLEDs using the PEDOT anode with an active area of 35 × 35 mm2 have been 
demonstrated. The devices have shown a very low leakage current despite the non cleaning 
process and no passivation layer. The devices have shown a high rectification ratio of more 
than 104 at ± 5.0 V. The optical out-coupling has been improved by using the scattering foil, 
resulting in more than 20% enhancement in overall efficiency, i.e. a power efficiency of 
10.56 lm/W and a quantum efficiency of 4.92% for the white OLEDs with PEDOT substrate. 
An inhomogeneous luminance distribution has been observed due to the Ohmic losses 
through the grid layer. This behaviour has been seen in up-scaled white OLED using the 
100 × 100 mm2 PEDOT substrate with an active area of 80 × 80 mm2 as well. A new layout 
for the 100 × 100 mm2 PEDOT substrate has been given. The layout designed using the 
simulation has predicted a luminance homogeneity of 0.59 and total back plane factor of 
0.61, respectively. 
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Summary and outlook 
 
7.1. Summary 
In this work, two types of alternative transparent electrodes, ZnO:Al and PEDOT, were 
studied for OLEDs. The ZnO:Al films were fabricated with a conventional DC magnetron 
sputtering. They were made while varying conditions such as process gas flow, substrate 
temperature, and film thickness. The increasing of O2 gas flow altered ZnO:Al from 
conductor to insulator. This was interpreted by the reduction of oxygen vacancies, a main 
native donor in ZnO:Al, which supply carriers. High substrate temperature during the 
sputtering promoted high carrier concentration and high mobility and hence low resistivity. 
The detailed studies revealed that the doping concentration of the Al impurity was constant 
when varying the substrate temperature while the crystallinity was improved. Therefore, 
optimised ZnO:Al with low resistivity was obtained by a high carrier concentration supplied 
mainly from the oxygen vacancies and Al impurity, and a high mobility by the improvement 
of crystallinity. The film thickness of the ZnO:Al was altered to achieve good optoelectronic 
characteristics. With a thickness of approximately 190nm, it reached a low sheet resistance 
of 22 ~ 60 Ω/sq and an average transmittance in visible range of >90%. Moreover, important 
parameters for the OLED application such as very smooth surface roughness and low 
refractive index were simultaneously obtained. These characteristics are comparable to ITO. 
The ZnO:Al films were structured for OLEDs use with a standard photolithography process. 
Despite the high etching rate for ZnO:Al, the structure was successfully realised. Highly 
efficient OLEDs using the ZnO:Al anode have achieved comparable efficiencies with OLEDs 
using ITO, reaching power efficiencies of 61.5 lm/W for phosphorescent green, 5.3 lm/W for 
phosphorescent red, and 12.3 lm/W for fluorescent white at a luminance of 1000 cd/m2. Also, 
10 × 10 cm2 up-scaled white OLEDs using ZnO:Al were demonstrated. A simulation for the 
luminance homogeneity distribution due to an Ohmic loss was performed, showing a good 
agreement with the experimental result. Owing to the p-i-n structure, good current injection 
was realised despite of the injection barrier caused by the high HOMO level of ZnO:Al. 
Additionally, the white fluorescent OLEDs using ZnO:Al anode reached a low operating 
voltage of 3.2V for a luminance of 1000 cd/m2, leading to an advantage for the large devices 
in terms of a power consumption and a luminance homogeneity. By using a low sheet 
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resistance ZnO:Al anode, a current injection as high as OLEDs using ITO was achieved for 
red p-i-n OLEDs. 
As another candidate, PEDOT:PSS Baytron®PH510 with 5 wt% of DMSO was investigated. 
The 100 nm thick PEDOT films were prepared with the spin-coating method, obtaining a 
high transmittance of 92.7% in the visible range. The high resistivity (200 Ω/sq) was 
overcome using a highly conductive metal grid, which resulted in similar current injection to 
ITO. The OLEDs on the PEDOT anode showed a high rectification ratio even without a 
cleaning process prior to the OLED deposition. White OLEDs on the 5 × 5 cm2 PEDOT 
substrate achieved more than 10 lm/W of power efficiency using an optical scattering foil. 
Finally, 10 × 10 cm2 PEDOT substrates were prepared for OLEDs. First results showed low 
luminance homogeneity and low efficiencies. A new type of layout was given, which was 
designed in terms of luminance homogeneity and efficiency using the simulation. 
Regarding patterning characteristics of ZnO:Al, it can be structured precisely using a 
conventional photolithography technique. This is difficult for PEDOT due to its sensitivity. 
Two feasible OLED applications for each material are proposed: PEDOT may be more 
suitable for lighting where low price and ease of design are important, ZnO:Al might be 
appropriate for display applications. 
 
7.2. Outlook 
In the lifetime study of red and white OLEDs, the influence of different anode between ITO 
and ZnO:Al was examined. The use of polymeric cleaner on the ZnO:Al anode prior to 
deposition led to the reduction of lifetime compared to the OLED without it, although 
identical initial characteristics were observed between them. This was obtained by an 
oxidisation or residual moisture on the surface, but no direct evidence. For a deeper 
understanding, further detailed studies such as workfunction measurement and morphology 
analysis have to be done.  
The increase of the sheet resistance for ZnO:Al anode after the structuring process for the 
passivation layer was seen in the I-V characteristics, namely a low current injection. The 
increase of sheet resistance was attributed to the chemisorption of oxygen atoms during the 
high temperature process for the curing of the passivation layer. This problem has to be 
solved by using a low temperature process, for example, by a conventional screen printing 
technique. This makes the metal contact and the passivation layer structure with a cure 
temperature as low as 130°C possible. 
The spincoating method for PEDOT covers the whole substrate which requires an additional 
process: The PEDOT layer on the unwanted area has to be manually removed. It is obvious 
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that this process is not feasible. For a practical application, laser structure and water proof 
coating on the unwanted area would be helpful. Recently, micro-patterning of PEDOT by 
using polymerization in gas the phase was reported [1]. This enables 1 μm pitch patterning. 
These techniques may simplify the OLED process and avoid a particle problem as well, 
leading to a low cost for a commercial application and a stable production.
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Appendix A 
Definition of efficiencies 
 
A.1. Power efficiency and current efficiency 
A photometric unit, luminous flux M (unit in lumen) is a standardised response of the human 
eye to different wavelengths of light. This is calculated from radiometric light power using the 
equation 
 
λλ dFKM m ∫= )( , (Eq. A.1) 
 
where F(λ) is EL spectrum and Km = 683 lm/W is a prefactor which has a peak at a 
wavelength of λ = 555 nm. This is based on the photopic response as shown in Figure A.1. 
As a general method, the luminance flux M can be obtained from the luminance L, that is M 
= π×L. The power efficiency ηPE is the ratio of the luminous flux of the emitted light to the 
input power [W] in OLED. 
 
P
MWlmPE =]/[η  (Eq. A.2) 
where L is luminance which is detected in a perpendicular direction to the device and P is 
power density, respectively. 
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Figure A.1. The photopic curve is the standardised to the cone photoreceptor cells in the 
human eye. 
The current efficiency ηCE [cd/A] is also commonly used to determine the OLED properties. 
This is defined as the ratio of the luminance to the current density J which flows through a 
whole device of OLED. This is given as follows, 
 
]/[
]/[]/[ 2
2
mAJ
mcdLAcdCE =η . (Eq. A.3) 
 
A.2. Quantum efficiency 
The external quantum efficiency ηext is the ratio of the number of photons emitted by the 
OLED to the number of electrons injected. This can be described with the following 
equation: 
 
∫
∫=
λλλ
λλλπη
dyF
dF
hcJK
Le
m
ext )()(
)(
 (Eq. A.4) 
 
where L is the luminance, J is the current density, λ is wavelength, F(λ) is EL spectrum, y(λ) 
is spectral luminous efficiency. Other constants are h, the Planck constant, c, the speed of 
light, and e, the elementary charge. Km = 683 lm/W is a conversion constant.  
 
The external quantum efficiency ηext is defined with four factors, i.e. the charge balance by 
electrons and holes that recombines in the emissive layer γ, the photoluminescence 
efficiency of the emissive molecule φPL, the fraction of emissive excitons ηr, and the 
outcoupling efficiency ηout. Therefore, the quantum efficiency can be expressed as: 
 
outoutrPLext ηηηηφγη int==  (Eq. A.5) 
 
The first three factors are represented as internal quantum efficiency ηint. The charge 
balance γ is the probability with which the charge carrier recombine to produce excitons. 
This is related to the balance between the number of holes and electrons injected into the 
organic layer. In the optimised OLED structure, γ can normally reach ~100%; φPL =100% is 
obtained by various highly efficient dyes. Due to simple spin statistics, one would expect the 
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generation ratio of singlet to triplet of 1:3. The decay of a triplet states are forbidden by the 
spin conservation rule. So, most of their energy is lost non-radiatively. Thus, only emission 
from singlet states is obtained, leading to ηr = 25% for fluorescent emitters. However, in 
some materials with heavy metals, a radiative decay from the triplet states is allowed due to 
spin-orbit coupling. This enables harvesting emission from both of singlet and triplet states, 
and hence maximising ηr =100%. As a result, it becomes possible to obtain the internal 
quantum efficiency ηint = 100%. Thus, the major limitation to the quantum efficiency is the 
outcoupling fraction. This is related to the internal reflection of photons that escape from the 
substrate above the critical angle θc. The light outcoupling can be estimated based on ray 
optics and Snell’s law in the case that all photons are reflected at the metal interface, the 
emission is isotropic (naturally in small molecules), and no interference occurs. The 
outcoupling efficiency is given by the following equation, 
2/5.0~ noutη . (Eq. A.6) 
Assuming the refractive index of organic materials to be about n = 1.7, the out-coupling 
fraction corresponds to a value of ~20%. As shown in Figure A.2, the light paths for a typical 
bottom emission OLED are classified into three components. Path A are the external modes, 
the light emitted from the surface at an angle less than the critical angle θc = 36° (assuming n 
= 1.7 for the organic layers). Others are trapped light which is non-distributed to the external 
quantum efficiency, namely substrate modes (Path B), and organic/transparent electrode 
modes (Path C). These are waveguided and eventually absorbed or emitted from the edge 
of the substrate.  
 
 
Figure A.2. The light emission from a bottom emitting type OLED device can be divided 
into different modes. A: external mode, B: substrate mode, and C: organic/transparent 
electrode mode.  
Glass substrate
Transparent electrode
Organic layers 
θc = 36° 
Top cathode 
B 
C 
A ~20% 
Emitter 
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Definitions of colourimetry 
 
B.1. Colour matching functions and chromaticity diagram 
The quantitative values of colour is standardised by CIE (Commission Internationale de 
L’Eclairage) colour matching functions x(λ), y(λ), and z(λ) (Figure B.1), which shows the 
spectral response of three different colour receptive cells in the eye. These values are 
defined by the tristimulus values together with an arbitrary spectrum Φ(λ), that is 
( ) ( ) λλλ dxX Φ= ∫  (Eq. B.1) 
( ) ( ) λλλ dyY ∫ Φ=  (Eq. B.2) 
( ) ( ) λλλ dzZ Φ= ∫ . (Eq. B.3) 
Calculation of colour coordinates can be carried out by overlapping each colour matching 
functions with the EL spectrum of the OLED. 
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Figure B.1. CIE 1931 colour matching functions.  
 
The chromaticity coordinates x, y, and z are given by calculation from the trstimulus 
according to 
ZYX
Xx
++
=   (Eq. B.4) 
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ZYX
Yy
++
=   (Eq. B.5) 
yx
ZYX
Zz −−=
++
= 1 . (Eq. B.6) 
The chromaticity z can be deduced from x and y, so the z coordinate is redundant. With only 
x and y, it becomes possible to construct two dimensional diagram: the (x, y) chromaticity 
diagram as it is normally called is shown in Figure B.2. White light is found in the 
equi-energy stimulus located in the centre of the diagram at (1/3, 1/3). All colours can be 
characterised in the chromaticity diagram.  
 
 
Figure B.2. CIE 1931 (x, y) chromaticity diagram. White light is denoted at (1/3, 1/3). 
Image obtained from www.LightEmittingDiode.org.  
 
B.2. Colour rendering index 
An important property of a light source is the colour rendering index (CRI), which is given as 
an index between 0 and 100. This is a measure of the ability of a white illumination source to 
faithfully render the colours of physical object illuminated by the source. Lower values 
indicate poor colour rendering and higher ones good colour rendering. The reference source 
of CRI is a Planckian black body radiator, therefore the day light and incandescent halogen 
lamp have nearly CRI = 100. 
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Light source CRI
Sunlight 100
Incandescent bulb 100
Fluorescent light 60 - 95
trichromatic white LED 60 - 95
White OLED ~ 90
Na vapor light 10 - 22  
Table B.1. General CRIs of different light sources.  
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List of symbols 
ε  relative dielectric constant   
ε0  absolute dielectric constant   
ηce  current efficiency   
ηext  external quantum efficiency   
ηint  internal quantum efficiency   
ηout  outcoupling efficiency   
λ  wavelength   
μ  mobility   
ρ  resistivity   
σ  conductivity   
ωp  plasma frequency   
d  film thickness   
e  elementary charge   
h  Planck constant   
H  homogeneity   
J  current density   
k  Boltzmann constant   
l  grain size   
L  luminance   
Lmax  maximum luminance   
Lmin  minimum luminance   
Lo  initial luminance   
m*  effective mass   
m  mass   
N  carrier density   
n  refractive index   
PAr  partial Ar flow   
PO2  partial O2 flow   
Rsh  Sheet resistance   
R.T.  room temperature  
Tavg  average transmittance   
Tsb  substrate temperature   
Vth  threshold voltage 
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List of abbreviations 
 
AFM  Atomic Force microscope 
CGL  Charge generation layer 
CIE  Commission Internationale de L'Eclairage 
CRI  Colour rending index 
CVD  Chemical vapour deposition 
DC  Direct current 
EBL  Electron blocking layer 
EDX  Energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy 
EL  Electroluminescence 
EML  Emission layer 
ETL  Electron transporting layer 
ETM  Electron transporting material 
FEM  Finite element method 
FPDs  Flat panel displays 
FWHM  Full width at half maximum 
HBEC  High binding energy cut off 
HBL  Hole blocking layer 
HOMO  Highest occupied molecular orbitals 
HTL  Hole transporting layer 
HTM  Hole transporting material 
IJP  Ink jet printing 
LEDs  Light-emitting diodes 
LUMO  Lowest unoccupied molecular orbitals 
MEMS  Micro-electro-mechanical systems 
MSE  Mean square error 
OLEDs  Organic light-emitting diodes 
PL  Photoluminescence 
PLD  Pulsed laser deposition  
PLEDs  Polymer light-emitting diodes 
RF  Radio frequency 
RMAX  Peak to valley roughness 
RMS  Root mean square roughness 
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List of abbreviations 
SED  Stretched exponential decay function 
SEM  Scanning electron microscope 
TCOs  Transparent conductive oxides 
UPS  Ultraviolet photoelectron spectroscopy 
UV  Ultraviolet 
XRD  X-ray diffraction 
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